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Section 1 Safety and Responsibilities
A. Introduction
BECK is committed to excellence in safety, health and environmental concerns and invites each person
(client, contractors, and vendors) to be dedicated and personally committed to achieving a Zero Accidents
Project. The mission of the safety, health and environmental program is for BECK employees and
subcontractors to develop achieve and maintain an environment free from injury, illness and environmental
impact. The total commitment and involvement of management, supervisors, individual employees, and
subcontractors is necessary to accomplish this mission.
BECK expects all individuals working at the construction site to follow applicable safe work practices, safety
policies, programs, procedures and rules, and safety regulations, as defined by the Occupational Safety and
Health Administration. The Safety Manual and Project Zero Accident Plan are used as a minimum guideline
for safety compliance. Specific responsibilities are outlined.
Nothing contained in this manual is intended to create or establish an employment or control relationship
between BECK and any employee of any subcontractor. BECK, as a General Contractor, reserves the
right to deny any person access to the site. All decisions affecting the individuals terms or conditions of
employment with his or her company shall be the decision of his or her employer.

B. Management Leadership
We believe that people are our greatest asset. The prevention of incapacity, loss of earning power, physical
disruption of the project, the reduction of construction and insurance costs are but a few of the many benefits
made possible by a comprehensive safety program. A safe job is a good job.
Our Safety Policy starts with our individual employees. We recognize it is our responsibility to create a safe
work environment for them. The best way to achieve this is to make sure our employees know how to do their
job safely. Safety does not start at the top and filter down. Safety starts with individual working men and women
who know how to do their work safely. Our employees will attend safety meetings and we will create a job site
where the importance of safety is communicated to our employees and all persons on the job site.
BECK believes that a safe operation is necessary for an efficient operation. Safety and production go hand in
hand. We will select employees who are willing to perform their jobs with due regard to safety, safety rules,
safe practices and accident prevention.

C. Subcontractors Responsibility
It is our practice to delegate work to specialty subcontractors who are knowledgeable about the special safety
considerations of their respective trades. Each subcontractor agrees that BECK has retained the
subcontractor for reasons, which include, but are not limited to, subcontractor’s expertise with regard to
safety and health hazards associated with the work to be performed, by the subcontractor. Again we do not
control the individual employees of our subcontractors. It is our intention that each specialty subcontractor
(employer) is directly responsible for monitoring their employee’s compliance with the applicable established
safety standards. Each subcontractor agrees that it has and will have primary responsibility for the safety,
health and welfare of its employees, subcontractors, and agents performing work at the construction site.
At all times, while performing work on the construction site, the subcontractor, its employees,
subcontractors, and vendors will comply with all applicable safety, health and environmental procedures,
policies, and guidelines.
We require that subcontractors provide and maintain a copy of their written safety and hazard communication
program on-site. Subcontractors are required to follow and comply with this safety program. At all times the
most stringent rule will apply. BECK reserves the right to implement additional safety requirements when
1

necessary for the safety and wellbeing of employees, workers and the public. We will monitor the general
safety conditions of the premises. Where these conditions affect or concern the work of our subcontractors,
their management will be notified. The subcontractors have the authority and responsibility to control, and/or
correct all hazards associated with the work to be performed by the subcontractor. If the subcontractor
becomes aware of a hazard which the subcontractor believes was created or caused by another
subcontractor, the subcontractor must notify BECK immediately. If the subcontractor fails to do so, the
subcontractor agrees to assume all responsibility to control and/or correct the hazard.
The subcontractors will provide only properly trained and qualified persons to perform work at the
construction site. The subcontractor has the responsibility to train their employees with regard to safe work
practices and work-specific hazards.

D. Zero Accidents Plan
The Zero Accidents Plan is a site specific supplemental plan to the safety manual. It allows project teams
to communicate BECK’s safety philosophy and commitment, as well as, identify, prepare, and address
safety issues specific to their project prior to construction.
The project team should develop the Zero Accident Plan by providing a job overview, designating the
project safety team and assignments, identifying any project specific critical issues, write the project
specific safety incentive plan, complete the project specific emergency action plan assignments, project
emergency management assignments, emergency notifications and contacts, develop and attach
emergency action plan map/diagram, attach clinic map and contact information.
Any site specific rules, policies or procedures should be written, current, reasonable, known to each
employee/worker, understood, followed and enforced. A review the Zero Accidents Plan should occur
quarterly to evaluate its success in meeting the goals and objectives so that deficiencies can be identified
and the program and/or objectives can be revised when they do not meet the goal of effective safety
protection, and updated as required because of personnel changes. The Zero Accidents Plan in addition
to addressing site specific policies provides a template and guideline to assist each project in properly
documenting safety requirements. The template for completing the Zero Accident Plan is available in
Exhibit E.
The Zero Accidents Plan must be submitted to the Safety Department. The Project Manager,
Superintendent, Regional Safety Manager and Operations Manager are required to sign/initial the Zero
Accidents Plan. Once the Zero Accidents Plan is approved it is forwarded to Safety Department. The
Safety Department will return an approved copy to the Project Manager and copy will be posted to the
Leaders Top 10.
The Zero Accidents Plan is considered a living document and must be updated when personal
assignments change or other changes are made that affect the Zero Accidents Plan. A revised Zero
Accidents Plan should only be resubmitted when there is a change in critical issues or the contract
volume changes. Personnel assignments and responsibilities may change. It is the project team’s
responsibility to communicate any changes in assignments or responsibilities to the project team
members.

E. Definitions
Construction Site: The area defined in the construction plans and/or the contract agreement, and
includes but is not limited to all areas where construction activities are taking place and all access roads,
storage areas and parking lots associated with the project.
Subcontractor or Employer: A person who or business that contracts to provide some service or
material necessary for the performance of another's contract or a person or business that employs one or
more people, esp. for wages or salary. It is intended that the term “subcontractor” include other
2

subcontractors hired for a specific scope of work, any specialty contractors they may hire (2nd tier or
more), their employees, agents or representatives.
Critical Lift: Any lift that includes: Tandem lifts, Lifts greater than seventy-five (75%) percent of Load
Chart, Crane suspended Personnel Hoists, and Non-Conventional outrigger placements.
Emergency: An unforeseen combination of circumstances or the resulting state that calls for immediate
action (i.e., a fire, bomb threat, chemical spill or release, structural collapse or medical emergency)
Employee: Refers to all workers on the construction site, it is intended that every individual who works at
the construction site will remain an “employee” of the subcontractor or employer responsible for bringing
the employee to the construction site. The term employee is not intended to imply that all persons are
BECK employees, which is not the case, but a rather general definition of workers on site.
Health & Safety Manual: The written Safety & Health Manual adopted by BECK that establishes the
minimum safety guidelines for BECK construction activities, including policies, procedures, practices,
rules and regulations that compromise BECK’s Safety & Health Program.
Injury: Is a negative physical or health effects, acute or chronic, from contact with or exposure to a
hazard in the workplace.
Project Representative: A member of the project management team designated as the Corporate
Representative authorized to participate in all phases of an OSHA inspection (designated if the Safety
Director is unavailable).
Safety Subcontractor: The company or person with whom BECK may subcontract some safety
functions on a particular project.
Zero Accidents Plan (ZAP): The site specific plan developed by the project management team that
identifies critical issues or other items not covered by the Safety Manual, and outlines the projects plan on
how those critical issues will be addressed during construction activities. The ZAP also identifies the
projects emergency action plan and assigns specific duties for employees during an emergency.

F. Safety Program Goals
BECK has established very clear goals and objectives for our safety program. They are:
1.

Create a Safety and Health conscious culture.

2.

Establish and maintain incident and hazard-free work sites to the extent possible.

3.

Establish and maintain a workplace free from substance abuse to the extent possible.

4.

Create a culture that meets or exceed the safety standards in our industry.

5.

Maintain a Zero Accident commitment in all aspects of our operations.
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G. Communications
All documentation, information and correspondence required by the Safety Manual are to be transmitted
to or from the Project Manager, Superintendent or Project Safety Coordinator.
1. Zero Accidents Plan: Each project must complete a Zero Accidents Plan (ZAP) prior to the start of
construction activities. The ZAP should be part of all bid documents. The ZAP is a site specific
safety plan which identifies site specific safety standards, emergency action plan and assignments,
critical issues and outlines additional safety requirements, disciplinary procedures and items not
addressed in the HC BECK, Ltd Health and Safety Manual. The template for completing the Zero
Accident Plan is available in Exhibit E.
2. Pre-Construction Conference: Prior to mobilizing each subcontractor’s project manager,
superintendent and foremen should attend a pre-construction conference. During this conference
the Subcontractor Pre-construction Safety Review (Form 1.A.1) will be reviewed and additional
safety expectations or requirements will be explained. Form 1.A.1 is part of the ZAP template
available in Exhibit E.
3. Safety Plan Review: Prior to mobilization and prior to the start of any construction activity,
subcontractors performing certain activities may be required to submit a site safety plan for their
scope of work and/or complete scope specific safety plans. These activities include, but are not
limited to, trenching, excavation, roofing, glazing, fall protection, controlled access zone, steel
erection, pre-cast erection, demolition, masonry or lockout / tag out. The subcontractor’s site
specific safety plan should include an overview of what steps will be taken to manage the hazards
associated with the particular scope of work. The plan must also identify competent persons or
specific needs
4. Safety Information and Updates: Each project will conduct a toolbox safety meeting with the
entire project work force weekly. Attendance can be documented directly on the information sheet
used to conduct the meeting. The Superintendent is responsible for coordinating these meetings. A
copy of the form should be placed in the project safety binders. Topics will vary from week to week
and should cover those areas of greatest concern to the immediate tasks or project. All
subcontractors will conduct an additional weekly toolbox safety meeting.
Superintendents with multiple work sites are not required to conduct a weekly meeting at each
location; these meetings will be coordinated with subcontractors and conducted when the
subcontractors are on site.
5. Cell Phones and Radios
Communication is critical on any construction site and has a direct effect on the ability to maintain a
safe work place. Employees in non-supervisory rolls are prohibited from using cellular phones,
IPods (or other music radios) or other communication devices except while on break or during
lunch. Employees/workers assigned two way radios for jobsite communications are allowed. The
use of cellular phones, radios or similar devices while working with tools, equipment or material is
strictly prohibited. The use of ear phones while working is strictly prohibited. Using any of these
prohibited items, while working, will be grounds for immediate disciplinary action.

H. Responsibilities
1. The Employees Responsibility includes:
a. Work in a safe and efficient manner and follow established safety regulations and company
policies.
b. Insure that each task given is understood.
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c.

Be alert and free of injuries to the extent possible while working on any Company project.

d. Report any unsafe conditions to the foreman as soon as possible.
e. Report even minor injuries to a supervisor in person and seek first aid care immediately.
f.

Report to work physically and mentally able to perform the tasks assigned.

g. Report to work without the presence of drugs or alcohol in his system which may affect work
performance.
h. Report to the Foreman or Supervisor any prescription or nonprescription drugs taken which would
affect the ability to work safely.
i.

Not to perform work which the employee feels is unsafe; this is true even if the foreman asks for
such work. No employee will be reprimanded for reporting to the supervisor's supervisor a
request to work in what the employee believes is an unsafe condition. Every employee may
seek out the supervisor's supervisor to report any unsafe condition

2. First Level Supervision (Foremen)
a. Ensure needed safety equipment and protective devices are provided and used for each job.
b. Communicate and coordinate any risks likely to affect employees/workers and ensure risk are
controlled or eliminated.
c.

Make new employees aware of any hazards in their work area.

d. Take prompt corrective action whenever unsafe conditions or unsafe acts are noted.
e. Teach employees that accidents are caused and can usually be prevented.
f.

Assure that all injuries are properly reported and treated.

g. Instill safety awareness in each employee through personal contact and by group safety
meetings.
h. Provide full support of all safety activities and safety procedures.
i.

Assure that all safety bulletin boards are kept in good order.

j.

Assure that safety meetings are conducted with all employees.

k.

Inspect the project for safe and unsafe activity

l.

Attend safety meetings

3. Senior Field Engineers
a. Review the safety program and insure its implementation on the project.
b. Attend all safety meetings.
c.

Assist Superintendent and Foremen.
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d. Take prompt corrective action whenever unsafe conditions or unsafe acts are noted.
e. Inspect the project for safe and unsafe activity
f.

Attend safety meetings

4. Superintendents
a. Review the safety program and insure its implementation on the project.
b. Attend safety meetings
c.

Plan ahead for safety requirements and communicate those requirements to all foremen.

d. Hold meetings with the foremen and give full support to their safety activities.
e. Review serious accidents to see that accident causes are being investigated and the proper
corrective actions are taken.
f.

Assure that all proper safety precautions are being taken before new operations are started,
or when new tools, equipment, and materials are introduced to the project.

g. Give leadership and direction in the administration of safety activities.
h. Give fair consideration to recommendations, interpret policies and support them as an
example to those in supervisory levels.
i.

Require foremen to hold safety meetings as outlined in the program and report the topics of
each safety meeting.

j.

Require all Supervisors to comply with all reasonable safety recommendations.

k.

Discuss all safety violations with subcontractor’s foremen in the weekly progress meetings,
document same and require compliance.

l.

Review Project Managers and Foreman’s performance in complying with the safety program
and Zero Accident Plan.

m. Inspect the project for safe and unsafe activity
n. Participate in 1.A.1 Sub preconstruction reviews
5. Project Managers
a. Review the safety program and insure its application on the project.
b. Meet with Superintendent and other project team members to develop site specific Zero
Accidents Plan.
c.

Provide electronic copies of the safety manual and Zero Accidents Plan during pre-bid
instructions.

d. Review accident summary reports in order to keep informed on the project accident record.
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e. Assist in appropriate preventive action when accident trends are unfavorable.
f.

Give leadership and direction in the administration of safety activities.

g. Give fair consideration to recommendations and interpretation of policies and support them
as an example to those in supervisory levels.
h. Require Superintendents to hold safety meetings as outlined in the program.
i.

Review Superintendents performance in complying with the safety program and Zero
Accident Plan.

j.

Inspect the project for safe and unsafe activity

k.

Attend safety meetings

l.

Participate in 1.A.1 Sub preconstruction reviews

6. Operations Manager
a. Assist in administrating the safety programs on all projects in the districts.
b. Provide information, materials and guidance for each new project at project start up.
c.

Monitor all injuries and accidents. Ensure that serious injuries are investigated and
coordinate information and procedures between Risk Management and Project Managers.

d. Provide positive reinforcement for the safety program to employees. Encourage employee
participation in various aspects of the safety program. Involve middle and top management
whenever possible as well as outside speakers.
e. Promote incentive safety programs.
f.

Keep all projects up-to-date on the latest safety trends and requirements. Pass on good
safety ideas from project to project. Provide basic safety training resources for field
supervision.

g. Keep apprised of all serious injuries, special inspections and any major problem areas or
ideas that could impact the projects and BECK.
h. Interface with client/owner to review and resolve safety concerns on the project.
i.

Inspect the project for safe and unsafe activity

7. Corporate Safety Department
a. Coordinate the development and administration of the safety program.
b. Assist operating personnel by preparing safety material, literature and other training
materials, and maintaining a clearing house for material on safety standards, general safety
regulations, Occupational Safety and Health Administration, Mining Safety and Health
Administration, and other Federal and State laws and regulations that may be applicable.
c.

Accumulate and analyze accident data to develop corrective and preventive action.
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d. Provide periodic reports relating to the effectiveness of the program and accident and injury
trends.
e. Assist in establishing safety goals.
f.

Resolve questions, approve and/or recommend necessary expenditures to correct unsafe
conditions.

g. Make regular job site visits to determine if safe work practices are being observed, and that
unsafe conditions do not exist.
h. Inspect the project for safe and unsafe activity.

I. Safety Submittals
The following submittals are required prior to the start of work. Each subcontractor shall submit the
following to the BECK Project Manager, Superintendent or Safety Coordinator.
1. Pre-construction safety review (Form 1.A.1) available in Exhibit E.
2. Safety and Hazard Communication Program
Safety Manual and Hazard Communication Program with a list and copies of Safety Data Sheets
(SDS) for chemical or products that will be stored or used on project site. Each Subcontractor is
responsible for the maintenance and accuracy of their Hazard Communication Program and SDS
list
3. Written site safety plan (if applicable)
The subcontractors site specific safety plan should include an overview of what steps will be
taken to manage the hazards associated with the particular scope of work. The plan must also
identify competent persons or specific needs, responsibilities for monitoring employee safety
compliance, emergency procedures and work activity safety guidelines.
Subcontractors performing certain activities are required to submit a site safety plan for their
scope of work. These activities include, but are not limited to;
 trenching
 excavation
 roofing
 glazing
 using personal fall protection equipment
 controlled access zone
 steel erection
 pre-cast erection
 demolition
 masonry
4. Fall Protection Program/Plan (if applicable)
Program must be submitted to the Project Superintendent and Safety Director prior to the start of
work under a fall protection plan. Each employee or worker using personal fall protection
equipment will be required to work under a “Fall Protection Work Plan” A daily fall protection
Permit must be issued to identify the work area and systems being used in areas that require fall
protection use.
5. Confined Space Program/Plan (if applicable)
Program must be submitted to the Project Superintendent and Safety Director prior to the start of
confined space work
8

6. Resume of Safety Representative (when required)

J. Project Safety Staffing
BECK will provide a full-time site safety representative on the following projects:





Any project under a Beck Contractor Controlled Insurance Program (CCIP)
Projects Forty (40) million dollars in total project volume or greater.
Any project with on-going abatement during construction.
30 or more employees assigned to field activities.

The following conditions may require a full-time or part-time safety representative regardless of project
volume pending a project review with the safety department and regional operations.









Owner OCIP
Project risk based on risk assessment
Projects with structural demolition and/or significant renovation.
Renovation project with Asbestos or Lead Based Paint.
Buildings with curtain wall system.
Projects with 5 or more floors.
Projects in close proximity to general public i.e. campus settings, hospital additions, etc.
Project with 3 or more buildings.

Subcontractors:
If the total number of employees/workers onsite (including all tiered subcontractors) is Thirty (30) or
more, a designated full-time safety representative must be assigned to the project for the duration the
subcontractor has 30 or more personnel onsite (including all tiered subcontractors). The designated
full-time safety representative will have no other responsibilities other than safety supervision (nonproduction).
A designated full-time safety representative (when more than 30 employees/workers are on site,
including tiered contractors) must have:


Two (2) years of safety experience as a safety manager.



Completion of OSHA 30 hour training with in the last two (2) years.



Current OSHA 500, must be maintained, and be qualified to teach safety procedures.



If designated as a competent person, the requirements as identified for competent persons in
Exhibit C “Safety Training Guideline” must be met. Must provide evidence of documented
training in subject matter designated as a competent person.



Be assigned no other responsibilities other than safety supervision (non-production).



And, is subject to approval of the BECK Project Manager, Superintendent and Safety Director
before being assigned to any BECK project.



Additional full-time safety representative must be assigned to the project for each group of
workers, including tiered subcontractors, the subcontractor has working on-site.


30-89 Workers = 1 Full-time Safety Coordinator
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90-149 Workers = 2 Full-time Safety Coordinators
150+ Workers = 3 Full-time Safety Coordinators

If the total number of employees/workers onsite (including all tiered subcontractors) is Twenty Nine
(29) employees/workers or less, a supervisor may be designated as the Safety and Health
Representative for the project and assume the responsibilities with that position.
If less than 30 personnel: designated safety representative should have:


Successful completion of OSHA 30 hour training with in the last four (4) years



First-aid / CPR certified



Designated as a competent person

BECK reserves the right to require a subcontractor to provide a full-time on-site safety
representative (regardless of crew size) based on scope of work, safety compliance, frequency of
incidents or any other reason determined by the Project Manager, Superintendent or Safety
Director. Including but not limited to special single day activities such as concrete pours, shut
downs, manpower increase of any kind for any length of time.

K. Restriction of Activities
BECK may designate areas within the construction site with limited or restricted activity or access.
Projects may designate areas for employees to eat lunch, take breaks, use tobacco, etc. Typically, food
and drinks (other than water or products, such as Gatorade) are not allowed in the work areas of the
construction site. Each subcontractor is responsible for maintaining its designated area in a clean and
sanitary condition including the daily removal of trash and other debris.
Employees who fail to use the designated areas for food, drinks and tobacco use or who do not pick up
and dispose of their trash will be subject to disciplinary actions as described in section 3 of this manual.

L. Accident Investigation
BECK must have an effective system to accurately document, analyze for cause, report, and record
data on job-related injuries, illnesses, and incidents. The primary reasons for this documentation are:
a. It allows for improvements in the safety and health program, which in turn reduces the
frequency and severity of occupational injuries, illnesses, and incidents.
b. It allows corrective actions to be taken to remove the cause and eliminate further incidents,
thus making every project a safer place to work.
c. It reduces the costs of workers' compensation and public liability insurance, property damage,
and ultimately results in increased production.
d. It provides safety and health research data that can be used to develop programs to control
or eliminate specific safety and health hazards and improve work methods.
e. It gives management the tools it needs to effectively educate employees in injury, illness, and
incident prevention.
f. It provides data that is needed to prepare reports required by a client, international, federal,
state, and/or local regulations.
1. Root Cause Analysis
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The project team will complete a Root Cause Analysis of on incidents that are classified as injury,
property damage or near-miss. First aid incidents may require a Root cause if requested by the
safety department.
2. Project Incident Review
The safety department will coordinate a project incident review. The review will include a summary of
the incident, review of the root cause and corrective actions.
a. The project incident review will be conducted 4-5 day, when possible, after the incident.
b. The project incident review includes the project manager, superintendent, safety coordinator
and subcontractor involved.
All injuries must be reported to project manager or superintendent immediately. Accidents that do not
result in injury or property damage are considered near-misses and should be reported as well.
Near-miss: unplanned incidents that did not result in injury or property damage.
•
•
•

Notification of Incident
Root Cause Report.
Record the incident in safety software for the specific project

Injury, First-Aid or Medical Treatment: Any injury that requires treatment including First-Aid.
Complete the following forms.
•
•
•
•
•

Notification of Incident
Treatment Refusal, if applicable
State specific W/C “First Report of Injury”
Root Cause Report.
Record the incident in safety software for the specific project

11

Section 2 Procedures
A. Project Orientation
1. Project Orientation
All Employees/Workers who enter the construction site (other than the project trailers or parking
area) are required to attend the project orientation prior to beginning work on a BECK project.
a. Verbal Review/presentation includes:









Site specific hazards
Safety expectations
Site/owner requirements – parking, site hours, etc.
Emergency response
Clinic location
Drug testing
Housekeeping
SDS locations

b. Handouts:

c.



BECK Rules and Regulations



Certificate of Safety Orientation

Scheduling


Orientations will be scheduled by the Project Safety Coordinator or Superintendent.

d. Additional Requirements


Some projects may require pre-work or pre-access drug screening. When drug screens
are required they must be completed before the orientation. When possible, BECK may
coordinate an on-site drug screening service. Each subcontractor is responsible for
scheduling employee drug screens and all costs associated with drug screening.



Some projects or owners may require additional site specific videos or training.



Each subcontractor is responsible for retaining proof of employee training.



Projects in the Dallas/Fort Worth area require all workers to attend and successfully pass
TEXO Safety First Orientation prior to starting work on a Beck project. The cost of
attending the Safety First orientation is the responsibility of the employer.

2. Documentation
Project Orientation documentation consists of the following:
a. Everyone attending the orientation will be required to sign the certificate of site safety
orientation
b. Be issued a site specific numbered hardhat sticker when the orientation and drug screen, if
required, are completed.
3. Training Verification
Each subcontractor is responsible for providing safety training for its employees. Safety training
includes both general awareness and user specific training. Training should include the use of all
tools, equipment and motorized vehicles for tasks assigned to employees. Training
documentation must comply with the following training guidelines.
12

Exhibit C “Safety Training Guideline”
In an attempt to establish a subjective guideline for use on the project we will be using the
following guideline: Required documentation of worker training requires each employer to provide
the following documentation for each worker assigned to work tasks.







A certificate or letter from the organization providing the training.
Name and title of trainer
Date of training
Material covered with time spent on each topic
Evaluation process used to determine worker understanding
Something to indicate the worker completed and passed the evaluation process

If the training is provided in-house or by a third party, in addition to the above minimum
requirements, the following applies:


Motorized equipment training must include instruction and review of the operator’s
manual, pre-use inspection, capacity and limitations, and demonstration of safe &
efficient use of the equipment. Instruction shall consist of at least 1-hour class/lecture, a
written test on the material covered plus a practical exercise to demonstrate safe &
efficient use of the equipment.



Tools and Equipment training must include instruction and review of the operator’s
manual, hazard, do’s and do not’s, pre-use inspection, capacity and limitations, PPE, and
demonstration of safe & efficient use of the equipment. Instruction shall consist of at
least 30 minutes. It may include a video but must also include class/lecture, a written test
on the material covered. Tools and equipment include, but are not limited to: Powder
actuated tools, electrical or pneumatic hand tools; drills, saws and Ladders etc.



All written tests shall have test questions that include; use, hazards, capacity, signaling if
appropriate and emergency situation. A passing score of 70% or better is required.



All training documentation (certificate, letter or wallet card) for a competent person or
employee must contain organization providing the training, name and title of the trainer,
date of training, material covered with time spent on each topic, and evaluation process
used to determine worker understanding of training. BECK reserves the right to
determine acceptability of any training being claimed.

Reference:
1926.21 (b) (2)

Safety training
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B. Alcohol and Drug Policy
Effective Date 04-01-2011 (see Employee Manual)
1. Purpose and Goal
BECK is committed to protecting the safety, health and well-being of all employees and individuals in
our workplace. To help ensure a safe, healthy and productive work environment, BECK has a safety
policy on drugs, prohibited articles and unauthorized alcohol.
2. Policy
This policy restricts certain items and substances from being present on company premises, prohibits
company employees and others working on company premises from working under the influence of
drugs, unauthorized alcohol, or other substances.
3. Applicability
This policy applies to all employees working, representing, or conducting business for the
organization. It applies while traveling, on call, paid standby, on company premises or property. This
policy applies to anyone applying for a position or currently employed. Our policy includes, but is not
limited to executive management, managers, supervisors, full-time employees, part-time employees,
interns, and applicants. The policy applies to subcontractors or persons conducting business on
BECK property as set forth herein.
The term “company premises” or “company property” for purposes of this policy, includes all property
owned, leased, or used by BECK, its affiliates and subsidiaries, including, but not limited to, vehicles,
the jobsite of a customer, structures, buildings, offices, facilities and installations.
4. Prohibited Behavior
It is a policy violation to use, possess, sell, distribute, trade or transport any illegal drugs, intoxicants
or prohibited articles.
 Alcohol is prohibited on job-sites.
 Alcohol when authorized by management may be permitted at certain BECK events.
 Any employee convicted of a drug related offense (use, possession, selling or distribution)
must inform Human Resources and the Safety Director of such conviction within five days of
the adjudication. Failure to inform the Company subjects the employee to disciplinary action
up to and including termination for the first offense.
 Any employee convicted of a alcohol related offense (DUI or DWI) assigned or authorized to
drive a company vehicle or company equipment must inform Human Resources and the
Safety Director of such conviction within five days of the adjudication
5. Prohibited Articles
BECK prohibits the possession of any equipment or paraphernalia related to drug or substance use or
the illegal drugs or use of prescription drugs which detrimentally influence job performance on its
premises, or work locations. Prescription and over-the-counter drugs are not prohibited when taken in
standard dosage or according to a physician's direction. Both prescription and over-the-counter
medication must:





Be in the original container.
Have a clear legible label with the product name and date.
Have a clear legible label with the prescription user’s name listed on the label.
BECK reserves the right to limit access or work activity of employees using over-the-counter
or prescription drugs if the use of those items create or could create a concern for safety.

6. Right to Investigate
As permitted by applicable law and the Contract Documents (contract documents include the Owners
contract, the subcontracts and purchase orders) employees and persons entering company property
as previously described, consent to drug and alcohol investigation. Anyone suspected of violating
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this policy may be asked by a BECK management representative to submit to an investigation at any
time under the following circumstances:




When there is reasonable suspicion that an individual’s work performance or on-the-job
behavior may have been affected by alcohol or drugs.
When there is reasonable suspicion that an individual has sold, purchased, used, or possessed
unauthorized alcohol, drugs, or drug paraphernalia on HCBECK, Ltd premises.
At any time when an individual is entering, departing, or on HCBECK, Ltd, premises when there
is reasonable suspicion of policy violation or an investigation of policy violation.

Investigation may include an examination of the contents of pockets, clothing, wallets, purses,
briefcases, lunch boxes, desks, work stations, vehicles and equipment. Employees who refuse to
submit to an investigation will be considered in violation of the policy and subject to disciplinary
action. Subcontractor and subcontractor employees will be immediately reported to their employers.

At no time will persons be patted down nor will any clothing be required to be
removed by the company during these searches and inspections.
7. Policy Enforcement
Each employee, as a condition of employment, and individuals working at or on “company premises”
or “company property”, are required to participate in drug and alcohol tests if selected or requested by
management or a supervisor. Examples of such drug/alcohol testing include:









Pre-employment
Pre-duty or pre-access
Periodic
Random
Post-accident
Reasonable suspicion
Return-to-duty
Follow-up testing

Examples of reasons testing may be required include but are not limited to the following:








Upon application, all applicants will be required to successfully pass a pre-placement
drug/alcohol screening as a condition of employment.
Possibility of working under the influence of drugs or alcohol.
After any job-related accident or injury that requires a medical visit or which may have been
caused by human error and which could be drug or alcohol related.
After all vehicular or property damage accidents exceeding $500 damage where it is
reasonable that the employee could have reasonably avoided the incident.
Periodic random drug testing on a non-scheduled basis may be conducted without advance
notice.
When an employee is found in possession of suspected illicit or unauthorized drugs, alcohol,
drug paraphernalia, firearms, weapons, explosives, or other prohibited items.
A BECK manager or supervisor may request a drug and/or alcohol test of any employee or
other individuals pursuant to this policy and the contract documents.

8. Designated Employer Representative
The Designated Employer Representative (DER) and Human Resources are the authorized persons
to receive drug testing information. Human Resources and the Safety Director are the designated
employer representative
s for salaried employees. The Project Manager, Project Office Manager, or the Manager in charge of
the Project may also be the DER for employees at construction sites. All test results are to remain
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confidential. Employees releasing drug testing results to unauthorized individuals are subject to
disciplinary action.
9. Alcohol and Drug Testing
Any employee whose initial field drug screen results are other than negative, abnormal, invalid or
who refuses to test will be directed immediately to a local clinic for additional or retesting. Additional
or retesting may include rapid screening, other methods of testing, laboratory confirmation, Medical
Review Officer (MRO) review or a combination of these.
At the clinic a new drug test may be performed. All first-test specimens, at the clinic, may be
confirmed by a second test using gas chromatography and mass spectrometry (GC/MS) techniques.
HCBECK, Ltd will rely upon the services of a medical review officer (MRO) to assist in the
interpretation of a second test that has been confirmed as positive. The MRO is a licensed physician
who has appropriate medical training to interpret and evaluate an individual’s positive test result as it
relates to the employee’s medical history
a. Return to Work: Laboratory results and/or MRO review.
Employees sent to a local clinic for additional testing may be prohibited from returning to the
work location until the laboratory results and MRO review are complete and received by the
Designated Employer Representative. The Director of Human Resources, Safety Director and
Division Manager will determine if the employee is prohibited from returning to the work location
until the laboratory results and MRO review are complete. If the laboratory results and MRO
review are negative, the employee will be paid for all time lost from work. If the laboratory
results and MRO review are other than negative disciplinary action may be initiated. All
disciplinary actions must be coordinated with Human Resources.
b. Company Vehicles
Employees who drive a company vehicle that are sent to a local clinic for additional testing may
be prohibited from operating a company vehicle until the laboratory results and MRO review are
complete and received by the Designated Employer Representative. The Director of Human
Resources, Safety Director and Division Manager will determine if the employee is prohibited
from operating a company vehicle until the laboratory results and MRO review are complete
c. Random Testing
During the course of employment or construction activities, drug testing will take place. The
selection method will be random, with no consideration of position or previous testing.
1. Random testing by project:
 Each month a construction project may be randomly selected for testing.
 All BECK employees assigned to, or present at the selected project on the day of the
test may be tested.
 Subcontractors may be requested to test a percentage of the subcontractor workforce,
which may be randomly selected for testing in accordance with the subcontractor drug
policy and the Contract Documents.
2. Random testing by regional and district office:
 Each quarter a district office may be randomly selected for testing.
 All BECK employees assigned to, or present at the selected district office on the day of
the test may be tested.
3. Random testing at corporate office:
 Each quarter 20 percent of the BECK employees assigned to, or present at the
corporate office on the day of the test may be randomly selected for testing.
10. Consequences
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Any or all of the following disciplinary actions may be implemented for employees:
1. First offense:
 Termination of employment.
 Suspension without pay for two weeks.
 Employee may be required to sign a Return-to-Work Agreement, which may include:
 Successful completion of any recommended rehabilitation.
 Subject to ongoing, unannounced, monthly random testing for a period of one (1) year.
 Employees who drive a company vehicle or operate company equipment may lose their
privilege for up to Six (6) months.
2. Second offense:
 Immediate termination of employment if he/she:
 Tests positive a second time within 18 months of the initial positive test,
 Violates the Return-to-Work Agreement, or
 Fails to successfully complete any required rehabilitation.
The following disciplinary actions may be implemented for applicants and non-employees:
3. Any applicant whose test results are other than negative or refuses to test:
 The offer of employment may be withdrawn and applicant may reapply after six (6) months.
Subcontractors are required to implement and enforce drug policies for their own employees.
Without exercising control over the subcontractor, the Subcontractor’s employee, when testing was
performed or required by the Contract Documents or pursuant to Subcontractor’s Drug Policy, whose
test results are other than negative or refuses to test may be and/or any or all of the following subject
to any requirements of the Project and the employer of subcontractor:
 Suspended permanently from BECK work locations,
 Suspended from all BECK work locations for a defined period,
 If permitted by the Contract Documents, required to provide a negative drug test result dated
at least Fifteen (15) days after the initial test,
 If permitted by the Contract Documents, subject to approval to return to work by BECK
Project Manager, Superintendent, Safety Director and Contract Documents, or
 Suspended permanently from BECK work locations if test results are other than negative a
second time within 18 months.
 If Subcontractor Employee is permanently or temporarily suspended from BECK projects,
BECK shall notify subcontractor of the same in writing.
Any employee who refuses the test, adulterates, dilutes, or substitutes the specimen with
another specimen, sends an imposter, does not sign the required forms or refuses to
cooperate in the testing process in any way will be subject to termination. Nothing in this policy
prohibits the employee from being disciplined or discharged for other violations and/or performance
issues.
11. Assistance
BECK recognizes that alcohol/drug abuse addiction is a treatable illness. We also realize that early
intervention and support improves the odds for success of rehabilitation.




To support our employees, BECK encourages employees to seek help if they are concerned
that they may have a drug and/or alcohol problem by utilizing the services of qualified
professionals in the community to assess the severity of drug or alcohol problems and
identify appropriate sources of help.
Treatment for drug or alcohol use may be covered by the employee’s health plan. Eligible
employees can refer to the HR portal for Employee Assistance Programs (EAP).
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Employee must seek or request assistance with drug or alcohol related problems through
Human Resources or Employee Assistance Program (EAP) prior to random testing.
Employees who have not requested assistance through Human Resource or EAP 24
hours before testing are subject to the disciplinary section of this policy.

12. Confidentiality
All alcohol and drug test results are confidential. Access to this information is limited to those
supervisors who have a legitimate need to know, executives, and management. BECK may also
choose to disclose such information to law enforcement, safety enforcement, or others in compliance
with applicable law and policy.
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C. Disciplinary Program
BECK reserves the right to use any disciplinary actions, depending upon the seriousness of the
violation. It is not required to complete all steps of the disciplinary procedure in every case.
Discipline may begin at any step appropriate to the situation. Discipline includes, but is not limited to:


Minor - Verbal Reprimand



Significant - Written Reprimand or Suspension



Serious - Suspension or Termination



Flagrant -Termination of Employment (or permanent removal from the project site)

Each project may create a site specific disciplinary program at least equivalent to the guide below. The
disciplinary program must be included in the Zero Accident Program and communicated to workers at
orientation.
2. Guide to Disciplinary Action
MINOR
SEVERITY OF
INFRACTION
EXAMPLES

Not wearing safety
glasses
Not wearing hard
hat

SIGNIFICANT
Horseplay

Not tying off over 6’

Crossing a red
barricade

Using incomplete
scaffold

Disciplinary
Action

FLAGRANT
Knowingly
endangering
another employee
Fighting

Endangering
another employee

Not wearing
hearing protection
SEVERITY OF
INFRACTION
DEFINITIONS

SERIOUS

Drinking/Drugs
Harassment

A safety violation
that does not
immediately expose
an employee to
serious injury or
death.

A safety
violation in
which the
employee
exposed self or
others to a
significant risk of
injury.

Verbal Warning

Suspension

A safety violation in
which an employee
exposed self or
others to a risk of
serious injury or
death.

Suspension

A safety violation
in which an
employee has
committed an
inexcusable
unsafe act.

Termination
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D. OSHA Inspections
1. Purpose
To establish a standard organized method of handling Occupational Safety and Health Administration
(OSHA) inspections on BECK projects.

2. General
OSHA inspections for subcontractors:
Each subcontractor should have their own procedures for dealing with OSHA inspections on our site.
Their safety people to take the lead and we will assist either our specialty subcontractors or OSHA in
their investigation.
OSHA inspections for BECK projects:
This procedure provides a checklist of steps to be taken by members of project management in
handling OSHA inspections and providing necessary documentation. When a compliance officer
arrives on-site:
a. Ask the compliance officer to wait inside the office area.
b. Verify OSHA identification
c.

Determine the reason for the visit. (Programmed inspection, complaint, drive-by, etc.)

d. Call Corporate Safety Director at 214-303-6487 office, 214-908-1358 mobile.
e. Call your Division/District Manager.

It is BECK’s policy that a corporate representative or designee
must attend all OSHA inspections and investigations.
The Corporate or Project representatives or designated alternates along with their general roles are
as follows:
Corporate Representative must attend and participate in all OSHA inspections
Project Manager –acts as spokesperson at the opening and closing conferences.
Safety Supervisor and/or Superintendent will accompany the OSHA Inspector during the field
inspection
Safety Assistant/Project Engineer - will document the inspection, take pictures and will accompany
the OSHA Inspector during the entire field inspection.

3. Procedure
Project Representative or another designated representative will carry out the following tasks during
an OSHA Inspection:
a. Opening Conference:
1. Note the time Inspector arrives.
2. Notify the Safety Supervisor/Safety Subcontractor on the jobsite.
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3. Review the Inspector's credentials carefully and record exact full name (make a copy if
necessary)
4. Identify the type of inspection:
a. Catastrophe and/or Fatality
b. Complaint
c.

Referral

d. Planned Inspection
e. Focused Inspection
5. If complaint inspection, request a copy of the complaint.
6. Determine the scope of inspection and priorities by requesting a verbal statement from
the compliance officer, if it is not furnished by the compliance officer.
7. Determine which records the Inspector wishes to see. Only OSHA Form No. 300,
Hazard Communication Program and SDS sheets are to be made available without
authorization from the Safety Director. (Copies of contracts are not to be given to OSHA)
8. Inform the Inspector if there are employee union representatives on-site.
9. Project Representative is one of the two (2) management members authorized to
participate in all phases of the inspection. (Corporate Representative or Project Manager)
10. Project Manager will notify Project Representative upon arrival of an inspector.
11. Ensure that if the client has a Plant Manager/Building Manager, they should advise the
Inspector of restricted areas and requests the Inspector to advise if he wishes to
photograph or make tests in these areas.
12. Refer requests for additional documentation beyond the OSHA 300 or the HAZ-COM
program and the SDS sheets to the Safety Director.
13. Inform the Inspector (only if asked) that interviews will have to be scheduled so that
minimum disruption of work will occur.
14. Ensure that the Safety Assistant takes detailed notes of all the Inspector's comments,
position on matters, beginning and ending of conferences, where they were held, who
was present and follows the specifics regarding noise, chemical tests, etc.
b. Closing Conference:
1. Record the discussion of all items covered in the closing conference by the Project
Manager and Inspector.
2. If applicable, alleged violations should be identified as follows:
a. Determine nature of the alleged violation.
b. Determine standard, by number, allegedly violated.
3. Document the methods the Inspector believes will effect compliance.
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4. Distribute one (1) copy to the Division Manager; keep original on file at the project.
5. Send copy to the Safety Director in Dallas on date received.
c. After the Inspection:
1. Assist in preparing the written report on inspection which will be given to the Project
Manager.
2. Review written report on inspection as prepared by the Safety
Supervisor/Superintendent (or designated alternate).
3. Make any pertinent corrections, clarifications, additions, or deletions.
4. Distribute one (1) copy to the Division Manager; keep original on file at the project.
5. Send copy to Safety Department in Dallas on date received.

4. Safety Supervisor/Safety Contractor/Superintendent or a designated alternate will
carry out the following tasks for an OSHA inspection:
a. Inspection:
1. Make detailed notes of records requested, copies of records furnished, and comments
made by the Inspector relating to them.
2. Make detailed notes regarding the violations alleged by the Inspector.
3. Do not argue with the Inspector concerning the validity of a violation or problem;
establish proof of your position by gathering evidence after the inspection.
4. Make detailed notes after the inspection of employees' complaints or comments. Be
sure to note the employee's name, classification, and department, nature of the
complaint or comments, and the Inspector’s response. A statement from the employee
may be necessary at a later time.
5. Note any requests for documents, policies etc.
b. Tests by Industrial Hygienist - if required should be handled as follows (notes must
include):
1. Purpose of the test
2. Time begun
3. Test equipment utilized, manufacturers model/serial number or unit
4. Name and department of employee(s) participating in test
5. Specific area of project in which test made
6. Location of testing equipment and distance from closest employee
7. Time the test ended
8. Result of the test
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9. NOTE: Items (2) and (7) must be noted for every test; even if test, such as noise
test, is made several times during the inspection.
c. Photographs - if the OSHA Inspector takes photographs during the inspection:
1. Ask the compliance office what they photographed and take a photograph.
2. Request an explanation of the purpose of photograph.
3. Make detailed notes which must include:


Purpose of photograph



Time taken



Camera type utilized



Area of project in which photograph taken



Distance and angle of camera from subject

4. If it would be helpful in clarifying the subject of the picture, take additional pictures
from different angles after the Inspector leaves.
d. Employee interviews by OSHA Inspector during inspection.
1. Should be done on request of Inspector only
2. For jobs where the employee must be continuously present, schedule interviews for
the employee's break, meal time, or request it to be held after working hours.
3. Be sure that the notes taken contain the employee's name, occupation and duration
of interview.
4. Do not question the employee at any time about the interview without expressed
approval of the corporate office or local retained legal counsel.
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E. Recordkeeping and Reporting
1. Job Site Safety File
Each project must establish and maintain a safety file system. The safety file system consists of
binders and should contain these items:



















Zero Accidents Plan.
List of Hazardous Chemicals on-site used or controlled by BECK.
Material Safety Data Sheets (MSDS’s) for each hazardous materials used on the job site
Pre-construction safety reviews for all subcontractors on-site.
List of competent persons in excavation; confined space, fall protection, and scaffold
erection/inspection, as appropriate from subcontractors.
Job site safety-meeting minutes
Job site safety inspections
Copies of any inspections/surveys conducted by the insurance carrier/broker
Safety permits & plans
Ground penetration MOP’s & permits
Confined space plans
crane inspection, annual certification and copy of crane certificate of insurance for each crane
Lift plans
Orientation documentation
Employee Training records
Equipment inspections for each piece of motorized equipment or vehicle operated by BECK
employees
Storm Water Pollution Prevention Plan (SWPPP)
NOI and Inspection log

2. Maintenance of the File System
The BECK Superintendent is responsible for the maintenance of the safety file system in the following
manner and it must be up-to-date and readily available.
White loose leaf binder(s) or binders with tab separations for each group of items listed in “Jobsite
Safety File”. The cover and spine of each binder must indicate the binder number and the material
listed in the binder. A coversheet will list the dates, equipment or other relevant information as well
as the name of the person assigned for recordkeeping. A template is available on the safety portal.
Binder or Section #1
- A copy of the Safety Manual, Zero Accidents Plan and any regional OSHA Partnership
agreement.
Binder or Section #2
- List of Hazardous Chemicals on-site used or controlled by BECK.
- Material Safety Data Sheets (MSDS’s) for each hazardous materials used on the job site.
Binder or Section #3
- Pre-construction safety reviews for all subcontractors on-site.
- Copies of any inspections/surveys conducted by the insurance carrier/broker.
Binder or Section #4
- Safety permits & plans.
- Ground penetration MOP’s & permits
- Confined space plans and permits
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Binder or Section #5
- Certificate of insurance, annual crane certification and erection inspection of all cranes
Binder or Section #6
- Job site safety-meeting minutes.
- Employee Training records.
- Employee orientation documents
Binder or Section #7
- Equipment inspections for each piece of motorized equipment or vehicle operated by BECK
employees.
- Fire Extinguisher inspections
- Fall Protection equipment inspections
- First-aid kit inspections
Additional binders should be added as needed.

F. Return to Work
It is a fact that an injured employee will generally recover faster when allowed to return to work in a
limited capacity rather than being sent home during recovery from minor injuries. It is BECK’s policy
where feasible to return injured workers to productive work, although not necessarily to their preinjury duties, as early as possible during their recovery. This type of work is often referred to as
“modified-duty or “light-duty” work. BECK has adopted this policy because employees who remain off
work for long periods of time not only affect the Company’s productivity and workers’ compensation
costs, they often experience slow healing and a loss of self-esteem. Within the requirements of their
treating medical providers, the limitations of the law, and the economic and physical limitations of our
own properties, the Company will make every effort to provide meaningful work.
On OCIP or CCIP projects subcontractors are required to provide “modified-duty or “light-duty” work
for any injured employee either on or off site.
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Section 3 Specific Work Practices
A. Aerial Lift and Scissor Lifts
User training for Aerial or Scissor lifts must be a meet the identified training requirements for as
identified in Exhibit C “Training Guideline” of this safety manual.
a. Each supervisor is required to maintain on-site a record of operator training (copy of
training certificate or card) for all their employees/workers operating, using or riding in
aerial lifts or scissor lifts under their supervision.
b. Any one operating, using or riding in aerial/scissor lifts must have documented training
prior to operating, using or riding in aerial/scissor.
c.

Operator and users in Aerial Lifts, and Scissor Lifts when required, must use a 3’ lanyard
or small retractable lanyard.

B. Concrete and Masonry
1. Masonry
A limited access zone shall be established by the subcontractor whenever a masonry wall is being
constructed. The limited access zone shall conform to the following:
a. The limited access zone should be established prior to the start of construction of the wall and
should be equal to the height of the wall to be constructed plus four feet, and run the entire
length of the wall.
2. Concrete Formwork Check and Review
BECK policy requires that a third party registered professional structural engineer, (other than the
Subcontractor formwork engineer who prepared the formwork shop drawings), review and check
the shop drawing details and calculations for all formwork systems and re-shoring requirements.
a. This review should include the verification of all requirements and conditions including
substrate and bearing support details. A part of the review by the third party engineer should
include an initial field inspection prior to the first pour and as required to inspect all differing
non-typical conditions thereafter. This is a requirement for each project with a value over
$5,000,000
b. This third party review and subsequent field report(s) is to be in writing, with a copy sent to
the formwork subcontractor, the projects’ contract files as well as filed in the Leaders Top 10
database under Quality Assurance.
c.

The engineers report should be reviewed in the pre-construction meeting with the formwork
subcontractor prior to commencing with formwork.

d. Drawings or plans, including all revisions, for the formwork (including shoring equipment),
working decks, and scaffolds, shall be available at the jobsite.
e. After each floor or deck form is erected, but prior to pouring each upper floor of formwork, the
formwork must be inspected by the subcontractor and the formwork design engineer of
record or representative designated by the engineer, who designed the system.
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f.

The area directly under the formwork is considered a controlled access area. No
unauthorized employees / workers will be allowed under any section of formwork while
concrete is being place, except those designated by the subcontractor responsible for placing
the concrete. Those authorized to be in the controlled area under concrete being placed
must to the extent practical avoid being directly under the concrete.

Reference: 6.3.4 Best Practice

C. Confined Space
1. A confined space is space that:
a. Is large enough and so configured that an employee can bodily enter and perform assigned
work;
b. Has limited or restricted means for entry or exit; and
c.

Is not designed for continuous employee occupancy.

2. Permit Required Confined Space (PRCS)
A permit required confined space is defined as a confined space that has one or more of the
following characteristics:
a. It contains or has the potential to contain a hazardous atmosphere;
b. It contains a material that has the potential for engulfing an entrant;
c.

It has an internal configuration such that an entrant could be trapped or asphyxiated by
inwardly converging walls or by a floor, which slopes downward and tapers to a smaller
cross-section; or

d. It contains any other recognized serious safety or health hazard.
3. All subcontractor employees required to enter defined confined spaces must have completed a
confined space entry course and documentation of confined space training must be available onsite prior to employee entering any confined space.
4. Any employee who discovers, or questions whether an area may be a "confined space" as
defined by OSHA shall immediately contact the designated competent person for that specific
project or contact the Corporate Safety Director prior to entering that area.
5. Each subcontractor is responsible for developing, implementing, and maintaining their own
confined space entry program, including permitting and training.
6. Any project requiring employees to a confined space must have a site specific written plan. This
plan is available through the safety director.
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D. Cranes, Hoists and Rigging
1. Goal
It is our goal to assure that vertical transportation equipment including tower cranes, motor
cranes, derricks, personnel and material hoists that require assembly or erection on the jobsite
are in good operating condition and free from hazardous conditions.
2. Inspection
All vertical transportation equipment is required to have the following inspections: preassembly/installation, post-assembly/installation, scheduled maintenance inspections, annual,
monthly, daily and/or pre-shift.
a. Any qualified inspection service can be used to inspect leased/owned, subcontractor
leased/owned cranes, derricks, personnel/material hoists. If a local/state ordinance requires
more frequent inspections, then local rules apply.
b. The contractor performing the erection of mobile cranes may elect to choose their own
qualified inspector provided the inspector was not part of the erection crew.
c.

A copy of a current annual inspection must be made available to the project manager prior to
assembly/installation.

d. A pre-assembly/installation inspection is conducted on leased equipment to ensure the
equipment and components are free from defect or damage prior to installation.
e. A post-assembly/installation inspection is conducted to ensure the equipment was installed
correctly according to manufactures guidelines. An independent inspection must be
performed after set up is complete of all cranes assembled on site (excluding hydraulic
cranes). The person providing the post-installation inspection cannot have been involved in
the installation or delivery of the crane assembled onsite. A copy of the inspection report
must be provided to BECK before the crane is authorized for use.
f.

A daily inspection at the beginning of each shift by the operator ensures the equipment is
operating normally. If any deficiencies are notice they are to be reported on the daily
inspection form. Deficiencies must be corrected prior to equipment operation.

3. Mobile Cranes
All manufacturer specifications and limitations concerning the operation of cranes and other
hoisting equipment must be followed.
a. A copy of the crane insurance certificates and annual inspection must be filed with the Project
Manager prior to using of any crane onsite.
b. Cranes with outriggers must have all outriggers fully extended and padded at all times while
crane is in use.
c.

The crane manufacturer recommended minimum guidelines for padding or cribbing must be
followed.

d. BECK may deny the use of any cribbing that appears inadequate or unsafe.
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4. Tower Cranes
The following applies to all tower cranes erected on Beck projects including 3rd party,
subcontractor provided or joint venture.
Assembly/disassembly of any tower crane must be directed by a person who meets the criteria
for both a competent person and a qualified person, or by a competent person who is assisted by
one or more qualified persons. This person is considered the A/D director.
a. Pre-assembly/installation meeting
Prior to pre-assembly/installation the project manager and superintendent must conduct a
pre-assembly/installation meeting with the crane supplier, erector, operator, 3rd party
inspector and the electrician. The purpose of this meeting is to identify the installation
sequence, hazards and controls to be used to safely and properly install the tower crane.
b. Foundations and structural supports
Tower crane foundations and structural supports (including both the portions of the structure
used for support and the means of attachment) must be designed by the manufacturer or a
registered professional engineer. The installation of the tower crane foundation must be
documented using the projects Quality Assurance program.
c.

3rd party independent inspection
A 3rd party independent inspection by a qualified inspection service must be performed on
tower cranes.
A copy of the inspection report will be provided to BECK before the crane is authorized for
use. The BECK Project Manager or Superintendent will schedule the required equipment
inspections by a qualified inspector. Subcontractors leasing a crane are responsible for
scheduling their initial equipment inspections and providing BECK with a copy of all
inspections.

d. Tower Crane Inspections
There are 5 (five) distinct tower crane inspections that are required. These inspections are:


Pre-installation



Post-installation



Periodic Maintenance*



Jumping



Immediately after dismantling and/or lease termination

Post-installation inspection must include a load test using certified weights, or scaled weights
using a certified scale with a current certificate of calibration. The load test must be
conducted in accordance with the manufacturer's instructions when available. Where these
instructions are unavailable, the test must be conducted in accordance with written load test
procedures developed by a registered professional engineer familiar with the type of
equipment involved.
e. Maintenance
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It is BECK’s policy to follow all tower cranes manufactures recommendations on installation,
erection, and maintenance. In the event the manufacture does not provide a specific
maintenance schedule the following will apply:


f.

At approximately 40 initial operating hours the tower crane will be inspected by the
supplier, installer or 3rd party inspector and preventative maintenance completed.
At approximately every 720 operating hours (after the initial 40 hours) the tower crane will
be inspected by the supplier or installer and preventative maintenance completed.

Jumping
Extending a tower cranes height, also known as “jumping”, is considered a critical lift
operation. A 3rd party independent inspector must be on-site, inspect the new sections to be
added, observe the installation or “jumping” process, and provide a post-erection inspection.
Pre-assembly/installation requirements as listed above in 4.a must be followed.
The Corporate Safety Director must be notified when the installation, jumping or dismantling
date for any tower crane has been established for each tower crane.

g. Operation


Tower cranes shall be allowed to weathervane when not in operation.



Tower cranes (including affiliated transformers and power supply equipment) must be
surrounded by a security enclosure when possible.



Base enclosure should be at least sixteen (16) feet high, made of 5/8” plywood and
positioned six (4) to eight (6) feet from the sides of the tower crane base or vertical tower
sections. The enclosure should have a lock controlled entrance.



The turntable access hatch, if equipped, must be locked at the end of each shift.

5. Crane Operation
Crane operations are considered a hazardous activity and all operations involving a crane should
be planned.
a. The operator is considered the competent person for that crane. The competent person has
the final authority in all operations involving the crane. BECK requires all crane operators to
consider safety the first and foremost priority in operation of the crane.
b. The operator is responsible for the safe operation of the crane and may refuse any pick that
is questionable due to, but not limited to, improper flagging, weight limits or improper rigging
c.

Any attachments utilized with the piece of equipment shall not exceed the capacity, rating or
scope recommended by the manufacturer.

d. A copy of the manufacturer’s operator manual and the load chart must be located in the
crane at all times.
e. The operator must inspect his or her assigned machine before each shift. This includes
operating controls, all cables, sheaves and pulleys, booms and boom angles. A copy of the
daily operator’s inspection must be located in the crane at all times.
f.

All crane operators on-site are subject to random drug testing each month.
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g. Blind picks are prohibited without radio contact or a clearly visible spotter.
h. The swing radius at the rear of the crane should be barricaded in such a manner to prevent
anyone from being struck or crushed by the crane.
i.

Any time loads cannot be kept within the confines of the project, the contractor utilizing the
crane shall be responsible for all traffic control including but not limited to flagman, barriers
barricades and street rentals.

j.

Cranes and rigging equipment are not permitted to work closer than 20 feet to any power line.

6. Rigging & Hoisting
a. All rigging devices should have permanently affixed identification stating size, grade, rated
capacity, and manufacturer.
b. Specialty slings and hooks shall not be used to set steel or move materials over workers. “Shopmade” grabs, hooks, clamps, or other lifting devices are prohibited unless designed by a
registered engineer. Shop drawings stamped by the design engineer must accompany these
devices.
c.

Each “pick” or hoisted load must be rigged by a qualified rigger. Qualified riggers are required
to have evidence of training available on-site.

a. Loads shall not be lifted without tag lines. Tag lines should hang a minimum of 10’ below the
load and have no loops or knots.
7. Signaling
a. Crane signal person will wear high visibility vest during crane operations.
b. Crane signal person will be responsible for verifying that loads are properly tagged prior to
being lifted.
c.

Only approved standard hand signals or verbal command for crane, derrick and boom
equipment shall be used.

d. Each signal person must be a qualified signal person.


The signal person must have documentation from a third party qualified evaluator
showing that the signal person meets the Qualification Requirements, or



The employer's qualified evaluator assesses the individual and determines that the
individual meets the Qualification Requirements and provides documentation of that
determination.



The employer must make the documentation for whichever option is used available at
the site while the signal person is employed by the employer. The documentation
must specify each type of signaling (e.g. hand signals, radio signals, etc.) for which
the signal person qualified to use.

8. Personnel Hoists
Following assembly and erection of hoists, and before being put into service, an inspection and
test of all functions and safety devices shall be made under the supervision of a competent
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person, as well as, required following major alteration of an existing installation. Scheduled
maintenance and inspections of the hoists should not be more than three-month intervals.
Records shall be maintained and kept on file for the duration of the job.
a. The hoist operator is responsible for completing a daily inspection of the cab, tower, hoisting
equipment and door openings and latches. Daily inspections should be kept in a notebook or
affixed to the inside of the cab.
b. Any tower erected inside of a structure must be fully enclosed on all sides throughout the
height of the tower.
c.

Normal and final terminal stopping devices shall be provided. Limits or pre-programming
must not be overridden.

9. Lift Plans
Using lift plans identifies specific or special requirements needed during the lifting operation in
order to be prepared for variables. It ensures that crane operators know and understand the
hazards and limitation of the equipment they are operating. Lift plans are categorized as single
lift plan, multiple lift plan and critical lift plan. All cranes must operate under a “lift plan”.
Lift Plan The crane may make multiple lifts as long as the lift does not exceed the cranes
maximum identified weight load distance, lowest identified boom angle and maximum identified
weights do not change. Any changes to the identified maximum radius, boom angle or maximum
weight will require a new lift plan.
Critical lift plan is used when the conditions of the lift meet or exceed the definition of a “critical
lift”. All critical lift plans must be completed and submitted to the Safety Director for approval at
least 5 working days prior to the lift.
Lift Plan Requirements:
a. All mobile cranes on site must have a valid BECK lift plan. Lift plans must be completed daily.
b. Each crane operator (competent person) must complete/review the lift plan and verify the lift
calculations (based on the load chart).
c.

Each crane operator is responsible for ensuring that all lifts are completed under a lift plan.

d. The lift supervisor is responsible for ensuring the lift plan is completed daily. The lift
supervisor is the person assigned responsibility for the lift operation.
g. Critical lifts- shall be defined to include: Tandem lifts, Lifts greater than seventy-five (75%)
percent of Load Chart, Crane suspended Personnel Hoists, Non-Conventional outrigger
placements and lifts using helicopters. All critical lifts will require a pre-pick meeting and
written lift plan in addition to the critical lift plan).
I.

A critical lift plan must be completed and submitted to the Safety Director for approval
at least 5 working days prior to the lift.

II.

A pre-lift meeting must be conducted prior to the lift being started.

10. Special Considerations
a. Prior to crane erection or use the owner shall verify that any outlying air-rights have been
secured.
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b. Crane supported worker platforms shall not be used unless the BECK Project Manager or
Superintendent and Corporate Safety Department approves their use, in advance of each case.
Platforms must be designed and stamped by a registered engineer.
c.

For construction sites that lies within an Airport Control Zone (within 5 statute miles of an airport)
ensure that crane boom’s lighting, flagging, raising and lowering comply with FAA rules. All cranes
shall be boomed down below 175 feet above ground level (AGL) during the hours of sunset to
sunrise to provide clearance for air traffic.

d. However, if this is not possible and temporary construction cranes are either left up during this
time period or utilized in support of construction activities, then all cranes shall be obstruction lit in
accordance with FAA Advisory Circular 70/7460-1, “Obstruction Marking and Lighting.
Reference:
1926.1400 Cranes and Derricks
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E. Demolition
During structural demolition the following will apply:
1. The subcontractor conducting the demolition will provide a site specific demolition plan.
2. All demolition must be conducted under the supervision of a competent person.
3. Fall protection must be in place and used when necessary prior to demolition at or near an edge with
a fall greater than six feet.
4. Dust protection and prevention steps shall be taken by the contractor performing the demolition and
coordinated with the Superintendent.
5. Subcontractor performing the demolition shall provide and post all warning signs and barricades (in
English and Spanish) securing the area prior to starting demolition.
6. Subcontractor performing the demolition shall control access to areas of demolition and will allow only
authorized people in the area.
7. A charged fire protection hose shall be used as primary fire protection during demolition.
8. No workers shall be permitted in any area when balling or clamming is being performed. Only those
workers necessary for the performance of the operations shall be permitted in this area at any other
time
9. BECK Project Manager should verify (owners) building asbestos hazard survey had been completed
prior to beginning demolition or renovations.
10. Structural demolition occurring within 25 feet of a stair system requires the stair system to be shored
or supported.
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F. Lighting and Electrical Safety
All lighting and electrical work of any kind, whether permanent or temporary, must conform to the
requirements of the National Electric Code, NFPA 70E and other applicable federal, state, and local
codes. Each project shall have the electrical subcontractor include in the subcontract price all
temporary electrical equipment, lighting and supplies.

1. Electrical Operations
When working close to energized power circuits, the circuit must be de-energized and grounded
or guarded through insulation in order to prevent a potential electric shock. Each disconnecting
means for a piece of equipment and any service meter or branch circuit (at its point of origination)
will be legibly marked to indicate its purpose.
Circuits in excess of 120 volts will be marked with "Danger -- High Voltage" signs whenever
unauthorized personnel may come in contact with live parts. All DC circuits in excess of 50 volts
will be identified with volt and amperage, and marked with “Danger” signs.

2. NFPA 70E
a. It is BECK’s general policy to avoid “energized” work.
b. BECK requires all Electrical subcontractors to comply with the most current NFPA 70E safety
standards. NFPA 70E specifically outlines the minimum requirements for any work on “energized”
electrical circuits.
c.

Only electricians trained and qualified with NFPA 70E requirements will be allowed to perform
energized electrical work.

d. In the event that energized electrical work is requested or required by the client a detailed
Energized Electrical Work M.O.P and Permit must be completed.
e. Energized electrical work must be approved by the Owner, Manager of MEP and the Safety
Director.

3. Responsibility
The electrical subcontractor is responsible for the installation, maintenance and inspection of the
temporary lighting and electrical systems. All employees and workers are responsible for
identifying defective tools, cords and equipment and removing them from service until repaired
and tested.
a. The electrical subcontractor will conduct a weekly inspection of all temporary electrical
power distribution units (spider boxes, receptacle panels) and receptacles. Each temporary
electrical power distribution unit must be marked with an individual identification number, the
date of each inspection and inspectors name.
b. The electrical subcontractor is responsible for properly securing all electrical equipment and
circuits.

4. Daily Visual Inspection
This program applies to all cords and receptacles not part of the building or structures permanent
power.
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a. Prior to each day's use everyone using extension cords and power tools must perform a
visual inspection to determine if any external defects exists (deformed or missing pins,
insulation damage) or indications of internal damage exists.
b. Equipment found damaged or defective shall be immediately removed from service,
destroyed or tagged “out of service” and shall not be used until repaired.

5. Lighting
The electrical subcontractor will provide temporary lighting for all areas of construction activity.
All temporary task lighting not installed by the electrical subcontractor must be UL approved.
a. Temporary lighting systems will be maintained at all times by the electrical subcontractor to
ensure they are operative and in good repair.
b. Temporary lighting shall provide a minimum of five (5) foot-candles in all areas.
c.

All light bulbs shall be protected from accidental contact or breakage (bulb protectors).

d. All temporary light stringers must be manufactured with light sockets molded into the stringer,
UL approved (or similar approval) and should be new corded (SO, SJO) and each socket
suspended individually by the molded socket with non-conductive material.
e. Job built light stringers are prohibited. Temporary light systems made with Romex are
prohibited.

6. Temporary Electrical Supply
a. All 120-volt, single-phase, 15- and 20-ampere outlets shall have approved (GFCI) groundfault circuit interrupters for personnel protection. GFCI USE IS MANDATORY.
b. Any tools or equipment connected to permanent wiring of the building with an extension cord
shall use individual (GFCI) protection installed between the receptacle and the extension
cord.

7. Extension Cords
a. All extension cords shall be heavy duty type - U.L. listed for outdoors,
b. Extension cords must be a minimum of 12-gauge.
c.

Extension cords shall be used in continuous lengths without splices.

d. All electrical cords and equipment must be UL approved.
e. All extension cords must be marked with company or personal identification.
f.

Any cord found defective must be taken out of service and removed from the site immediately.
Defective cords should be cut (after ensuring they are not plugged in) to prevent their reuse on
projects.

g. Splices or repairs between the ends of an extension cord are prohibited.
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G. Environmental Loss Control
BECK Project Management Team should ensure that the following measures and procedures are
implemented to control potential environmental hazards on each project.

1. Material Storage
All chemicals should be stored to prevent spills.
a. Types of materials stored will dictate the space between storage areas to prevent
contamination by other materials and possible reaction with materials in storage.
b. All chemical dispensing should be performed over a drip tray and the drip tray must be kept
clean and free of debris.
c.

When chemicals are not in use, the containers must be securely closed.

2. Storm Water Pollution Prevention Plan
The Notice of Intent (NOI) must be submitted prior to starting any construction activity where soil
will be disturbed.
 A written plan developed by a consultant must be available on the project site.
 Additional storm water permits may be required by local/City governments for construction
operations.
 The pollution prevention plan must also specify operation, maintenance and inspection
procedures to minimize pollution from storm water runoff
 Subcontractors are required to minimize soil erosion and loose dust at all times.
 The SWPPP plan will specify applicable erosion control provisions and any modifications to
the plan must be noted on the plan as required by the EPA.
 All Notice of Intent (NOI) and SWPPP plans must be forwarded to the Safety Director for
review and NOI signature.

3. Asbestos and Lead Based products
Prior to working in an existing building the Owner is required to provide an Asbestos survey. This
survey should provide information on areas of the building that contain or may contain asbestos.
Based on the survey and the type of removal required the abatement may be contracted to a
remediation specialty company. Prior to starting any work in building that contains ACM or Lead
based paint the project team should review the Administrative Polices and Rules Relating to
Asbestos and Lead Paint Abatement in Project in Existing Building. This policy is located on the
safety portal in the “Policy” folder. The document is titled “Policies & Rules for ACM or LBP in
Existing Buildings”.
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H. Heavy Equipment
This section applies to all employees who operate or work near forklifts or heavy equipment.
1.General
a. Never ride as a passenger on a forklift or heavy equipment.
b. Do not stand or pass under raised loads.
c.

Never approach a forklift or heavy equipment without the operator’s permission. Avoid
standing on the blind side or behind forklifts.

d. Prior to operating the forklift or heavy equipment, the operator will inspect the equipment.
Defective equipment must be tagged out of service.
e. Maintain a safe distance from pedestrians.
f.

Ignition keys will not be left in the equipment when it is unattended.

2.Training
All forklift and heavy equipment operators must maintain documentation of training certification
on-site at all times.
a. Only authorized and properly trained employees shall operate forklift or other heavy
equipment.
b. Each operator shall have a copy of their training certification in possession at all
times.
c.

Training must meet the requirements listed in 1910.178 Powered Industrial Trucks.

3.Use
The following are the minimum safety practices for the operation of fork lifts and heavy
equipment (bulldozers, backhoes, etc.):
a. Don’t leave loads unattended
b. Equipment must be operated within the safe speed, 10 miles per hour or posted
authorized speed, and within the rated load capacity.
c.

Mobile equipment should never be left unattended without first shutting off power,
neutralizing controls, setting brakes, and lowering forks or bucket. Do not park on an
incline.

d. All mobile equipment must have a UL rated fire extinguisher on board.
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I. Fall Protection
This policy is designed to protect all workers from injury resulting from falls from elevations 6 feet or
greater. BECK requires 100% fall protection whenever workers are exposed vertically or horizontally to
falls six (6) feet or greater.

Violating The 100% Fall Protection Policy is Grounds for Immediate Removal.
BECK WILL NOT LOAN OR PROVIDE ANY PERSONAL FALL PROTECTION EQUIPMENT
INCLUDING, HARNESSES, LANYARDS, OR ANCHOR POINTS TO ANYONE

1. Responsibilities
a. BECK is responsible for:


Ensuring BECK employees are properly trained prior to using personal fall protection
equipment.



Communicating to subcontractors their responsibility to meet the fall protection
requirements.



Conduct ongoing inspections of all guardrails systems.



BECK will provide anchorage points for BECK employees only.

b. Subcontractors are responsible for:

c.



Securing adequate quantities of fall protection equipment for the persons involved in
work from elevated surfaces.



Reviewing the use of the equipment with the wearers, observing the proper use of fall
protection equipment, notifying affected personnel and supervisors of any failure to
use the equipment or failure to use it correctly.



Provide a proper anchor point for employees using personal fall protection
equipment. All anchorage points must be engineered and install properly. Each
subcontractor will provide anchorage points for their employees.



Subcontractors who install guardrail systems must conduct a daily inspection of each
guardrail system installed.



Subcontractors are responsible for maintenance and repairs to all guardrails they
install.



Subcontractors who alter, remove or damage any guardrail must:


Notify BECK superintendent, of damage or prior to removing guardrail



Provide alternative fall protection for employees



Control access to immediate area until guardrail has been reinstalled



Responsible for replacing guardrail, per OSHA standards, before leaving the
area

All employees/workers are responsible for:
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Using fall protection whenever employees are exposed to a 6 foot fall or greater.



Inspecting fall protection equipment before each use.



Removing damaged and/or defective fall protection equipment from use and tagging
it immediately.



Removing fall protection equipment that has stopped a fall from use and tagging it
immediately as damaged.



Immediately report any unprotected fall hazard and/or defective fall protection
equipment to the BECK Superintendent.

2. Types of Protection
a. Guardrails
BECK’s first choice of fall protection is an approved guardrail system. A Guardrail
system means a barrier erected to prevent employees and workers from falling to lower
levels. An approved guardrail system consists of:
1. All wooden guardrails and stanchions attached to concrete must be secured with
concrete screws or appropriate anchors. The use of nails to secure wood to concrete
does not meet our expectations.
2. If wire rope is used for top rails and mid rails the wire rope must be flagged at 6-foot
intervals with high-visibility material. Wire rope must be at least one-quarter inch
nominal diameter.
3. When guardrails are used around holes which are used as points of access (such as
ladder openings), they must be provided with a gate, or be so offset that a person
cannot walk directly into the hole.
4. All hoist areas must be protected by guardrail systems or personal fall arrest
systems. If guardrail systems are removed to facilitate hoisting operations and an
employee or worker must lean through the access opening or out over the edge of
the access opening that employee or worker must be protected from fall hazards by a
personal fall arrest system.
5. Any subcontractor removing a guardrail or portion or the guardrail must have the
project Superintendent’s approval prior to removing guardrails. Subcontractors
moving, removing or altering any guardrail are required to replace or repair guardrail
prior to leaving the area.
b. Covered Floor and Roof Openings (Hole Covers)
Guarding and/or covers are not to be removed until other means of fall protection are in
place. Employees installing or removing guarding or covers must be protected by
alternative fall protection. Employees are prohibited in any area that could expose them
to a fall unless proper fall protection procedures are in place.
1. Covers may be used on all openings 20.0 square feet or less in area and if one
dimension is 3.0 feet or less.
2. Wire mess or rebar spaced with less than 6” openings should be poured in place in
openings as an alternative to covering holes.
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3. For openings 20.0 square feet or greater the openings shall be barricaded with
standard guardrails and toe boards or be covered as a temporary deck reinforced
with a minimum of 4X4” and all ends covered with a toe board.
4. In areas where scissor lifts or other mechanical equipment can contact a “covered
hole” six (6) inches or greater in diameter the hole cover must be built as a raised
cover.
5. Each Subcontractor shall be responsible for covering all floor openings it has created
for its use. The following requirement shall be followed:
a. If the holes are to be used for access or to pass material through, they should
then be barricaded with a handrail, complete with gates, removable guardrails or
chains.
b. All covers shall be made from a minimum of three quarter inch (¾”) PLYWOOD
with a minimum of 6 inch overlap on all sides.
c.

All covers shall be fully painted with high visibility paint or marked “HOLE” with
contrasting color.

d. The cover shall be securely fastened on at least two sides. Covers must be
secured with concrete screws or appropriate anchors. The use of nails to secure
wood to concrete does not meet our expectations.
c.

Personal Fall Protection Equipment
Employees using personal fall protection (harness, lanyard and anchor point) must be
trained on the proper use and inspection of the equipment. Personal fall protection is a
system used to arrest an employee in a fall from a working level. It consists of an
anchorage point, connectors, a body belt or body harness and may include a lanyard,
deceleration device, lifeline, or suitable combinations.

d. Warning Line System
Means a barrier erected on a roof to warn employees that they are approaching an
unprotected roof side or edge, and which designates an area in which roofing work may
take place without the use of guardrail, body belt, or other system to protect employees in
the area.
1. The warning line shall be erected around all sides of the roof work area.
2. The warning line shall be erected not less than 15 feet from the roof edge.
3. Points of access, materials handling areas, storage areas, and hoisting areas
shall be connected to the work area by an access path formed by two warning
lines.
4. The rope, wire, or chain shall be flagged at not more than 6-foot intervals with
high-visibility material.
5. No employee or worker is allowed in the area between a roof edge and a warning
line unless the employee or worker is performing roofing work in that area.
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e. Safety Nets
Safety nets are the last option and must be approved by the Project Manager,
Superintendent and Corporate Safety Department.
Safety nets shall be installed as close as practicable under the walking/working surface
on which employees are working, but in no case more than 30 feet (9.1 m) below such
level.
f.

Fall Protection Work Plan
The wide range of activities and circumstances on a project can vary between crews
using fall protection. For this reason a fall protection work plan is use by foreman and
crews as they pre-plan their daily work assignments that include working at elevated
heights.
Because the foreman and crews are the most knowledgeable about the work to be
performed and the associated hazards, they should be used to develop an activity
specific fall protection plan for each activity that exposes workers to potential falls greater
than six (6) or more feet. Having workers directly involved in the preparation of the plan
results in increased cooperation and compliance on the project.
The Fall Protection Work Plan is similar to a JHA but is Fall Protection specific. It
requires the user to review the site specific application and sign off on the plan. The
competent person is required to identify the various methods and applications of fall
protection to be used by their employees. Site specific training must include a review of
these plans. Fall protection work plans must be completed daily and reviewed by the
supervisor. The fall protection work plan must be reviewed with the crew before work
begins.
A designated competent person must have 8 hour of documented fall protection training
and a letter from the employer stating they are the designated Competent Person for fall
protection and they have the authority to make corrections and conduct training. An
OSHA 10-hour or 30-hour Construction Outreach Certification alone does not qualify as
fall protection training.
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J. Fire Protection / Prevention
Our fire prevention policy is designed to ensure that all reasonable steps are taken to preserve life and
property from exposure to fire hazards. The requirements listed here identify the basic elements of our
fire prevention program. They should be a part of everyone’s day-to-day responsibilities.
1. Fire Control/Reporting
a. In the event of fire notify someone before attempting to extinguish any fire.
b. BECK superintendent must be immediately notified of any fire.
c.

If the fire is not extinguished with a single fire extinguisher, call the Fire Department.

2. Fire Extinguishers
a. The area surrounding the extinguisher, as well as the pathway, shall be kept free of any
debris or obstructions.
b. Fire extinguishers should be provided at construction sites in the following locations at a
minimum:








Every 3,000 square feet of building area, travel distance from any point of area to
extinguisher shall not exceed 100 feet.
On every floor of multistory buildings.
Adjacent to stairways on each floor in multistory buildings.
Within 50 feet of wherever more than 5 gallons of combustible liquids or 5 pounds
of flammable gas are being used.
Immediately available at all welding and cutting operations.
In crane cabs or operator stations.
In all industrial trucks.

3. Fire Extinguisher Inspection Log
Fire extinguishers should be inspected once a month to assure they are in proper working
condition.
4. Hot Work “Flame” Permit
At times it may be required or necessary to issue a Hot Work “Flame” Permit Hot work permits
should be issued when work with an open flame or torch is required is an occupied building,
substantially complete building, in areas that an open flame may cause damage or as required by
the client. The Hot Work Permit is issued by the superintendent and requires the person doing
the “flame work” to comply with additional safe guards.
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K. First Aid Procedures
All salaried BECK employees and hourly foreman are required to have current first aid/CPR training.
First aid/CPR should be renewed when certifications expire. Each subcontractor must have at least
one person on-site with current first aid/CPR training for each work shift. Employees or workers who
are injured at work are required to report the injury to the BECK Superintendent.

1. “First Aid” defined
First aid is the immediate or temporary care given to a person who has suddenly taken ill or who
has been injured. Everyone trained in first aid/CPR is expected to help in the event of an
emergency.

2. Blood borne Pathogens
Employees involved in the care of the injured should be aware of possible exposure to Blood
borne Pathogens (pathogenic microorganisms that are present in human blood and can cause
disease in humans). To minimize employee occupational exposure to microorganisms that can
be present in human bodily fluids and cause diseases, such as HIV and Hepatitis B. The only
remotely foreseeable exposure to our employees would be when acting as a First Responder.
These work rules applies to all employees who choose to act in that capacity.


All bodily fluids will be treated as if they could contain blood and are infectious.



Universal controls will be used when exposure to bodily fluids is possible.



If contact with bodily fluids should occur, employees will be offered, at no cost, Hepatitis
B vaccine treatment and screening.



All waste materials from cleanup activities shall be disposed of as biohazards.

3. First Aid Kits


Each jobsite will have available adequate first aid equipment to meet the needs of all
BECK employees normally present at the jobsite.



Each first aid kits should be inspected weekly.



Each project is encouraged to use a local service provider to supply and maintain the
projects first aid kit.



Each subcontractor is required to have a first aid kit on site for their employees use.

4. Automatic External Defibrillators (AED)
The use of AED’s during sudden cardiac arrest has proven to help save lives over and over
again. Any office or project that purchases an AED’s must notify the safety department prior
to purchasing equipment. It is very important that AED’s at our offices and projects be
similar. The preferred AED is the ReviveR™ AED from Cintas.
AED’s require a compliance review for specific State Laws. AED’s also require the following:
a.
b.
c.
d.

Notification and coordination with State/local EMS provider
Medical protocols approved by a physician
Monthly inspection and maintenance
Recording keeping of attachments such as batteries and pads
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L. Flagging and Traffic Control
1. Flagging
a. Flaggers must be trained and should understand what the operation involves in order to
anticipate traffic demands. Some states require flaggers to be certified by the state. If the
State does not have a minimum requirement the flagger should be trained in accordance with
the most recent Manual on Uniform Traffic Control Devices (MUTCD).
b. Flaggers should be equipped with the proper equipment to perform their job. This includes
approved paddle, class II reflective vest, and hardhat. They should give clear and definite
signals to control traffic.
c.

Flagmen working in or near a public roadway must wear class II high visibility vest.

d. Each subcontractor shall furnish flagmen as necessary to control the work traffic.
2. Traffic Control
a. All traffic control operations used on any public roadway must be under a traffic control plan
that conforms to the most recent Manual on Uniform Traffic Control Devices (MUTCD).
b. Any changes, due to construction activity, to existing roadways or traffic lanes must be made
under a traffic control plan. This plan must be developed by a qualified person prior to
affecting roadways or traffic lanes.
c.

Traffic control devices or lane closures should be inspected daily and inspections
documented weekly. The location of all traffic control devices should be marked for quick realignment and inspection.

d. Detours and channelization procedures should be planned and well defined so as to cause
no confusion to drivers.
e. During operations that will disrupt traffic on adjacent streets, a qualified flagman will be used
to direct traffic traveling in each direction and in areas entering and exiting the site. The
Subcontractor disrupting traffic will be responsible for assigning flagman necessary signage
and equipment.
f.

Pre-approved traffic areas are established. Parking in unauthorized area will result in the
vehicle being towed at the owner's expense.
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M. Housekeeping
Housekeeping has a direct relationship to safety and will be addressed as a safety issue. Housekeeping
is a primary concern for everyone throughout the project. Good housekeeping tends to minimize fire
potential and reduce potential slip and fall injuries. Housekeeping includes removing trash, debris,
materials and equipment from the site daily and ensuring proper storage of materials and equipment.
1. Responsibilities
All subcontractors are responsible for maintaining good housekeeping on a regular basis throughout
the work day. Failure to maintain adequate housekeeping conditions will result in a warning, possibly
followed by clean-up services charged back to the subcontractor involved. Repeated failure to
maintain adequate housekeeping will be grounds for further disciplinary action, including the shutting
down of the subcontractor’s activities and/or removal of the subcontractor from the project.
Combustible storage of building supplies, materials, and/or equipment shall be kept to a minimum
within buildings. Unless threatened by inclement weather, such storage shall be maintained
outdoors. Any indoor storage should be limited to a two- day supply of materials.
a. During the course of construction all construction related debris or trash (including form
and scrap lumber with protruding nails) should be kept clear from all work areas,
passageways, and stairs and in or around the construction area.
b. Subcontractor supervisors are responsible for the immediate disposal and removal of their
employee’s lunch and break trash.
c.

All contractors must ensure that any combustible scrap and debris is removed at regular
intervals using safe means.

d. Clean up and housekeeping activities shall be, "clean-as-you-go". Allowing scrap and
debris to accumulate does not meet our expectations. Trash must be removed daily.
e. Floors are to be kept in a clean, and where possible, dry condition.
f.

All hazardous waste must be stored and collected in special areas.

g. No hazardous waste material is to be abandoned on the job site. Verify with Exhibit B.
h. No waste haulers, disposers, recyclers, or scavengers are allowed on the job site without
the superintendent’s approval.
2. Failure to perform housekeeping
If BECK notifies a subcontractor in writing that they are not maintaining acceptable levels of
housekeeping, BECK may perform the cleanup work at the subcontractor’s cost and expense in
accordance with Article 3 of the subcontract.
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N. Inspections
The purpose of regular safety inspections is to strengthen the safety program and prevent losses. It is
also a time to point out physical hazards (i.e., unprotected floor openings, etc.) and unsafe acts (i.e.,
personal protective equipment, etc.) that can be improved or corrected before an accident occurs. It is
also an ideal time to complement those who are doing their jobs safely and well.
1. Safety inspections
a. All Superintendents, field engineers and other field supervisors should conduct daily
safety inspections of the project.
b. Issues that cannot be corrected immediately should be noted and addressed with the
superintendent and subcontractor. Any noted deficiencies should be corrected as soon
as possible.
c.

BECK Project Managers should conduct a weekly inspection of the jobsite.

d. The supervisor for each subcontractor will walk the job site daily to inspect and monitor
compliance with safety program.
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O. Job Hazard Analysis
1. Purpose
The job hazard analysis (JHA) section of the safety program is designed as a guide for prejob/task planning of work. The job hazard analysis addresses the tasks that will be performed,
the hazards involved and the actions and tools used to prevent those hazards from causing injury
or accident. A job hazard analysis is used in pre-work safety meetings with employees about to
engage in the work or task. Each subcontractor will be required to complete a daily JHA for each
job/task when performing any work listed below. JHA’s must be documented, maintained onsite
and available for review or audit.
2. Selecting the Job
It is used when the job/task has a higher degree of danger or hazard to the employee/workers
engaged in the job/task. Any work that involves the following job/task must complete a JHA:
o

The use of personal fall protection equipment.

o

The use of a ladders

o

Entering a trench, excavation or confined space.

o

When a person is using motorized mechanical equipment

o

Using power tools that have sharp blades.

3. Responsibilities
Immediate Supervisor is responsible for:


Completing the required JHA with the work crew



Reviewing the JHA with the work crew prior to them starting work



Keeping a copy of the JHA available at the work location



Having the crew sign the JHA



Monitoring work crew for compliance with JHA



Reviewing and updating the JHA when necessary

Employee/Worker




Review and sigh the JHA prior to starting job/task
Ask question if the instructions are unclear or confusing
Ensure the required materials, tools and equipment are available
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P. Ladders
1. General Requirements
The following general requirements apply to all ladders, including job-made ladders:
a. A double-cleated ladder or two or more ladders must be provided when ladders are the only
way to enter or exit a work area having 25 or more employees, or when a ladder serves
simultaneous two-way traffic.
b. Each ladder regardless of type must have an assigned number
2. Portable Ladders
a. Portable ladders should be 300# Type 1 A ladders or above
b. All portable ladders will be placed so that the horizontal distance of the bottom of the ladder is
not less than one-quarter of the vertical distance (4:1) to the top support. If the ladder must
be positioned less than one-quarter of the vertical distance, it should be fastened to prevent
tipping.
c.

Single portable ladders in excess of 30 feet in length are not to be used. If greater heights
must be attained, multiple ladders with intermediate landing platforms will be utilized.

d. Each ladder must have a rope to allow workers to lift tools, equipment or material.
e. All metal ladders are prohibited and wood ladders should not be painted except for an
identification mark.
f.

Standing or sitting on the top two steps of any ladder does not meet our expectations.

3. Job-built Ladders
a. Job-built ladders must meet ANSI A14.4 requirements for construction, installation, care and
use of Job-built ladders.
b. Job built ladders must be assigned and labeled with a unique number.
c.

All job built ladders must be inspected weekly by the contractor or subcontractor who built or
provided the ladder.

d. Inspections must be conducted by a competent person with inspection tag prominently
posted on the ladder.
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Q. Vehicles on Site: Cars, Trucks, Golf Carts, Etc
Vehicles and equipment brought on site must be in safe operating condition. Any vehicle or equipment
deemed unsafe by will be immediately removed from site until repairs are complete and equipment is reinspected.
1. Pickup trucks and cars – requirements;
a. The speed limit on project site is not to exceed 10 mph.
b. At no time shall personnel ride in the back of any pick-up or other vehicle. Riding in the bed
area of a pickup or truck does not meet our expectations.
c.

Parking of vehicles on or around the jobsite is at the discretion of the BECK Project Manager or
Superintendent.

d. Employee parking shall be in designated areas only; any vehicle found not in designated areas
may be towed at owner’s expense.
2. Powered Carts – Golf Carts and ATV requirements;
a. Carts and ATVs must not be driven with more people than seats provided. Seatbelts must be
used (if provided on vehicle).
3. Vendors and Delivery Vehicles – requirements;
Each contractor will be responsible for their vendors and delivery personnel to ensure the
compliance with the site safety policies; site speed limit and PPE to include hardhat, safety
glasses, vest, etc.
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R. Personal Protective Equipment (PPE)
Personal protective equipment (PPE) is used to protect personnel from dangerous objects,
substances, and processes.
1. Responsibilities
a. Supervisors:
1. Determine the appropriate PPE for each task of the project
2. Provide adequate supplies of appropriate equipment are available on-site.
3. Ensure that employee use and wear the required PPE.
b. All employees have the responsibility to:
1. Keep assigned PPE clean and in good working order
2. Remove damaged PPE from use immediately
3. Wear PPE.
4. Request additional PPE, if needed
5. Provide feedback to Superintendent on PPE.
2. General requirements for all PPE devices
a. All employees/workers will:
1. Maintain assigned PPE in good, unaltered condition.
2. Inspect each piece of PPE before each use, paying particular attention to possible
damage and excessive wear.
3. Never use damaged or defective equipment, but obtain a replacement before starting
work.
4. Immediately removed from service any damaged or defective PPE.
3. Eye and face protection.
a. Eye protection will be worn 100% of the time on the construction site. Eye protection must
meet ANSI Z87.1. Prescription glasses must also meet ANSI Z87.1 unless worn in
conjunction with safety glasses or goggles).
b. Face shield must be worn when chipping, cutting concrete or metal, grinding concrete or
metal, or transferring liquid from one container to another or where operations present
potential eye or face injury from physical, chemical or radiation agents.
c.

When a welding helmet provides the filtering lens, impact protective lenses will be worn
inside the helmet to prevent injury when the helmet is raised.

4. Head protection.
a. Hard hats will be worn 100% of the time on the construction site.
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b. Beck salaried employees who are assigned supervisor responsibilities will wear white hard
hats.
c.

Beck hourly employees who are not assigned supervisor responsibilities will wear grey hard
hats.

d. All hard hats must meet ANSI/ISEA Z89.1-2014 (Class E, Type I) Head Protection. Hard hats
must be worn correctly with the bill forward.
e. *BECK recommends Western style hardhats not be worn on projects due to the difficulty in
identifying approved Western style hardhats from non-approved Western style hats. This is at
the discretion of the BECK Superintendent.
f.

Long hair must be contained to prevent being entangled in equipment.

5. Hand protection
Employees who are in the project work areas are required to carry a pair of gloves and use those
gloves when doing work or activity where cuts or abrasions are likely to the fingers or hands.
1. Each project will have a variety of gloves available on site for employee’s use.
2. Each supervisor or foreman should assess the task and select the proper glove before
the work begins.
3. Employees are required to wear the proper hand protection when working in areas where
a hazard exists that could cause injury to hands and fingers due to skin absorption of
chemicals, severe cuts, lacerations, abrasions, punctures, burns or temperature
extremes.
4. Hand protection must meet the following minimum requirements:
a. Adequately protect against the particular hazard for which they were designed;
b. Fit properly without interfering with hand and finger movement;
c. Be durable, kept clean and in good condition;
d. Fingerless, half-length and open tip gloves are prohibited;
5. Gloves must be with the employee and available for immediate use.
6. If a greater hazard exists and the employee can demonstrate that wearing gloves would
create a greater hazard to the employee, then wearing gloves will be exempt. An
example might be using rotating machinery where the glove, if caught, would cause a
more extensive injury.
7. For tasks that require fine dexterity skills, like adjusting controls or measuring devices
gloves are not required.
8. This policy is also applicable to all subcontractor employee’s when working on any Beck
Contractor Controlled Insurance Project (CCIP)
6. Hearing protection
a. Hearing protection is required in all areas where excessive noise occurs, i.e., air chipper, jack
hammer, rotor-hammers, grinding, drilling, cutting and air compressors in confined areas;
b. Supervisors are required to have an adequate supply of hearing protection devices on-site.
7. Clothing
a. Full length pants must be worn. No large holes or tears that could catch on material or
equipment will be allowed. Pajamas, sweat pants, sweat suits, shorts are not allowed.
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b. Pants are to be worn with the waist band of the pants above the hips and around the waist.
Sagging or excessive length pants are prohibited.
c.

Shirts must be worn at all times. Shirt sleeves must be at least 4” in length. No obscene,
vulgar or inappropriate displays on shirts will be allowed and will be at the discretion of the
BECK Project Manager or Superintendent.

d. High visibility reflective safety vests are required during periods of interaction with heavy
equipment such as earth moving equipment, cranes, and other material handling equipment.
e. When working on or near (within 50 feet) of a public road or right-of-way employees/workers
will wear a D.O.T approved class II high visibility reflective vest.
f.

Superintendents have the option of extending the use of high visibility vest throughout
construction.

g. Additional PPE may be required depending on the specific job hazard or task may include
specialty clothing that protects employees from specific hazards.
8. Foot protection
a. Foot Wear - Closed toe, hard toe boots/shoes are required in all work areas.
b. Work style leather shoes or boots with leather uppers that cover the ankle must be worn.
Athletic or jogging style foot wear are not permitted.
c.

Steel-toed or metal foot covers are required when using tamper or jumping tampers.

d. Metatarsal guards and toe protection for using compaction equipment and other operations
where the feet are subject to higher than normal impact.
9. Respirators
In areas where excessive dust, fumes or mist are present, every effort must be taken to engineer
controls measures to limit exposure. In areas where engineering controls are not feasible
personnel may be provided and required to wear appropriate protection where there is an
exposure to inhalation, ingestion, skin absorption or contact with any material or substance that is
deemed to be of a hazardous nature. Personnel required to use respiratory protection must be in
compliance with OHSA 29 CFR 1910.134 Respiratory Protection standard. Personnel must be
trained to select, use, clean and store all PP properly. For projects that require the use of
respirators, a written respiratory protection plan must be implemented. The safety department
will provide and administer the written plan.
Workers may wear respirators to avoid exposures to hazards, even if the amount of hazardous
substance does not exceed the limits set by OSHA standards. Projects may provide respirators
(dust masks) for employee’s voluntary use. Employers are not required to include in a written
respiratory protection program for those employees whose only use of respirators involves the
voluntary use of filtering face pieces (dust masks).
Respirators (dust masks) for employee’s voluntary use, employees should do the following:
a. Read and heed all instructions provided by the manufacturer on use, maintenance, cleaning
and care, and warnings regarding the respirators limitations.
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b. Choose respirators certified for use to protect against the contaminant of concern. NIOSH,
the National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health of the U.S. Department of Health
and Human Services, certifies respirators. A label or statement of certification should appear
on the respirator or respirator packaging. It will tell you what the respirator is designed for and
how much it will protect you.
c.

Do not wear your respirator into atmospheres containing contaminants for which your
respirator is not designed to protect against. For example, a respirator designed to filter dust
particles will not protect you against gases, vapors, or very small solid particles of fumes or
smoke.

d. Keep track of your respirator so that you do not mistakenly use someone else's respirator.
e. Any project requiring employees to use respirators must have a site specific written plan.
This plan is available through the safety director.
10. High visibility Vests
a. Class II High visibility vest must be worn when engaged in the following activity:
1. Providing traffic control or work on or within 50’ of any active roadway
2. Flagging cranes
3. Working in trench or excavation
4. Working in a confined space
b. Any project may designate additional use or requirement of High visibility vests.
c.

Beck employee’s assigned supervisory responsibilities should wear a lime green/yellow
high visibility vest.

d. Beck hourly employee’s not assigned supervisory responsibilities should wear an orange
high visibility vet.

11. Special Considerations
When a project has attained substantial completion or has received a temporary certificate of
occupancy (TCO), the superintendent may, at his discretion, not require hard hats to be worn
during “punch work”.
a. Hard hats must be worn if there is any work or activity that exposes workers to falling objects.
b. Eye protection must continue to be worn at all times even if hard hats are not required.
Reference:
1926.28
1926.100
1926.101
1926.102
1926.132

PPE
head protection
Hearing protection
Eye and face
General Requirements
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S. Sanitation
1. Potable Water for Drinking:
a. Each subcontractor shall ensure that there is an adequate supply of fresh drinking water for
all at each job site.
b. The container should only be used for storing the drinking water. All containers must be
clearly marked as “drinking water”.
c.

Portable type containers used to dispense drinking water will be tightly closed and equipped
with a tap.

d. Employees should not dip cups directly into the container. Each contractor will supply
disposable drinking cups for its employees. Unused single use service cups (to be only used
once and by a single employee) are to be kept in sanitary containers. Used cups shall be
disposed of in a trash container.

2. Non-Potable Water:
Containers used for non-Potable water storage (such as water to mix mortar) shall have company
name and be properly marked to indicate that the water is not to be used for drinking.

3. Toilets:
a. All facilities must be kept clean and sanitary at all times.
b. Any employee caught defacing or misusing toilets will be removed from the project.
c.

Portable toilets shall be provided (for each job site) using the following guidelines
Number of employees
20 or less

1

20 or more

1 toilet seat and 1 urinal per 40 workers

200 or more

1 toilet seat and 1 urinal per 50 workers

4. When Handling Hazardous Materials
a. Adequate washing facilities must be provided if employees are engaged in the application of
paints, coatings, herbicides, insecticides, etc.
b. Disposal of or cleaning of equipment which contain paints, cement based materials,
flammable liquids, herbicides, insecticides etc. into any drainage system, gutters or on the
ground is strictly prohibited. These materials must be disposed of properly by the contractor.
Reference:
1926.51
Sanitation
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T. Scaffolding
Scaffolding and elevated platforms must be installed only by trained and qualified persons who are
supervised by a competent person. All scaffolds, regardless of type, should be designed to carry four
times the maximum intended load.
1. Pre-installation meeting
Prior to erecting any scaffolding or elevated work platform the subcontractor installing the
scaffolding or elevated work platform will meet with a BECK project representative and review
the location, type of scaffolding or elevated work platform to be installed.
All Scaffolding must be erected and dismantled under the supervision of a competent person.
In addition the following must be completed:
a. Contractor’s designated competent person shall perform a daily inspection.
b. Contractor must identify their competent person in writing prior to start of work.
c.

Inspection tags apply to mobile scaffolding as well.

d. Fall protection is required for any non-mobile scaffold platform over six feet (6’).
Mobile scaffolds must have fall protection for any platform over three feet (3’).
e. All employees/workers working on scaffolding must be trained prior to using scaffolding.
Each subcontractor must have documentation of employee training available for review.
2. Installation
During the installation of scaffolding or elevated work platform the following will apply:
a. All scaffolding systems must installed according to the manufactures recommendations.
b. Workers erecting, moving or dismantling any scaffold system must be trained in the
specific type of system they are working on and any erecting, moving or dismantling must
be completed under the supervision of a competent person.
c.

Scaffolds with work platforms or decks more than six feet (6’) above the ground must
have standard guardrails and toe boards attached on all open sides and ends.

3. Use
a. Each contractor using any scaffolding must provide a competent person to perform a
daily inspection. Inspections must be documented by tagging the scaffold.
b. Inspection tags must be attached at each access point.
c.

No employee shall use or work on scaffolding unless they have received user training on
the specific scaffold type to be used, this includes all assembled scaffolding, exterior and
interior scaffolding, all mobile scaffolding and Baker type scaffolding.

d. No employee shall work on scaffolding, of any type, unless it has been inspected and
properly tagged.
e. Ladders must be used to climb scaffolds at all times. Both hands should be free of
tools/materials when ascending or descending a scaffold.
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f.

When freestanding mobile scaffold towers are being used the height of the work platform
shall not exceed four times the minimum base dimension.

4. Mobile Scaffolding
All mobile scaffolding shares the same requirements for use regular frame scaffolding.
a. Mobile scaffolding must be inspected and tagged prior to each use.
b. Stacking scaffold frames shall not exceed the manufactures guidelines. A copy of the
manufacturer’s guidelines must be available at the project.
c.

All mobile scaffold over three feet (3’) MUST HAVE GUARDRAILS.

d. Casters shall be properly designed for strength and dimensions to support four times the
maximum intended load. All casters shall be provided with a positive locking device to
hold the scaffold in position. All casters must be in the locked position when scaffold is
occupied.
e. A ladder or stairway shall be provided for proper access and exit and shall be affixed or
built into the scaffold and so located that when in use it will not have a tendency to tip the
scaffold.
f.

Employees should not propel themselves while working on scaffolds.

5. Non-stop Scaffolding
Non-stop scaffolding that requires the worker to access the scaffold platform by climbing the
tower frame must provide a fall protection method for workers while they climb the tower.
The fall protection method used must not interfere with the raising or lowering of the platform.
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U. Site Security
Site security is used to control unauthorized access, limit losses due to theft and helps segregate
construction activities from other activities.
1. Office and Storage Security
a. Each project should, when feasible, enclose the project site with fencing.
b. The designated trailer compound must be completely fenced.
c.

Office trailers should have a monitored alarm system or have burglar bars on all window
and door openings.

d. Each trailer, trailer compound, storage container and storage area, should have security
lights that illuminate all side of the office trailers.
e. "No Trespassing" signs must be posted on all sides of the project to prevent casual entry
by the public.
f.

Gates or access points should have a chain or lock and also include the local “KNOX”
lock for emergency services access.

g. Subcontractors are responsible for securing their own equipment, office trailers and
storage areas.
2. Aggressive Behavior and Workplace Violence
It is our policy to maintain a safe and healthy work environment for all employees and
workers and to promote high quality standards. As part of this policy, everyone on the job
site is expected to display respect and cooperation with coworkers and management.
Employees and workers will be held accountable for aggressive behavior.
Employees/workers are required to report all "threatening" behavior to their direct supervisor.
Any supervisor receiving a report of aggressive behavior must immediately report it to the
Project Manager or Superintendent. All reports of aggressive or potentially violent behavior
will be investigated.
Workers are to refrain from:
o

Abusive language.

o

Threats

o

Verbal or physical intimidation

o

Assaults, fighting or other physical contact

o

No weapons of any type are allowed on the jobsite.
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U. Steel Erection
Steel erection activities include hoisting, laying out, placing, connecting, welding, burning, guying,
bracing, bolting, plumbing and rigging structural steel, steel joists and metal buildings; installing metal
decking, curtain walls, window walls, siding systems, miscellaneous metals, ornamental iron and
similar materials; and moving point-to-point while performing these activities.
1. Notification Before Erection
The Project Manager must certify in writing to the steel erector that:
a. Concrete in footings, piers, or walls have reached 75% of design strength or are of sufficient
strength to support imposed loads.
b. Any repairs, replacements or field modifications to anchor bolts must have approval by
structural engineer of record and must provide written notification to the erector.
2. Site Layout
The Superintendent will coordinate with the steel erector to provide:
a. Adequate access roads for crane.
b. Properly maintained work areas.
c.

Pre-plan hoisting activities to minimize lifts over workers.

d. Exceptions: Worker engaged in initial connection and hooking or unhooking loads.
e. The steel erector is responsible for communicating additional needs or maintenance to the
Superintendent.
3. Fall Protection
The steel erection subcontractor is required to provide 100% fall protection at all times.
a. Perimeter fall protection must be installed during initial structural assembly.
b. 100% fall protection must be provided when working above 6’ with no exceptions.
4. Multiple Lift Rigging
Prior to conducting multiple lift rigging the steel erector shall provide a written lift plan. The
multiple lift plans must include the following:
a. Components of the multiple lift rigging assembly shall be specifically designed and
assembled with a maximum capacity for total assembly and for each individual attachment
point.
b. This capacity, certified by the manufacturer or a qualified rigger, must be based on the
manufacturer's specifications with a 5 to 1 safety factor for all components.
c.

The total load does not exceed the rated capacity of the hoisting equipment specified in the
hoisting equipment load charts or the rigging capacity specified in the rigging rating chart.
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d. A maximum of five members are hoisted per lift
e. Only beams and similar structural members are lifted
f.

The multiple lift rigging assembly shall be rigged with members:








Attached at their center of gravity and maintained reasonably level;
Rigged from top down; and
Rigged at least 7 feet (2.1 m) apart.
The members on the multiple lift rigging assembly shall be set from the bottom up.
Controlled load lowering shall be used whenever the load is over the connectors.
All employees engaged in the multiple lift have been trained

g. No crane is permitted to be used for a multiple lift where such use is contrary to the
manufacturer's specifications and limitations
5. General Provisions
a. Prior to starting steel erection activities the steel erection subcontractor must submit a sitespecific erection plan developed by a qualified person and be available at the work site.
b. All columns shall be secured with a minimum of four anchor bolts before beam erection
begins. If the erection method is direct weld, the minimum weld for erection is to be
determined by the design engineer.
c.

Fall protection training is required by the employer and must be documented.
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V. Tools
1. Small Tools
a. Power tools shall not be used if safety equipment, such as shields, tool rests, hoods, and
guards have been removed or otherwise rendered inoperative.
b. All gas-powered tools must be turned off before being refueled.
c.

Portable grinders must have hood-type guards and side enclosures that cover the spindle
and at least 50% of the wheel. All wheels should be inspected regularly for fractures, etc

d. Hoses supplying pneumatic tools shall have couplings secured to prevent accidental
disconnection.
e. Additional face protection shall be worn by all personnel exposed to the use of this type of
tool.
f.

Tools shall not be loaded until immediately before use. Loaded tools shall not be left
unattended.

g. Tools shall not be used in an explosive or flammable atmosphere. Cartridges (powder
source) shall be kept separated from all other material.
h. Powder-actuated tools used on this project shall meet all applicable requirements of
ANSI-A10.3-1970.
i.

Warning signs will be posted throughout the area warning of the use of powder-actuated
tools.

j.

Shot strips must be properly discarded.

k.

Job made tools or tools that have been modified are not allowed.

l.

Table saws, including "Hand-fed crosscut table saws" or "Hand-fed ripsaws" must be
equipped with “flesh indicating” sensor that immediately stop the rotating blade if contact is
made with the blade when running.
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W. Trenching, Excavation and Pier Holes
All contractors performing trenching, excavation or pier hole drilling must provide a site safety plan
that protects employees and other contractors from exposure to excavation or drilling hazards.
Prior to starting excavation activities an Excavation Method of Procedure (XMOP) must be completed
and approved as outlined in Safety Exhibit D Excavation and Ground Penetration XMOP.
Trenching & Excavation:
1. A competent person is required to remain at the location anytime a worker is in a trench or
excavation.
2. Any trench or excavation over five feet deep must be sloped, shored, benched, braced or a
protective shield used. If soil conditions are unstable, excavations shallower than 4 feet may require
sloping, supporting, or shoring.
3. All personnel in the trenches or excavations must wear a high visibility vest.
4. Prior to anyone entering a trench or excavation the competent person must review the JHA for the
assigned task.
5. No employee shall be permitted underneath loads handled by lifting or digging equipment.
6. Backfilling should be done as soon as practical or immediately after inspection. Trenches or
excavations left “open overnight” must be barricades or marked in a manner that provides adequate
identification of the hazard of an open trench or excavation.
Pier Holes:
1. During drilling operations all pier holes must be barricaded with guardrails or workers must use
100% fall protection when within 10 feet of the open pier hole.
a. 3-sided guardrails are allowed during drilling, however, if employees or workers access
the unprotected side of the guardrail they must use 100% fall protection.
b. After drilling all guardrails around piers must be closed to provide complete protection
around hole until hole after it is filled.
2. Fall protection at or near trenches must be provided by the subcontractor to protect employee
from falls greater than 6’. Subcontractors must provide anchor point for personnel fall arrest
equipment for employees exposed to open pier in place of guardrail.
3. Covers, when used, must be secured and when removed, be able to be removed without
exposing employees to the open pier hole when removed. All covers must be secured, painted
with high visibility paint or be marked with the word “HOLE” written in English and Spanish
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X. Welding and Cutting Procedures
Cutting and welding are two integral parts of most projects. They are also the most common ignition
source for construction fires.
The following general guidelines should be adhered to:
1. Subcontractor will provide additional fire protection.
2. All cylinders must be in an approved carrier or stand.
3. All cylinders will be stored according to OSHA guidelines. Any cylinder found improperly stored will
be removed at the Subcontractor’s expense.
4. Oxygen and fuel gas cylinders shall not be stored together, including bottles in carts unless they
are separated by at least twenty (20) feet or by a five (5) foot tall, thirty (30) minute fire barrier.
5. Perform cutting and welding in designated safe areas whenever possible.
6. Fire retardant floor covering must be placed to catch slag and debris.
7. Combustibles should be moved or covered with a welding blanket to prevent ignition. All floor
and wall openings should be covered.
8. No cutting or welding should be done within 50 feet of flammable liquids.
9. A fire watch, equipped with an approved extinguisher (minimal rating 2A:10 BC) or a charged
hose, will be posted during and up to 60 minutes after the welding or cutting operation.
10. At times it may be required or necessary to issue a Hot Work “Flame” Permit. Hot work permits
should be issued when work with an open flame or torch is required is an occupied building,
substantially complete building, in areas that an open flame may cause damage or as required by
the client. The Hot Work Permit is issued by the superintendent and requires the person doing
the “flame work” to comply with additional safe guards.
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Y. Visitors
1. Anyone visiting a BECK Project site who is not an employee of HC BECK, LTD, or an employee
of a subcontractor with a signed contract specific to the project site must check-in with the BECK
Project Management Team prior to accessing the construction area. Each visitor is required to
sign the Indemnification Agreement for Visitor Access prior to entering the construction area. If a
person refuses to sign the indemnification agreement for visitor access they are prohibited from
entering the construction activity area.
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Health & Safety Manual Revisions Table
Date

Revision made

By
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PRE-CONSTRUCTION
Required Documentation

Safety Form or
provider

Pre-construction Hazard Survey by Beck

See Portal

Excavation MOP (X-MOP)

Exhibit D

Beck
When required
Responsible
for Beck
Person

Required
Review

Reference

Superintendent Pre-Mobilization Superintendent To be completed by Beck prior to starting work. OSHA required and used to develop
ZAP

SWPPP NOI (Notice of Intent)

Pre-Mobilization SSUP or SPM To be completed by Beck prior to site mobilization.
& Safety
Consultant provided Project Manager Pre-Mobilization Safety Dept. Consultant must prepare plan. Safety signs the NOI, NOC & NOT

SWPPP
Building Hazard Survey (Remodels)
Zero Accidents Plan

Consultant provided PM & Super Pre-Mobilization Safety Dept. Consultant must prepare plan. Safety signs the NOI, NOC & NOT
Owner provided
Project Manager Pre-Mobilization PM & Super Required on remodels. Be sure to ask for all surveys to date
Exhibit E
PM & Super
Initially
Safety Dept. Should be part of bid documents and should identify sites critical issue

Emergency Assignments

Exhibit E ZAP

PM & Super

Initially

PM & Super Identifies individual responsibilities should be update if any change in staff

Emergency Notification & Contacts

Exhibit E ZAP

PM & Super

Initially

PM & Super List primary contacts Beck/Owner Update if any change in staff

Emergency Action Plan

Exhibit E ZAP

PM & Super

Initially

PM & Super Identified in ZAP. Should be reviewed by staff and project wide quarterly.

Subcontractor Safety Review

(Form 1.A.1)

PM & Super

PRE-CONSTRUCTION
Required Postings
Federal Law Poster
State specific posters
WC & Insurance notice
Emergency Phone Number List
MSDS Notice to Employees
OSHA 300 Log
OSHA annual summary
Project required signs
PRE-CONSTRUCTION
Safety Binders

PM & Super

Pre-Mobilization PM & Super Completed by each Sub prior to starting work, Should be review with PM, Super and
Sub.

Beck
When required
Responsible
for Beck
Person
PM & Super

Initially

PM & Super
Initially
PM & Super
Initially
PM & Super
Initially
Superintendent
Initially
PM & Super
Initially
PM & Super Feb through Apr
PM & Super
Initially
Beck
When required Required
Responsible
for Beck
Updates
Person

Reference

Use most current 6:1 Federal poster. English is required Spanish is optional but
suggested. Post inside trailer.
Use appropriate State notices.
Post Insurance notices inside trailer. RM can provide if needed
If 911 is not primary list local emergency numbers
Post "MSDS Here" sign on trailer or where MSDS are located
Projects are required to maintain list of injuries. Do not post
Posted from Feb-Apr annually it is provided by Safety Dept.
Approved signs are listed in the safety portal under "Signs"
Reference
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#1 (ZAP, Safety Manual)
#2 (MSDS Index & MSDS)
#3 (Safety Reviews & Safety Insp)
#4 (MOP's, Permits & Plans)
#5 (Lift Plans / Crane Doc)

Superintendent
Superintendent
Superintendent
Superintendent
Superintendent

#6 (Safety Meetings, Training Record)

Superintendent

#7 (Equip Inspections)

Superintendent

#8 (SWPPP)
Form

Superintendent
Beck
Responsible
Person

English Handouts
Spanish Handouts
Certificate of Orientation
Employee Training Record

Form 3.A.1
Form 3.A.1
Form 3.A.2
Form 3.A.3 & 4

Superintendent
Superintendent
Superintendent
Superintendent

Employee Fall Protection Certificate

Form 3.A.5

Safety Orientation

REQUIRED PRE-TASK PLANNING
Safety Plans

Form

Critical Lift Plan

Form 4.D.3

Confined Space Assessment & Entry Plan

Written Plan
Required

Energized Work MOP & Permit

Form 4.F.1

Energized Work Log

Form 4.F.2

Initially
Initially
Initially
Initially
Initially

As-needed
As-needed
Weekly
As-needed
Daily / Asneeded
Initially
Daily / Asneeded
Initially
Daily / Asneeded
Initially
Weekly
When required

All worker prior to starting work
All worker prior to starting work
All worker prior to starting work
All employees prior to starting
work
Superintendent All employees prior to starting
work
Beck
When required for Beck
Responsible
Person

Template available on portal.
Template available on portal.
Template available on portal.
Template available on portal.
Template available on portal.

Used to file safety documents
Used to file safety documents
Used to file safety documents
Used to file safety documents
Used to file safety documents

Template available on portal. Used to file safety documents
Template available on portal. Used to file safety documents
Consultant written plan. Place provided plan in Beck binder
Sub Required
Subcontractor Responsibilities

Required to ensure all
workers completed safety orientation prior to allowing on-site

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

All workers must attend prior to working on-site
All workers must attend prior to working on-site
All workers must attend prior to working on-site
All workers must attend prior to working on-site

Yes

All workers must attend prior to working on-site

Sub Required

Sub's Responsible Person

Yes

Superintendent or Foreman

Yes

Superintendent or Foreman

PM & Super Prior to working on electrical
energized systems

Yes

Superintendent or Foreman

Superintendent Used to track energized work

Yes

Superintendent or Foreman

PM & Super >75% rated cap or other factors
outlined in 3.C of Safety Manual
Superintendent Prior to employees or sub's
entering a confined space

Subcontractor Responsibilities

Must have operator and lift
supervisor complete prior to lift
Sub must provide site specific
written plan and training
documentation
Sub must complete and submit
assessment and MOP prior to
work
Log each MOP and Electrical
exposure
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Fall Protection Plans

Sub provided

Hot Work Permit

Need to create

Indemnification Release/Visitor Agreement

Form 4.CC.1

Project Manager Used for site visits other than
owner

Access Request

Form 4.CC.2

Project Manager Used as-needed for access
controlled areas or projects
Superintendent Provided by sub's scaffold
installer to verify scaffold
installed correctly
Beck
When required
Responsible Pre-planning is one of the most effective
safety tools in preventing
Person

Scaffolding Installation / Erection Certification Form 4.U.1
Required Pre-Planning

Form

Superintendent From subs when working above
6'

Yes

Superintendent or Foreman

Site and system specific plan to
explain and document Fall
Protection system used

Superintendent or Foreman

Comply with site requirements

All Visitors

Project Manager

Have visitor check in at Beck
office

As-needed

Project Manager

Meet access or badging
requirements
Sub provides to verify scaffold
installed correctly

PM & Super Used when owner or site
requires open flame permits

Yes
Sub Required

Sub's Competent Person

Subcontractor Responsibilities
Subcontractors are required to pre-plan work activities.

accidents/injuries

Superintendent as-needed As required in safeMan 3.C
Superintendent as-needed As required in XMOP
Superintendent Daily For each employee
using Fall Protection
Equipment

Crane Lift Plan

Form 4.D.2

Excavation Permit

4.AA.2

Fall Protection Plan

Form 4.H.1

Job Hazard Analysis (JHA)

Form 4.O.1

Superintendent

Weekly Toolbox Topics

Email or Portal

Superintendent

Required Reports

Form

Property Damage

Form 3.B.1

Incident Report

Form 3.B.2

First Report of Injury

State Form

Beck
Responsible
Person

Daily

For each crew on all
tasks with
equipment or
motorized tools
Weekly
Reviewed at job
wide meeting
When required for Beck

Project Manager Damage to property or possible
GL claim
Project Manager Injury to any worker both Beck
and Sub employees
Superintendent Injury to any Beck employee

Yes

As-needed or required in safe-Man 3.C

Yes

As-needed or required in project X-MOP

Yes

Required daily for each employee or crew using Fall Protection
Equipment. Sub's must use Form 4.H.1 in addition to any others

Yes

Required daily for each employee or crew on all tasks that involve
equipment or motorized tools.

Yes
Sub Required

Subcontractor Responsibilities

Yes

Damage to property or possible GL claim

Yes

On-site injury to any employees

Yes

On-site injury to any employees
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Motor Vehicle Accident Report

Form 3.B.3

Superintendent Damage to any Beck vehicle on
public roadway
Disciplinary Action-Reprimand safety violation Form 3.D.1
Superintendent Used to document any safety
violations
Disciplinary Action-Removal Notice
Form 3.D.2
Superintendent Used to document removing
person from job
Disciplinary Action-Safety Action Directive
Form 3.D.3
Superintendent Used to document safety
concerns/corrections needed
If building contains Asbestos
Peer review by
Project Manager Request all building
consultant & Safety
assessment/survey from owner.
Dept
Be sure to ask for all previously
done, not most recent
If building contains Lead paint
Peer review by
Project Manager Request all building
consultant & Safety
assessment/survey from owner.
Dept
Ask for most recent
Required Inspections
Form
Beck
When required
Responsible
Person
Aerial Lift Inspection
Form 4.A.1
Superintendent Daily On Equip
used/provided by
Beck
Scissor Lift Inspection
Form 4.A.2
Superintendent Daily On Equip used by
Beck
Forklift Inspection
Form 4.L.1
Superintendent Daily On Equip used by
Beck
Scaffolding Daily Inspection
Supplier or Sub
Superintendent Daily When employees
use scaffold.
First-Aid Kit Inspection
Superintendent Weekly Restocked asneeded
Weekly Site Safety Inspection
Form 4.N.1
Superintendent Weekly Shared with subs
weekly
Fire Extinguisher Inspection
Form 4.I.2
Superintendent Monthly All Beck
extinguishers
Harness/ Lanyard Inspection
Form 4.H.4
Superintendent Monthly All Beck FP
Equipment

No

Beck use only

No

Beck use only

No

Beck use only

Yes

Respond as required to notifications

Yes

Ensure you understand procedures and employees are trained to
possible hazards

Yes

Ensure you understand procedures and employees are trained to
possible hazards

Sub Required

Subcontractor Responsibilities
Subcontractors will maintain their own inspections reports but must make them
available for review upon

Yes

Daily

Any equipment operated

Yes

Daily

Any equipment operated

Yes

Daily

Any equipment operated

Yes

Daily

All scaffolding regardless of type

Yes

Weekly

All first aid kits

Yes

Weekly

Completed by sub supervisor

Yes

Monthly

All on-site extinguishers

Yes

Monthly

All FP equipment on-site
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Aerial lift Platform Inspection
Type:

Size:

Number:

Date Inspected
Inspector's Initials
Is the operator trained to operate this aerial lift and does the operator have a valid
operator's license/card?

YES

NO

YES

NO

YES

NO

YES

NO

YES

NO

YES

NO

YES

NO

Controls (*The following must be checked prior to operation)

Pass

Fail

Pass

Fail

Pass

Fail

Pass

Fail

Pass

Fail

Pass

Fail

Pass

Fail

Pass

Fail

Pass

Fail

Pass

Fail

Pass

Fail

Pass

Fail

Pass

Fail

Pass

Fail

*Operating controls
*Emergency Stop Device
*Lower operating controls over ride the upper controls
*Drive controls function properly & labeled (right, left, forward, back)
*Boom controls function properly & labeled (up, down, right, left)
*Boom extension (in and out)
*Inspect for defects such as cracked welds, fuel leaks, hydraulic leaks, damaged
control cables or wire harness, etc.
*Tires and wheels are in good condition, with adequate air pressure if pneumatic
*Braking devices are operating properly
*The manufacturer's lift operations manual is stored on lift (in all languages of the
operators)
Operating Area
Floor conditions: Drop offs, holes, uneven surfaces, sloped floors, etc.
Hazardous Energy: Electrical power cables or panels, chemical lines, gas lines, drain
lines, utilities, etc.
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Scissors lift Platform Inspection
Type:

Size:

Number:

Date Inspected
Inspector's Initials
Is the operator trained to operate this aerial lift and does the operator have a valid
operator's license/card?

YES

NO

YES

NO

YES

NO

YES

NO

YES

NO

YES

NO

YES

Controls (*The following must be checked prior to operation)

Pass

Fail

Pass

Fail

Pass

Fail

Pass

Fail

Pass

Fail

Pass

Fail

Pass

Fail

Pass

Fail

Pass

Fail

Pass

Fail

Pass

Fail

Pass

Fail

Pass

Fail

Pass

Fail

NO

*Operating controls
*Emergency Stop Device
*Lower operating controls over ride the upper controls
*Drive controls function properly & labeled (up, down, right, left, forward, back)
*All guard rails are in place, including basket chains
*Work platform extension slides in and out freely with Safety locking pins in place to
lock setting on models with extension platforms
*Inspect for defects such as cracked welds, fuel leaks, hydraulic leaks, damaged
control cables or wire harness, etc.
*Tires and wheels are in good condition, with adequate air pressure if pneumatic
*Braking devices are operating properly
*The manufacturer's lift operations manual is stored on lift (in all languages of the
operators)
Operating Area
Floor conditions: Drop offs, holes, uneven surfaces, sloped floors, etc.
Hazardous Energy: Electrical power cables or panels, chemical lines, gas lines, drain
lines, utilities, etc.
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Forklift / Motorized Equipment Inspection (Tractor, Backhoe, Skid loader)
Type:

Size:

Number:

Date Inspected
Inspector's Initials
Is the operator trained to operate this equipment and does
the operator have a valid operator's license/card?

YES

NO

Controls

Pass

Fail

Pass

Fail

YES

NO

YES

NO

YES

NO

YES

NO

YES

NO

YES

NO

Pass

Fail

Pass

Fail

Pass

Fail

Pass

Fail

Pass

Fail

Pass

Fail

Pass

Fail

Pass

Fail

Pass

Fail

Pass

Fail

Pass

Fail

Pass

Fail

Brakes
Steering controls
Warning lights& Horn
Clutch
Seatbelt in equipment and worn while operating
Engine Fluids (oil & transmission)
Overhead guard
Capacity Sign posted
Fire extinguisher
Hydraulic connections and fluid

Operating Area
Floor conditions: Drop offs, holes, uneven surfaces, sloped
floors, etc.
Hazardous Energy: Electrical power cables or panels,
chemical lines, gas lines, drain lines, utilities, etc
Repairs are conducted in designated areas
Operating rules posted & enforced
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Company:

Job Hazard Analysis

Task

This information is to be completed by the Crew supervisor and reviewed by the Crew daily or when conditions change:
Today Conditions: ( ) Hot / Caliente

( ) Cold / Frio

( ) Rain / Lluvia

( ) Windy / Viento

( ) Warm / Tibio

( ) Cool / Fresco

Equipment Required:
 Eye/face protection



Gloves



Lock out / Tag out



Respirator



Warning line / signs



Notify Client



Hearing protection



Body Protection



Barricade



Gas / O2 monitor



Fire shield/ / curtain



Excavation M.O.P



Eye/face protection



Fall Protection



Fire Extinguisher



Standby observer



Notify Security



Electrical M.O.P

Sequence of Task

Potential Hazards:

Controls / Instructions:

Crew Member Signatures

Supervisor:

Date:

Crew leader:

Date:
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Fire Extinguisher Inspection Log

Date:

Project Name:
Make of
Extinguisher

Serial
Number

Building
Size: 2 1/2 Gallons,
5, 10 15, 20, and
30 Pounds

Type: Foam, SodaAcid, All Weather,
Water, Dry Powder, and
CO2

Where Located;
Building Floor
Area Vehicle

Is Extinguisher
Ready for
Use?

Is
Extinguisher
Tagged?

Was
Extinguishe
r
Discharged
?

Int

Remarks
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Left Blank
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Accident-Treatment Refusal
THIS FORM MUST BE COMPLETED BY ANY EMPLOYEE INJURED ONSITE
WHO REFUSES MEDICAL ATTENTION
Project Name:
Employee/Worker Name:

Birth Date:

Employer:
Supervisor Name:

Supervisor Phone Number:

Date of Injury:

Time of Day:

Date Reported

This certifies that the employee/worker has been advised of his/her right to seek medical treatment from a physician
or clinic and the employee/worker has been advised to seek medical treatment at any time.
Type of Injury:
Body part affected:
 Back  Head  Neck  Face  Eyes  Shoulder  Arm  Hand  Leg  Knee  Foot
 other:
Describe injury:

I the above named patient refuse to seek medical attention at this time. I understand that I have the Initial
right to seek medical attention at any time. I understand that I am required to notify the project
safety trailer or Project manager of any medical attention I may seek.
Employee Name:

Signature:

Date

Witness Name:

Signature:

Date
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Accidente- Rechazo de Tratamiento Medico
ESTA FORMA DEBE SER LLENADA POR CADA EMPLEADO/A QUE HA SIDO LESIONADO/A
CUANDO RECHAZA ATENCION MÉDICA
Nombre de Proyecto:
Nombre de Empleado/a:

Fecha de Nacimiento:

Nombre de Empleo:
Nombre de Supervisor:
Fecha de Accidente:

Número de Supervisor:
Hora de Accidente:

Fecha que se Reporto

Esto certifica que se le ha avisado de los derechos de buscar atención medica de un Doctor o clínica y se la ha
avisado durante el proceso de obtener atención medica si lo desea.
Tipo de Lesión:
Parte del cuerpo afectado:
 Espalda  Cabeza  Cuello  Cara  Ojos  Hombro  Brazo  Mano  Pierna  Rodia  Pie
 Otro:
Describa la lesion:

Yo, el nombrado arriba, rechaza atención médica en este momento. Yo entiendo que tengo el derecho de buscar
atención médica en cualquier momento. Yo entiendo que se me requiere avisar a la oficina de seguridad o al Supervisor del
proyecto si busco atención medica.
Nombre de Empleado/a:

Firma:

Fecha:

Nombre de Testigo/a:

Firma:

Fecha:
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Accident-Notification of Accident/Near-Miss
Project:

Date of incident:

Region:
 Atlanta
 Fort Worth

 Austin
 Houston

 Dallas
 AT&T:

 Denver
 Tampa

Worker Name:
Employer:

Contact Person at office:

Incident Type:
 Report Only
 First Aid

 Clinic
 Hospital

 Utility Strike
 Near-Miss

 Property Damage
 Equipment Damage

Was treatment beyond First-Aid (1904.7)  Yes  No

Did worker return to work?  Yes  No

Was worker assigned Light Duty?

Is this a lost time incident?  Yes  No

 Yes  No

OSHA Classification:  Non-recordable  Recordable  Undetermined
Body part affected:  Back  Head  Neck  Face  Eyes  Shoulder  Arm  Hand  Leg  Knee  Foot
 other:
Describe injury:

Description of incident or what occurred:

What safety equipment was being used at time of accident?
 Hardhat
 Safety glasses
 Goggles
 Face shield
 Gloves (Type __________)

 Hearing protection
 Lockout/tag out
 Warning signs
 Barricade/Covers
 None

 Fall Protection
 Guardrails
 Harness & Lanyard
 Scaffold insp. & tagged
 Other ___________________

Who accompanied employee for treatment:
Employee’s immediate supervisor:
Who completed this form?
Name

Signature

FORWARD THIS REPORT TO SAFETY DIRECTOR BEFORE THE END OF THE DAY
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Accident-Root Cause Report
Project Name:
Region:

Date of Incident:
Person completing the root cause analysis?

Incident Type:
 Report Only
 First Aid
 Other:

 Seen by Clinic
 Seen by Hospital

 Utility Strike
 Near-Miss

 Property Damage
 Equipment Damage

The intent is to provide a systemic procedure for understanding the events leading to the root, direct, and
contributing causes along with the associated recommendations to correct the problems and to prevent
recurrence. To accomplish this remember:





Look beyond the individuals involved to uncover systemic contributing risk factors
Understand the thought process behind the decisions that were made at the time
Break the blame cycle or the easy excuse by blaming the individual
Find error precursors & flawed or missing defenses or processes that led to incident

After defining the initial problem or event, use the 5 Whys tool to find contributing causes until arriving at the root
causes. By repeatedly asking the question “Why”, you can peel away the layers of symptoms which can lead to
the root cause of a problem. Very often the ostensible reason for a problem will lead you to another question.
Although this technique is called “5 Whys” you may find that you will need to ask the question fewer or more times
than five before you find the issue related to a problem.
5 Why Question Table
Problem Statement:

Question

Response

Root Cause Conclusion:

Corrective Action:
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The Root Cause Analysis investigation should thoroughly address these questions:
1. Was the incident controlled and limited so that all workers and the project were made safe post incident?  Yes  No If Yes, what was done?

2. Explain what happened (facts and circumstances) that resulted in the incident.

3. Are there other work areas or tasks where this type of incident could occur again?
 Yes  No
If Yes, explain.
4. If worker’s actions contributed to the incident, why did the worker feel this was the best course of action at
the time?

5. What processes were in place to prevent the incident? Also, identify which processes failed.

6. Is there any other information that should be known that is relevant to this incident?

7. What processes could have been implemented or improved that might have prevented this incident?

8. What processes will be improved or implemented to reduce risk of recurrence? When will these new
processes be in place?
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Accident-Motor Vehicle Accident Report

DRIVER

VEHICLE

LOCATION OF ACCIDENT

DATE OF ACCIDENT
TIME OF ACCIDENT

DESCRIPTION OF ACCIDENT: (What happened?)

- INDICATE WITH DIAGRAM WHAT HAPPENED
- SHOW POSITION OF VEHICLES
- INDICATE DIRECTION (NORTH, SOUTH, EAST, WEST) WITH ARROWS

_______________________________________
Vehicle Operator
______________________
Date of Report

___________________
Date

_______________________ ___________________
Reviewed By
Date
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Accident-Property Damage Report
Project #: ____________________________

_

Date of Report:________________

Project Name: _____________________________________________________________
Preparer Name: _______________________________________________________________
Employer: ____________________________________________________________________
Location of Alleged Incident: ______________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________
Equipment Involved (Description, Serial Nos., and Owner):
_____________________________________________________________________________
Resulting Damage:
_____________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________
Were There Personal Injuries?
Estimated value of Damage

___No ___Yes (If “Yes”, prepare separate report per insurance carrier form).
$____________

Witnesses to Accident _________________________________________________________________
Was (Were) statement(s) obtained from witness (es)? ___No ___Yes (if yes, attach to this report)
Remarks: ____________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________
Time and date of Incident _______

AM/PM

Date ______________

Weather Conditions ______________________________

Temperature ____________F

Roadway or Surface ___Wet ___Dry ___Icy ____*other
*If other, explain
_____________________________________________________________________________
(Use the back of this form if more space is required for additional information and sketches)
Signed __________________________

Title ______________________________
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Orientation Handout
HCBECK, LTD SAFETY ORIENTATION BECK RULES AND REGULATIONS HANDOUT
THE FOLLOWING ARE SOME SPECIFIC SAFETY RULES THAT MUST BE FOLLOWED BY ALL EMPLOYEES
WHILE WORKING ON THE PROJECT SITE. THESE ARE NOT ALL OF THE SAFETY RULES BUT ARE SOME
OF THE ONES THAT THE COMPANY FEELS SHOULD BE BROUGHT TO YOUR ATTENTION. Employees and
workers will be removed from the job site for violating the following project work rules:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.

ANSI Approved hard hats and safety glasses shall be worn at all times while on the construction site. Hard hats shall be worn properly
with the bill forward.
Face shields and safety glasses or goggles shall be worn when using chippers, drills, power actuated tools, grinders, and other tools that
may create flying objects that could injure the eyes and face. Safety glasses are required at all times.
Long hair shall be contained under hard hat or net if working where it may get entangled or catch fire.
Full length pants are required. Pants must be worn above the hips. Sagging or excessive length is prohibited.
Shirts must cover the entire mid-section and the sleeve must cover the entire shoulder. Sleeveless shirts, tank-tops, net shirts, halter
tops, etc., shall not be worn on the construction site.
Work shoes or boots, made of leather or similar material must be worn.
Gambling, fighting, or horseplay is prohibited.
The use or possession of unauthorized alcohol, firearms or Illegal Drugs is not allowed on the project. Any person found with any of the
above items on the job site, or reporting for or returning to work under the influence of or with the above, shall be subject to immediate
disciplinary action. Without prior notice, searches by authorized persons may be made of an employee’s person and/or personal effects
while on the jobsite. Any employee refusing to submit to such a search of his/her person or property may face immediate disciplinary
action, including suspension or dismissal.
Trash shall be disposed of properly in designated containers. Good housekeeping shall be maintained in all work areas.
The speed limit on the project is 10 MPH.
Each employee on a walking/working surface which is six (6) feet or more above a lower elevation shall be protected from falling by use of
guardrail system, safety net system or personal fall arrest.
Approved metal safety cans shall be used for flammable and combustible liquids. The type of flammable liquids inside each one of these
containers shall be identified, i.e., gas, diesel, etc.
All open holes, floor openings, open sided floors, etc., shall be properly covered or barricaded.
If you remove any fall protection you must replace it.
Only vehicles approved by the project manager or superintendent will be allowed on this project.
No material shall be dropped outside the exterior wall of the building unless in a chute.
Intentional violation of safety rules.
Insubordination.
Intentional violation of project traffic and parking rules.
Theft or removal of Owner’s, BECK or another employee’s property without written authorized permission.
Negligent damage of Owner’s, BECK or another employee’s property.
Starting any unauthorized fires.
Being in unauthorized areas without permission.
Smoking in unauthorized areas.
Falsification of project documents.
Soliciting contributions, vending, or distribution of written materials during working hours
Taking unauthorized photographs.
Leaving workplace or project premises without supervisor's authorization.
Walking off the job.
RIGHT TO KNOW
Material Safety Data Sheets on substances used on this construction site are available upon request. If you would like
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(Continued)
HCBECK, LTD SAFETY ORIENTATION BECK RULES AND REGULATIONS HANDOUT

Prescription and over-the-counter drugs are not prohibited when taken in standard dosage or according to a physician's prescription. Both
prescription and over-the-counter must:
Be in the original container, have a clear legible label with the product name, and have a clear legible label the prescription user’s
name listed on the label. BECK reserves the right to limit access or work activity of anyone using over the counter or prescription
drugs if the use of those items create or could create a concern for the safety of anyone.
Searches
Entering BECK property constitutes consent to searches and inspections. Searches can be conducted of pockets and clothing, wallets,
purses, briefcases and lunchboxes, desks and work stations, vehicles and equipment. Refusal to submit to a requested search is
considered a violation of the policy and subject to disciplinary action.
Drug and Alcohol Testing
Because of the importance of this policy and to ensure a drug and alcohol free workplace, individuals working at or on “Company premises”
or “Company property”, will be subject to the following drug and alcohol tests pre-access testing, post injury and incident testing, random
testing and “for cause” testing. All tests may also include a test for alcohol.
Test Refusal
Refusal to submit to drug screen is a violation of BECK’s safety policy and refusal to submit the required sample for testing will result in
immediate termination or removal from an HCBECK project.
Consequences
Any hourly employee whose test results are other than negative or refuses to test will be:






Subject to termination or suspended without pay for a period of thirty (30) days.
A written notification of the termination or suspended will be provided to the local union.
Required to pass a Return-to-Duty test & sign a Return-to-Work Agreement.
Subject to ongoing, unannounced, follow-up testing for a period of one (1) year.
Terminated immediately if he/she:
* Tests positive a second time.
* Violates the Return-to-Work Agreement.
* Fails to successfully complete any required rehabilitation.

Other individuals or subcontractor employees whose test results are other than negative or refuse to test will be:






Suspended from all BECK work locations for a period of thirty (30) days.
Required to provide a negative drug test result dated at least thirty (30) days after the initial test and no more than
three (3) days prior to the request to return to work.
Subject to approval to return to work by BECK Project Manager, Superintendent and Safety Director.
Subject to ongoing, unannounced, follow-up testing for a period of one (1) year.
Suspended permanently from BECK work locations if he/she tests positive a second time.
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HCBECK, LTD. ORIENTACIÓN DE SEGURIDAD CONTRA PELIGRO O DAÑO PARA TODOS LOS EMPLEADOS
Las siguientes son algunas reglas específicas de seguridad contra peligro o daño que deberán ser observadas por todos los empleados trabajando en
obras de HCBECK, Ltd. Estas no son todas las reglas de seguridad cuáles se tienen que seguir, pero son algunas de las reglas las cuáles la compañía
siente se les debe dar más atención.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.

Cascos aprobados serán usados todo el tiempo en el proyecto de construcción. Los cascos se deberán usar apropiadamente con la visera enfrente.
Los lentes de seguridad aprobados serán usados para proteger sus ojos y cara de objetos que vuelen sueltos mientras usan taladros, herramienta de alta
fuerza (como pulidoras) y otras herramientas que puedan crear objetos volantes los cuales puedan dañar los ojos o cara.
El cabello largo deberá ser contenido bajo el casco o en una red si está trabajando donde el cabello se pueda enredar o pueda agarrar fuego, si se
encuentra soldando o encendiendo el soplete.
Los pantalones requeridos no deberán arrastrar y tampoco traer campana. Las camisetas deben cubrir todo el pecho hasta la cintura y la manga debe
cubrir todos los hombros. Camisetas sin mangas, camisetas de red, camisetas a la mitad del pecho, etc., no serán permitidas en la obra.
Camisas deben cubrir completamente el área del pecho y estómago y la manga debe cubrir el hombro completo. Camisetas sin mangas, camisetas de
manga de tirita, camisetas con agujeros, camisetas de tirantes, etc., no deberán ser usadas en el sitio de construcción.
Se debe usar un buen par de botas o zapatos, hechos de vaqueta o de un material similar. No se permitirán tenis, sandalias u otra clase de zapatos
similares a los mencionados anteriormente.
No se tolerará el jugar baraja, dados; ni el bromear, jugar tosco o peleas.
Es prohibido el uso y posesión de cualquiera de las siguientes substancias en propiedad de la compañía o en los sitios de trabajo, Toda droga ilegal, el
abuso de recetas peligrosas las cuales puedan afectar la habilidad de trabajo a la persona, bebidas alcohólicas, El uso de armas de fuego o cualquier
otra arma peligrosa, Cualquier persona que se encuentre con estos objetos en el lugar de trabajo, cuando viene o cuando regrese al trabajo bajo la
influencia de drogas o intoxicado, será sujeto a acción disciplinaria inmediatamente, Sin previa notificación el empleado puede ser revisado por personas
autorizadas de su persona o efectos personales en el lugar de trabajo. Si alguno de los empleados no aceptan someterse a algún registro de su persona
o propiedad, serán sujeto a acción disciplinaria inmediatamente, incluyendo suspensión de trabajo o despido.
La basura será desecha apropiadamente en basureros designados. Buen mantenimiento de limpieza será mantenido en todas las áreas de trabajo.
Vasos de vidrio (jarras, botellas de soda) no deberán ser traídas al lugar de trabajo.
El límite de velocidad en el sitio de trabajo es de 10 millas por hora.
Empleados caminando/trabajando en una superficie (superficies horizontales y verticales) con un lado o borde sin protección el cual tiene 6 (seis) pies o
más sobre una elevación baja tiene que protegerse de caídas usando el sistema de barandilla, red de seguridad o las correas de amarre al cuerpo (un
arnés).
Herramientas Eléctricas - Al iniciarse el uso en la obra, todas las herramientas eléctricas deberán ser inspeccionadas por el representante de seguridad,
o el supervisor de los empleados.
Todo equipo móvil con obstáculo de vista postrero, tiene que tener una alarma de señal audible cuando va de reversa. Todo equipo debe ser mantenido
en una condición de operación segura.
Para el uso de líquidos combustibles, se deberán usar latas de metal aprobadas. El tipo de líquido dentro de cada una de estas latas será identificado
según su contenido, ya sea gas, diésel u otro.
Protección para los oídos deberá ser usado cuando se le dificulte escuchar a alguien como a tres pies de cerca.
Todos los hoyos, excavaciones o pisos abiertos o rotos, etc. deben ser apropiadamente cubiertos o emborricados. Pisos abiertos a los lados deben ser
protegidos por rieles de varilla o un cable de perímetro. Será la responsabilidad de quienes remueven la protección de caídas de reinstalar la protección
cuando sea necesario.
Cilindros de gas compensado deberán ser colocados en una posición vertical todo el tiempo. Las tapas o las copas de las válvulas deberán ser puestas
en su lugar cuando no se estén usando.
Solamente vehículos aprobados por el gerente del proyecto serán permitidos en la obra.
Andamios - Todos los Andamios en la obra deberán ser inspeccionados a diario por la persona competente del subcontratista.
Escaleras – Trabajadores no usaran los dos escalones de arriba, Escaleras de extensión deben de estar aseguradas de arriba y abajo antes de usar.
Ningún material deberá ser tirado en el exterior o interior de las paredes del edificio.
DERECHO A SABER
Hojas con información de seguridad sobre materiales (SDS) de sustancias usados en este sitio de construcción están disponibles. Si usted desea
información sobre un producto usado en su sitio, pida al superintendente de BECK que le dé un SDS.
Comportamiento Prohibido
Nuestra póliza de sitio de trabajo es ser libre de drogas y BECK prohíbe el uso, posesión, venta, distribución, comercio o transporte de cualquier alcohol
sin autorización, drogas ilegales, intoxicantes, artículos prohibidos o el uso indebido de medicamentos recetados. El consumo de estos productos es una
violación de la póliza de abuso de drogas y alcohol de Beck.

Form 3.A.1 (continued)
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Artículos Prohibidos
BECK prohíbe la posesión en sus instalaciones, facilidades o lugares de trabajo de cualquier equipo u objeto relacionado al uso de drogas o sustancias
ilegales, y el uso ilegal o sin autorización de medicamentos recetados.
Medicamentos recetados y medicamentos sin receta no son prohibidos cuando se toma en dosis aprobada o de acuerdo con la prescripción de un
médico. Medicamentos con y sin receta deben:
Estar en la botella o envoltura original, tener etiqueta claramente legible con el nombre del producto y el nombre de la persona que lo consume.
BECK reserva el derecho de limitar acceso o actividad de trabajo a personas que usan medicamentos con y sin receta que pueden causar
preocupación para la seguridad de cualquier persona.
Búsquedas
Entrando a propiedad de BECK constituye el consentimiento de búsquedas e inspecciones. Búsquedas pueden ser realizadas en bolsillos de ropa,
carteras, bolsas, maletines y loncheras, escritorios, estaciones de trabajo, vehículos y equipo. Negándose a someterse a una búsqueda solicitada, es
considerado una violación de la póliza y es sujeto a medidas disciplinarias.
Examen de Detección de Drogas y Alcohol
Debido a la importancia de esta póliza y para garantizar un lugar de trabajo libre de drogas y alcohol, personas trabajando en “Locales de la Compañía”
o en “Propiedad de la Compañía”, serán sujetos a someterse a un examen de drogas y alcohol, antes de tener acceso al trabajo, después de cualquier
lesión o incidente, examen en cualquier hora y examen “para causa”. Todos los exámenes también pueden incluir examen de alcohol.
Negar Someterse a la Prueba
Negar a someterse a la prueba de droga es una violación de la póliza de seguridad de BECK. Negarse a dar la muestra necesaria para la prueba
resultara en terminación inmediata o eliminación del proyecto de HCBECK.
Consecuencias
Cualquier empleado por hora cuya prueba resulte con algo diferente que negativo o que se niegue a someterse a la prueba será:






Sujeto a terminación o suspensión sin paga de sueldo por un periodo de treinta (30) días.
Se proporcionara una notificación escrita de terminación o suspensión al sindicato local.
Sera requerido pasar una prueba de Regreso-a-Trabajo y firmar un acuerdo de Regreso-a-Trabajo.
Sujeto a pruebas continuas, sin aviso, por un periodo de un (1) año.
Terminación inmediata si él/ella:
* Tiene resultados positivos una segunda vez.
* Viola el Acuerdo de Regreso-a-Trabajo.
* No termina con éxito cualquier rehabilitación requerida.

Otros individuos o subcontratistas cuyos resultados de prueba sean algo más que negativos o que se niegue a someterse a la prueba serán:

Suspendidos de cualquier local de trabajo de BECK por un periodo de treinta (30) días.

Requerido proporcionar una prueba con resultados negativos con fecha de tan siquiera treinta (30) días después de la prueba
inicial y no más de tres (3) días antes de pedir el regreso a trabajo.

Sujeto a aprobación para regreso a trabajo del Supervisor del Proyecto de BECK, Superintendente y Director de Seguridad.

Sujeto a pruebas continuas, sin aviso, por un periodo de un (1) año.
Suspensión permanente de cualquier trabajo de BECK si él/ella tiene resultados positivos una segunda vez.
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Certificate of Site Safety Orientation

Sticker Number

Employer:

Supervisor:

(Empleador)

Name:

Date of Birth:

(Nombre)

(Fecha de nacimiento)

Address:

City:

State: ____

(Domicilio)

(Ciudad)

(Estado)

Emergency Contact Name:

Zip:
(Código Postal)

Phone Number :(_____)

I, _______________________________________, Employee Number __________________
Yo
(Print Name / Escriba su nombre)
(Número de empleado)
_________
INITIAL
(Iniciales)

I have received the BECK Site Safety Orientation and handout.
He recibido la Orientación de Seguridad de BECK, sobre la Seguridad de BECK

_________
INITIAL
(Iniciales)

I understand that pre-employment drug screening may be required and that I am subject to
random drug screening while working on the BECK Project.
Entiendo que la prueba de la droga del pre-empleo es requerido y la sujeción de la prueba de la droga será
administrado durante el empleo en el BECK Proyecto.

_________
INITIAL
(Iniciales)

The “RIGHT-TO-KNOW” LAW and the information concerning hazardous substances.
Las leyes sobre El Derecho de Saber cuando estoy trabajando con las sustancias químicas
peligrosas.

_________________

________________________________

_________________________

Date
(La fecha)

Signature
(Su firma)

Date of Birth
(Fecha de nacimiento)

Emergency Medical Information
This information is strictly voluntary, any information you choose to disclose in this area will help to assist the
medical facility to provide the best possible care that you require in case of an emergency.
Do you have any allergies?  Yes  No
If so, please describe:
Do you have any allergic reaction to particular medications?  Yes  No
If yes, please describe:
Do you have any health conditions that require medical attention?
 Yes
 Yes
 Yes
 Yes
 Yes

 No
 No
 No
 No
 No

Heart Disease
High Blood Pressure
Asthma
Diabetes
Other:
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Training Verification Documentation
It is your employer’s responsibility to provide any training that you may need to perform your job. If you are asked
to perform something that you are not trained for, you must contact your employer or BECK Project Management
and ensure that you are adequately trained prior to performing the task. OSHA requires that all workers are
suitably trained and BECK therefore reserves the right to verify training records at any time. Please check the
training that you have received below:
Yes

No

N/A

Training

Certificate Date

























Employee Orientation
TEXO Safety First (D/FW)
Trench Entry/Safety Training
Ladder User Training
Fall Protection User Training
Scaffold User Training
Fire Extinguisher Use






















PPE User Training
Laser Equipment Training
Confined Space Entry Training
Fall Protection Policy
Lock Out / Tag Out Training
First Aid, CPR, AED Training

Signature

Motorized Equipment
















Aerial Lift Operator Training
Scissor Lift Operator Training
Equipment Operator Training
Forklift Operator Training

Supervisor Training



















OSHA 10-Hour
OSHA 30-Hour
Job Hazard Analysis Writing
First Aid, CPR, AED Training
Employee Orientation

I have received training on the indicated above by my signature and agree to abide with the requirements and
training as a condition of employment.
Employee Name:

Employee Signature:

Employer:

Supervisor:
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REPRIMAND FOR SAFETY VIOLATION
Project Number:
Location:

Date:
_____________________________

Employee Name:

Badge/I.D. Number:

Employer:
Violation:

Date:

Time:

Location:
Disposition:
Signature:

(Employee)

(Supervisor)

The upper portion of this document is to be delivered to a BECK Site Safety Manager/Representative.
*******************************************************************************************************************
(Tear along dotted line)

Project Number:
Location:

Date:
_____________________________

Employee Name:

Badge/I.D. Number:

Employer:
Violation:

Date:

Time:

Location:
Disposition:
Signature:

(Employee)

(Supervisor)

NOTE: Bottom portion of this document to be given to employee at time of reprimand.
cc:

Project File
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REMOVAL NOTICE

To: ____________________________________
(Contractor / Specialty Contractor)

BECK is providing you with notice that the following employee is to be
removed from the construction site.
NAME:

______________________________________

DATE:

______________________________________

EMPLOYEE:

______________________________________

This notice is provided for the following actions:
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
________________________________
Project Manager / Superintendent

________________________________
Date

I have received a copy of this notice:

________________________________
Contractor Superintendent / Foreman

________________________________
Date
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Notice of Safety Action Directive or Response
Company: ____________________________ Attention: _________________________________
This notice is in response to a situation that requires not only immediate correction in the field, but a written response from sub-contractor
management as to what steps will be taken to avoid a similar situation in the future.
This response should include the physical procedures for performing activity safely in the future and the method for training and reinforcing
the planned methods to all employees involved in the activity.
Response is required within 48 hours. Failure to respond will result in withheld pay, and possible work stoppage.
Sincerely,

Position:

Date:

Time:

Project:

Specific Safety Deviation
Project:
Sub-contractor:

Employees/Crew:

Issue:

Date:

Time:

Location:

Sub-contractor Response (Attach additional sheets, diagrams, as necessary)

Name

Position
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Fall Protection Work Plan
NOTE: Use of a monitor system past a warning line is prohibited.
Job Name:

Date:

Trade or Sub:

Work plan prepared by:



Specific Work Area



Activities:



Methods of fall protection or arrest to be used:

□
□
□
□

Full body harness
Shock absorbing lanyard
Double lanyard
Retractable lanyard

□
□
□
□

Tie-off to existing structure
Installed anchor system
Horizontal life line
Drop line and rope grab

□
□
□
□

Restraint seat
Boatswain chair
Working in a Scissor lift
Working in an Aerial lift



Describe procedures for installing and inspection of the fall protection system:



Describe procedures for around or below the work area:



Provide a sketch or drawing of system to be used, (use back in needed):

Name

Signature

Date

I have reviewed this fall protection work plan with workers listed above:
Supervisor (Name)

Date:

Supervisor (Signature)
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Fall Protection Equipment Inspection
Harness

Serial Number

Make & Model:

Lanyard

Serial Number

Make & Model:

Month / Year
Inspector's Initials
Does the user of this equipment have a
certificate of fall protection training?

Y/N

Y/N

Y/N

Y/N

Y/N

Y/N

Y/N

Y/N

Pass
/ Fail

Pass /
Fail

Pass /
Fail

Pass /
Fail

Pass /
Fail

Pass /
Fail

Pass /
Fail

Pass /
Fail

YES

NO

YES

NO

YES

NO

YES

NO

Harness
Equipment tag
Webbing
Stitching
Hardware / Buckles

Lanyard
Equipment tag
Webbing
Stitching
Hardware / Buckles

Is equipment approved for use?

Signed:
(Person who completed the work)
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Hot Work (Flame) Permit
Contractor:

Date:

Work location (be specific):
Describe work process:
Are individuals available on site that is responsible to monitor employee safety and implementation of
this plan?
ATTENTION
Before starting any hot work, the person conducting the work shall inspect the work area and confirm
that precautions have been taken to prevent fire in accordance with NFPA 51B.
Precautions
___
Cutting and welding equipment in good
working condition
___
Sprinkler system in service
___
Local fire department phone number
posted

Work on Wall/Ceilings
___ Construction noncombustible without
combustible covering
___ Combustibles moved away from other
side of wall

Within 35 Feet of Work
___
Floors swept clean of combustible
material
___
Combustible floors wet down and/or
shielded
___
No flammable materials stored near
work area
___
Wall and floor openings covered
___
Covers suspended beneath work to
collect sparks

Work in Confined Space
___ Confined space permit
___
___

Equipment cleaned of all liquid
combustibles
Containers purged of vapors

Fire Watch
___ Provided during and 30 minutes after
work process finished
___ Fire extinguisher and water immediately
available

Special precautions:
Final checkup required: to be made 30 minutes after completion of any operation unless a formal
designated fire watch person is assigned. The location where this work is to be done has been
examined, necessary precautions taken, and permission is granted for this work.
Plan issue date:

Expires:

Authorized by:
FINAL CHECK
Work area and all adjacent areas to which sparks and heat might have spread (including floor above
and below and opposite sides of walls) were inspected 30 minutes after the work was completed and
found fire safe.
Signed:
(Person who completed the work)
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INDEMNIFICATION RELEASE AND AGREEMENT FOR VISITOR ACCESS
Project Name:

Project No.:

Location:

Date:

The undersigned, being aware that the nature of activity conducted and facilities to be found at and around
construction sites such as this one may render visitation to such sites physically dangerous to both himself and his
personal property, and/or vehicle, hereby acknowledges that his present visit, or future visit, to this site is being
conducted solely at his own risk and in full awareness of the potential for personal injury and/or damages to personal
property brought on to the site with him.
Accordingly, the undersigned hereby RELEASES Owner and all Contractors working at the site from all liability
associated with the access provided to such site.
FOR SEPARATE CONSIDERATION THE RECEIPT AND SUFFICIENCY OF WHICH IS HEREBY ACKNOWLEDGED. THE
UNDERSIGNED FURTHER AGREES TO THE FULLEST EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW, UNCONDITIONALLY
INDEMNIFY, HOLD HARMLESS, PROTECT AND DEFEND (USING COUNSEL ACCEPTABLE TO EACH INDEMNITEE) OWNER AND
ALL CONTRACTORS, EMPLOYEES OR AGENTS AND ALL OF THEIR RESPECTIVE AGENTS AND EMPLOYEES (THE
“INDEMNITEE” OR “INDEMNITEES”) FROM AND AGAINST ALL CLAIMS, LOSSES AND LIABILITIES (INCLUDING, WITHOUT
LIMITATION, REASONABLE ATTORNEY’S FEES AND COSTS) OF ANY TYPE RELATING TO ACCESS TO THE SUITE.

THIS INDEMNIFICATION OBLIGATION SHALL EXPRESSLY INCLUDE BUT NOT BE LIMITED TO, PROTECTING, DEFENDING AND
HOLDING HARMLESS EACH INDEMNITEE FROM AND AGAINST ALL CLAIMS, LOSSES, FINES, PENALTIES AND LIABILITIES
ARISING OUT OF THE ACTS OR OMISSIONS OF ANY OF THE INDEMNITEES (INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, ACTIVE
NEGLIGENCE).
EXECUTED this _____ day of ________, _____.
Visitor:
Print Name
Signature

Company
Date

Owner/Contractor Representative:

Name/Title

Date
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NFPA 70E Annex J – Energized Electrical Work Permit
PART I: TO BE COMPLETED BY THE REQUESTOR:

BECK Project number/Name:

(1) Description of circuit/equipment/job location:
(2) Description of work to be done:
(3) Justification of why circuit/equipment cannot be de-energized for the work deferred until the next scheduled outage:
Requestors Name & Title

Company

Date

PART II: TO BE COMPLETED BY THE ELECTRICALLY QUALIFIED PERSONS DOING THE WORK:

(1) Detailed job description procedure to be used in performing the above detailed work:
(2) Description of the Safety Work Practices to be employed:
(3) Results of the Shock Hazard Analysis:
(4) Determination of the Shock Protection Boundary:
(5) Results of the Flash Hazard Analysis:
(6) Determination of the Flash Protection Boundary:
(7) Necessary personal protective equipment to safely perform the assigned task:
(8) Means employed to restrict the access of unqualified persons from the work:
(9) Evidence of completion of a Job Briefing including discussion of any Job-related hazards:
(10) Do you agree that he work can be done safely?  Yes  No (If no, return to requestor)

Electrical contractor Superintendent

Date

Electrically Qualified Person

Date

PART III: APPROVALS TO PERFORM THE WORK WHILE ELECTRICALLY ENERGIZED:
Owners Representative

Date

Building /Operations Manger

Date

Electrical Contractor Project Manager

Date

Electrical Contractor Safety manager

Date

BECK Project Manager

Date

BECK Superintendent

Date

BECK MEP Manager

Date

BECK Safety Director

Date
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Project Safety Team Assignments
The following assignments/responsibilities are:
ASSIGNMENT

PRIMARY

ALTERNATE

Update/maintain Zero Accidents Plan
Maintaining Emergency Management Assignments
Conduct and document pre-construction safety planning
checklist (Form 1.A.1) with subcontractors
Maintain jobsite safety file (binders)
Maintain required Federal & State postings
SWPPP inspections and required updates
Conduct Beck employee weekly safety meetings
Conduct job wide weekly safety meetings
Monitor and document Beck employee JHA’s
Audit and monitor subcontractors JHA’s
Reviewing the emergency action plan with all workers
Conducting worker orientations
Confirm required Employee training completed
Report injuries to Risk Management
Monitor and document equipment inspections
Conduct daily safety inspection
Obtain subcontractors required safety submittals
Obtain subcontractor’s safety program
Obtain subcontractor’s MSDS information
Obtain subcontractor’s weekly safety meetings
Verify crane insurance
Communicating Emergency plan to subcontractors

Name
Name
Name

Name
Name
Name

Name
Name
Name
Name
Name
Name
Name
Name
Name
Name
Name
Name
Name
Name
Name
Name
Name
Name

Name
Name
Name
Name
Name
Name
Name
Name
Name
Name
Name
Name
Name
Name
Name
Name
Name
Name

Other Duty
Other Duty
Other Duty
Other Duty
Other Duty
Other Duty
Other Duty
Other Duty

Name
Name
Name
Name
Name
Name
Name
Name

Name
Name
Name
Name
Name
Name
Name
Name
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Emergency Notifications and Contact List
Post at each entry point to the office and at each phone in trailer
Person
Name
Name
Name
Name
Name
Name
Name
Name
Name
Name
Name
Name
Name
Name
Name
Name
Name
Name
Name
Name
Name
Name
Name
Name
Name
Name
Name
Name
Name
Name
Name
Name
Name
Name
Name
Name

Company
Company Name
Company Name
Company Name
Company Name
Company Name
Company Name
Company Name
Company Name
Company Name
Company Name
Company Name
Company Name
Company Name
Company Name
Company Name
Company Name
Company Name
Company Name
Company Name
Company Name
Company Name
Company Name
Company Name
Company Name
Company Name
Company Name
Company Name
Company Name
Company Name
Company Name
Company Name
Company Name
Company Name
Company Name
Company Name
Company Name

Title
Title
Title
Title
Title
Title
Title
Title
Title
Title
Title
Title
Title
Title
Title
Title
Title
Title
Title
Title
Title
Title
Title
Title
Title
Title
Title
Title
Title
Title
Title
Title
Title
Title
Title
Title
Title

Office#
Number
Number
Number
Number
Number
Number
Number
Number
Number
Number
Number
Number
Number
Number
Number
Number
Number
Number
Number
Number
Number
Number
Number
Number
Number
Number
Number
Number
Number
Number
Number
Number
Number
Number
Number
Number

Mobile#
Number
Number
Number
Number
Number
Number
Number
Number
Number
Number
Number
Number
Number
Number
Number
Number
Number
Number
Number
Number
Number
Number
Number
Number
Number
Number
Number
Number
Number
Number
Number
Number
Number
Number
Number
Number
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Project Emergency Management Assignments
Post at each entry point to the office and at each phone in trailer
Assignments
Emergency Team Manager
Emergency Call for Ambulance, Fire or Police
Responsible for Administering First Aid
Accompanying Injured Person to Hospital
Notification of Injured Employees Family
Notification of Corporate Crisis Team
Job Site Communications
Site communication with emergency responders
Securing Job Site
Securing Accident Site
Directing Emergency Traffic
Evacuation of Job Site (if required)
Responsible for Employee accountability

RESPONSIBLE PERSON
Name
Name
Name
Name
Name
Name
Name
Name
Name
Name
Name
Name
Name

ALTERNATE
Name
Name
Name
Employer Rep
Employer Rep
Name
Name
Name
Name
Name
Name
Name
Name

After hours emergency contact
Communications with Media
Communications with OSHA
Accident Investigation
Communications with Insurance Company

Name
Joe Flores
Tim Kuykendall
Tim Kuykendall
RM Designee

Name
Holly Crowder
Corporate Designee
Corporate Designee
RM Designee

In case of emergency call: 911
Project Name
Project Name
Clinic Name
Clinic Name

Address
Address

City
City

Address
Address

City
City

Phone
Number
Phone
Number

Enter muster point location here

I'm in a Crisis! What Do I Do?

Call 817-829-2236 or 214-908-1358
Role

Contact

Regular Hours after Hours

Crisis Team Leader/Spokesmen
Crisis Team Leader
Spokes Person
Bi-lingual Safety Manager
Safety Administrator
Operations Manager
General Superintendent
Regional Leader

Joe Flores
Tim Kuykendall
Holly Crowder
Jose Martinez
Bina Fulani
Name
Name
Name

214-303-6404 / 817-829-2236
214-303-6487 / 214-908-1358
214-303-6244 / 303-419-6877
817-223-1253 / 817-223-1253
214-303-6234 / 214-236-4674
000-000-0000 & 000-000-0000
000-000-0000 & 000-000-0000
000-000-0000 & 000-000-0000
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Exhibit A Hazard Communication
1. General HCP Information
a. A Hazard Communication Plan (HCP) will be developed and implemented at each project for the health and
safety of employees and workers. The Hazard Communications Program is available to anyone upon
request.
b. The HCP organizes information regarding hazardous substances that may be encountered on the project.
The information includes Safety Data Sheets (SDS).
c.

The HCP identifies labeling requirements each container of hazardous substances. These labels must
contain certain information to identify the contents, hazards, proper protection and use.

d. The HCP provides for methods of informing and training of employees on hazardous substances they may
encounter on the project.
e. Subcontractors are required to have their own HCP on-site that includes Safety Data Sheets (SDS). Copies
of each subcontractor HCP must be provided to BECK and maintained in a central jobsite file.
f.

Subcontractors are responsible for updating and maintaining on-site SDS binders.

g. All containers of hazardous material brought onto a BECK site must have the subcontractors name on each
container.

2. Preparing a Jobsite Inventory Listing All Potentially Hazardous Materials
a. How to accumulate and organize the SDS
1. Each project is required to maintain copies of the SDS for each hazardous substance which may be
encountered. The SDS must be readily accessible to employees.
2. Each subcontract requires that a list of hazardous substances and SDS on hazardous substances be
submitted promptly. The Project Manager is responsible for procuring the information and other
information from the subcontractor that he may deem necessary. The submittal of SDS should be the
first submittal item on the expediting schedule.
3. A SDS for a hazardous substance purchased locally for use on the project should be procured by the
Project Office Manager. If the SDS is delivered with the material, the foreman shall give the MSDS to
the Superintendent. This does not apply to certain consumer products when used or purchased in
quantities no greater than those of a normal consumer.
4. Each subcontractor or supplier on the project shall supply the Superintendent with a list of hazardous
substances they will use on the project. The list should be at the front of each SDS for each specific
trade.
5. Each contractor shall be responsible for notifying the Superintendent if a substance is labeled
hazardous and an SDS is not provided with a delivery. The subcontractor shall immediately remove the
material from the project and request the SDS from the supplier.
6. Substances purchased from a retail distributor, must have a SDS.

3. Specific HCP Information on Labeling
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a. What should be labeled?
1. Each container of hazardous substances entering the workplace must be labeled, tagged or marked
with the following information:
a.
b.
c.
d.

Identity of the hazardous chemicals;
Appropriate hazard warnings; with pictogram and
Name and address of the supplier.
Name of the subcontractor bringing the material on-site.

b. Acceptable alternatives to the labeling procedure above.
1. Portable containers, into which hazardous substances from labeled containers are transferred, need not
be labeled only if the employee who makes the transfer intends to use the chemical immediately.
2. A sign may be acceptable for stationary process containers (mortar mixers, etc.). Consult the safety
department before using this method.

4. Training Employees on Hazard Communications
a. Initial Orientation and Training of Employees
1. All new employees are to attend a new employee health and safety orientation prior to starting work, for
information and training on the following:
a. An overview of the requirements contained in the Hazard Communication Regulation, including their “Right
to Know” under the Regulation.
b. Inform employees of any operation in their work area where hazardous chemicals are present.
c.

Location and availability of the written Hazard Communication Program.

d. Physical and health effects of the hazardous chemicals.
e. Methods and observation techniques used to determine the presence of or the release of hazardous
chemicals in the work area.
f.

How to lessen or prevent exposure to these hazardous substances through usage of engineering controls,
work practices, and/or the use of personal protective equipment.

g. Steps the company has taken to lessen or prevent exposure to these chemicals.
h. Emergency and first aid procedures to follow if employees are exposed to hazardous substance(s).
i.

How to read labels and review SDS to obtain appropriate hazard information.

j.

Have each employee trained in the above, and sign the Employer acknowledgement form.

k.

Conduct an annual review of the Hazard Communications Program with all employees and maintain a
record of those in attendance.

b. Follow-up Training of Employees
1. The superintendent will inform the employees at safety meetings at the jobsite of:
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1. Further details of the hazards of certain substances.
2. New methods that might be employed to detect releases.
3. Appropriate work practices for certain substances.
4. The significance of the labels.
5. Emergency procedures (if necessary).
6. Personal protection equipment to be used.
7. The hazards of non-routine tasks.
8. The hazards associated with chemicals contained in unlabeled pipes.
9. The superintendent will remind employees how our HCP is executed (i.e., where the binder is
located, the information contained on a SDS, who to ask if there is any question.)
c. Other Training
1. Each foreman will be responsible for training the employees under his supervision of the hazardous
substances and the information on the SDS for all hazardous substances which the employees may
encounter.

5. Employee Orientation Procedures for Hazardous Communication
a. Discuss Hazardous Substance Program
1. Point out location of Hazardous Communication Program
2. Point out contents of SDS Sheets and Listing of Chemicals
3. Show Hazardous Substance Training Video
4. Answer any Hazardous Substance Questions
5. Have Employee Sign "Certificate of Training"
6. File Copy in Hazard Communication Program File

6. Non Routine Hazardous Tasks
Periodically employees may be required to perform non-routine hazardous tasks. Prior to initiating such
tasks, a competent person shall provide training for those specific tasks. The following are some examples,
but are not limited to the total scope.
At times employees may be required to perform welding and or torch cutting and brazing. All employees shall
receive training and instructions from the competent person concerning proper operating procedures and
safety procedures and safety procedures. All employees performing such a task shall be required to utilize all
necessary personal protective equipment such as hoods, gloves, etc. Employees who have not received
training and who do not engage in welding and cutting as a daily part of their work, are prohibited from using
the equipment prior to training.
Employees may be required to cut and torch on-site drums. Prior to performing such a task the employee
shall obtain accurate information on the prior contents to insure there is no possibility or danger of explosion.
Employees shall contact the Superintendent or the company Safety Director to obtain such information. If no
information is available, welding or cutting on any drum is PROHIBITED.

7. Coordination with Contractors' HCP
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a. Who is required to have an HCP?
1. All contractors
b. How to coordinate the HCP.
1. The Project Manager will request the list of hazardous substances from all subcontractors on the
project. This information will be given to the project Superintendent for availability to all concerned
personnel and inspection purposes.
2. Other employers should be notified that our HCP is located in the project superintendent’s office and
contains a list of hazardous substances, SDS, and information on the labeling system.
3. BECK subcontract requires that each and every subcontractor and his employees attend weekly safety
meetings.
4. If there is another employer on the project with whom we do not have a contract, then the Project
Manager shall send a copy of the items in #3 above and a notification of the time and place of our
safety meeting for such other employer to remain abreast of the items listed as hazardous
chemicals/substances used on the project site.
5. If a material arrives without an S.D.S. or additional S.D.S are needed copies can be obtained on-line
using the following link; http://hazard.com/msds/index.php

8. Hazard Communication Recordkeeping Requirements
1. Recordkeeping - (at the jobsite)
1. Safety Data Sheets and requests for any SDS not furnished.
2. Hazardous chemical list.
3. Records of employee training and employee acknowledgement copies.
4. Records of any employee accidental over-exposure to a hazardous chemical.
5. Records of any environmental testing.

9. Other HCP Information
a. Definitions of commonly used terms.
b. A list of hazardous substances commonly found on our projects is listed in Form 3.J.1.
c.

A summary of the hazardous materials rating typically found on SDS.

10. BECK Hazard Communication Binder
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Insert contents of section 3.J Hazard Communication into Job safety binder #2 and divide the binder into 3
tabbed parts.


Part 1 should be a complete list of all hazardous materials purchased or used by BECK employees on
the projects. The material list should have a tabbed reference.



Part 2 should contain each individual S.D.S. indexed to reflect the complete list in part 1. The SDS
sheets should only include those items purchased and/or used by BECK employees. Copies of Safety
Data Sheets may be obtained on-line by accessing the following link:
http://hazard.com/msds/index.php



Part 3 should contain the BECK Hazard Communication Program.
- General HCP information
- Preparing a jobsite inventory listing all potentially hazardous material
- Specific HCP information on labeling
- Training employees on hazard communication
- Hazardous substances employee orientation procedures
- Non routine hazardous tasks
- Coordination with contractors’ HCP
- Hazard communication record-keeping requirements
- Other HCP information





BECK Hazard Communication Forms.
Haz-Com list of materials on-site (used to create the list in part 1)
Haz-Com notice to subcontractors-Regulations
Haz-Com notice to subcontractors-SDS survey



If you have any questions call the Safety Department
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Form 3.J.1

HAZ-COM LIST OF MATERIALS ON-SITE
TAB
1

COMMON NAME

TRADE NAME

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
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Some of the Hazardous Substances Commonly Found On Construction Projects






Acetone
Acetylene gas
Adhesives
Aluminum etching agent
Ammonia










Anti-freeze
Arsenic Compounds












































Asbestos
Asphalt (Petroleum) Fumes
Benzene (and derivatives)
Bleaching agents
Carbon black
Carbon monoxide (in cylinders)
Caulking sealant agents
Caustic soda (sodium hydroxide)
Chromate salts
Chromium
Cleaners
Cleaning agents
Coal tar pitch
Coatings
Cobalt
Concrete curing compounds
Cresol
Cutting oil (oil mist)
De-emulsifier foe oil
Diesel gas, diesel oil
Drywall
Dusts (brick, cement block)
Enamel
Etching agents
Ethyl alcohol
Fiberglass, mineral wool
Foam insulation
Freon 20, R20 (and others)
Gasoline (petrol, ethyl)
Glues
Graphite
Greases
Helium (in cylinders)
Hydraulic brake fluid
Hydrochloric acid
Hydrogen (in cylinders)
Inks
Insulations
Iron









































Kerosene
Lime (calcium oxide)
Limestone
Lubricating oils
Lye (sodium hydroxide potassium
hydroxide
Magnesium
Metals (aluminum, nickel, copper, zinc,
cadmium, iron)
Methanol (methyl alcohol)
Methyl ethyl ketone (2-butanone)
Motor oil additives
Muriatic acid (hydrochloric acid)
Naophtha (coal tar)
Nitroglycerin
Oxalic acid
Ozone
Paint remover
Paint stripper
Paint/lacquers
Particle board
Pentachlorophenol
Photographic developers and fixers
Photogravure ink (copy machine)
Plastics
Polishers for metal floors
Propanol
Putty
Resins, epoxy/synthetics
Sealers
Shellac
Solder, flux (zinc chloride, fluorides, etc.)
Solder, soft (lead, tin)
Solvents
Sulfuric acid
Thinner, paint/lacquer
Tin
Transite
Turpentine, gum spirit, oil of turpentine
Varnishes
Waterproofing agents
Waxes
Welding rods
Wood alcohol methanol
Wood preservative
Xylene
Zinc
Lead
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Employee Orientation Hazardous Substances – You Have A Right to Know
New regulations require that employers make available to employees, their physicians or their authorized
representatives, upon request, Safety Data Sheets (MSDS) for each hazardous material used at a place of
employment. In order to meet these requirements the following information about SDS's is provided.
SDS is the term used to identify a Safety Data Sheet. A SDS is a document which supplies information about a
particular hazardous substance or mixture. You should read the SDS for all the materials you work with - they
contain the information you need to know in case of a personal exposure, spills or other kinds of accidents when
you use potentially hazardous materials.
If during your work you handle or are accidentally exposed to highly toxic substances, having read the SDS for
those substances can make a big difference.
Check with your supervisor whenever you use a new chemicals or potentially hazardous materials, then read the
SDS and keep yourself prepared and protected.
The SDS normally contains the following information:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

A substance's chemical and trade name.
Any hazardous ingredients.
Physical data.
Fire and explosion data.
Health hazard data and first-aid procedures.
Reactivity data.
Spill and leak procedures.
Special personal protection information.
Other special precautions.
Manufacturer's name, address and phone number.

If you have any questions about information contained in a SDS for a particular substance, please ask your
supervisor or contact the Safety Department.
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Exhibit B - Asbestos or Lead Based Paint in Existing Building
August 22, 2011
Renovation of existing buildings presents unique and difficult challenges. Two of the most common problems
encountered are Asbestos and Lead Based Paint. Thermal system insulation and surfacing material found in
buildings constructed no later than 1980 are presumed asbestos containing materials (PACM). Buildings
constructed prior to 1978 are presumed to contain lead- based paint. Federal and State regulations have very
specific requirements when workers work around or may disturb asbestos or lead-based paint. Federal and State
waste disposal regulations also control how asbestos and lead-containing waste must be handled and disposed.
The following is a guide for renovation projects that may contain asbestos or lead based paints.
A. Policy for Asbestos and Lead Abatement Projects in Existing Buildings
1. If the project is a renovation and asbestos or lead paint abatement is required, regardless if it is a
contractual condition or not, Beck shall not enter into a contract to provide Environmental Consulting,
asbestos and/or lead abatement without approval by the Operations Manager, Risk Manager and Safety
Director prior to signing the contract or beginning any work on-site.
2. All individuals working on a project where the building and/or systems are known or suspected to contain
asbestos or lead-based paints must have a basic level of asbestos and or lead awareness and training if
the building and/or systems are partially abated or abatement is on- going during construction. The only
exclusion is for buildings that have been completely abated. This includes all project management staff,
superintendents, subcontractors, and labor.
3. Procedures for abatement of asbestos and lead in existing buildings are to be specified by the Primary
Environmental Consultant, not Beck.
4. The Primary Environmental Consultant should be hired directly by the Owner when the Owner is
contracting the abatement. Beck may choose to hire a Secondary Environmental Consultant in this
situation for verification purposes. This would be considered ‘cost of work’. (see section B)
5. The Primary Environmental Consultant should be hired directly by Beck when Beck is responsible for
contracting the abatement. (see section C)
6. Beck may choose to hire a Secondary Environmental Consultant to represent Beck in a legal or warranty
claim.
7. Beck must request in writing from the owner all prior and current environmental surveys. These surveys
must be reviewed by the Beck project team.
8. Beck shall not authorize asbestos and lead abatement nor direct a subcontractor to perform asbestos and
lead abatement without an approved abatement procedure/protocol, this protocol is typically established
by an Environmental Consultant.
9. Beck shall not allow its employees or subcontractor’s employees into a containment area unless those
employees are trained and authorized for entry. Further, Beck shall not allow its employees or
subcontractor’s employees into an area which has been abated until we have received a written
document of clearance that the area has been visually inspected for no visible asbestos and air samples
are at, a minimum, below the EPA clearance standard for re- occupancy of the containment / work areas.
This is typically done by the Environmental Consultant.
10. Beck may assist the Owner, Architect, Environmental Consultant or other Owner’s consultants to
investigate asbestos and lead contamination but Beck shall not accept the contractual responsibility to
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determine the source of asbestos and lead contamination in an existing building. Nor shall Beck accept
the responsibility of determining the scope of work to correct asbestos and lead contamination.
11. Asbestos and lead abatement and removal should be performed only by State approved asbestos and
lead abatement personnel and not by Beck labor or personnel. The scope of work/abatement procedures
for this subcontractor must be provided by the Environmental Consultant. Clearance criteria (air sampling,
certificate of visual inspection and owner consultant certification) must be included. The specifications for
this work should also include the scope of abatement, personal protective equipment to be used by the
subcontractor, containment procedures, and special precautions for working in an occupied facility, and
any other special conditions.
12. Whenever asbestos and lead abatement is planned in a facility that is partially occupied, precautions
must be taken to protect those occupants from exposure to asbestos and lead. Asbestos and leadcontaminated materials should be contained and removed under a controlled process to prevent
contamination of non-contaminated areas. The asbestos and lead abatement subcontractor must
document their procedures for protecting all occupants of the area.
13. Owner shall always remain listed as the generator of waste materials from the asbestos and lead
abatement and disposal process.
14. Beck should not provide the owner with a lump sum quote to abate the entire building without conducting
complete investigation and testing by an Environmental Consultant. Any lump sum quote must exclude
the discovery, investigation or abatement of previously unknown, unidentified ACM or LBP. Abatement
requirements must be specified by the Environmental Consultant to include locations, limits and quantities
of materials to be abated. Beck should try to limit its risk by placing as much responsibility as possible on
the asbestos and lead abatement subcontractor.
15. AT&T Projects must comply with AT&T Alliance Policies and are typically excluded from this guide.
B. When Beck is Not Contractually Responsible for the Asbestos and/or Lead Abatement
1. Estimating
a. Include cost for Beck to hire a third-party consultant to review the quality of the survey and compare
to condition of existing ACM and LBP in the building during the estimating phase of the project.
b. Estimating must either include or exclude a repair cost for minor damages incurred during the
abatement process and nearby MEP systems, equipment etc. especially when abating large areas of
containment.
c. Include cost for Beck to hire a third-party consultant to review the first initially completed ACM and
LBP removal for thoroughness, cleanliness (visual confirmation) and documentation. (The intent is to
have a third-party consultant to assure that the Owner’s Environment Consultant and Abatement
Contractor are compliant.)
d. Include cost for Beck to hire a third-party consultant to provide five days of air monitoring in first area
abated in the construction area
2. Beck/Owner Contract Negotiations- the following items need to be reviewed and covered in the
contract with the owner to remove liability from Beck regarding asbestos and lead issues.
a. Exclude any required testing/ sampling/abatement of ACM or LBP, including testing of adjacent
materials that may be contaminated due to deteriorating asbestos and lead as this must be handled
by the Owner’s Environmental Consultant.
b. Exclude Environmental Consultant verification of clearances. All clearances should be provided by
Owner’s Environmental Consultant including verification that abatement was properly completed, air
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sampling is below minimum requirements, and an inspection of adjacent areas upon completion to
insure that no loose particles/debris are left behind.
c. Exclude containments barriers or dust suppression measures required to barricade abatement
locations from adjacent spaces or removal of same containment barriers.
d. Include language that allows Beck to employ up to a full-time third party environmental consultant
should site conditions change from the survey or abatement scope increases beyond original scope
(this should be a large increase) at owner’s expense
e. If initial survey did not comprehensively deal with accessing/working in ceiling plenums, pipe chases
and other areas where construction is to occur in close quarters, Owner’s Environmental Consultant
must survey these areas prior to any construction beginning; Beck will employ a third-party
environmental consultant to perform a review of these surveys and spot-check/visual confirmation
plus five day air monitoring in these added spaces at owner’s expense
f. Additional time required for surveying previously inaccessible areas and subsequent increases in the
abatement scope may result in increases to the project schedule
g. Beck should not be required to provide or perform any of the testing or provide direction to the
Environmental Consultant on how samples should be taken or how many samples should be taken.
3. Beck/Owner Contract Pre-bid for Beck Subcontractors
a. Beck subcontractors shall be made aware that the project contains ACM and LBP and the amounts
and locations as identified by the environmental survey performed by the Owner’s Environmental
Consultant. However, the subcontractor is responsible for determining the potential impact of any
ACM and LBP in their scope of work.
b. The building survey shall be made available to the subcontractors either in hard copy or electronic or
internet distribution during the pre-bid process. The bid package must include documentation of
receipt of the building survey by each subcontractor.
c. Beck subcontractors must be made aware that while the survey has been provided, ACM and LBP
may be found in areas not listed or made accessible on the survey.
d. Subcontractors must notify Beck of any materials they suspect may be ACM and LBP prior to
disturbing those materials so they may tested by the Owner’s Environmental Consultant.
4. Pre-construction meeting
a. The asbestos and lead survey must be reviewed by project staff (Beck’s third party consultant should
be a part of this meeting). Inspect areas where abatement work is noted and compare it to the
planned work in the same area to ensure that the owner’s abatement scope will allow work to be
completed safely.
b. The condition of ACM and LCM must also be reviewed during the pre-construction meeting by the
project team (Beck’s third party consultant should be a part of this meeting). Any damaged insulation
should be brought to the owner’s attention and their environmental consultant should then test
adjacent construction materials for debris, or particulate/fiber contamination. If ACM and LBP’s are
found this should be added to the owner’s abatement procedures.
c. Preconstruction meeting shall also include review and discussions of abatement protocols,
procedures, and clearance documentation for abatement process. Owner’s Environmental consultant
is the authority providing documented clearances to work. (Beck’s third party consultant should be a
part of this meeting)
d. All employees must provide documentation of asbestos and lead awareness training prior to
beginning work.
5. Construction
a. Prior to beginning construction in the first (spot check several) abated ACM and LBP area, the Beck
third-party consultant shall be brought in to review the completed ACM and LBP removal for
thoroughness, cleanliness (visual confirmation) and documentation.
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b. Beck should not allow anyone to enter and work in the abated areas until the Environmental
Consultant provides the required written document of clearance.
c. To ensure safe working conditions and establish a working baseline, it is recommended that during
the first five days of construction in the initially-abated ACM and LBP areas, the Beck third-party
consultant shall be brought in to provide air-monitoring to confirm no ACM and LBP contamination is
present during the construction process. These monitoring tests should be processed via a 24-hour
turnaround.
d. If results during this baseline testing are found to be above the action level for either asbestos or lead,
work must immediately cease in that area and the area must be isolated. The Project Manager must
notify the Beck Safety Director immediately.
e. Any ACM and LBP that is present in construction spaces, but not to be removed, must be well
marked and in good condition. The Environmental Consultant should determine if the subcontractor’s
method of work will disturb the existing ACM or LBP.
f. All Beck supervisors and workers must maintain an awareness of the changing conditions of the work
space and how that can create exposure to ACM and LBP even though the space was originally
cleared to work (chases discovered, hard ceilings removed, vibrations jarring loose existing insulation
or paint chips, etc.)
g. If any suspect conditions or materials are observed, all work stops in the area of concern until proper
clearances are received from the Owner’s Environmental Consultant. These clearances may be
obtained from a job visit by the Owner’s Environmental Consultant to verify construction techniques
are not creating incidental exposure or testing materials encountered during the construction or other
methods to confirm no ACM or LBP hazard is present.
h. Consider having a third-party Environmental Consultant spot-check / visually verify each of the
different types of abatement processes (glove-bagging, removal utilizing Resilient Floor Covering
Institute (RFCI) guidelines, small containment areas, large containment areas etc.) conducted by the
abatement contractor for compliance.
i. All abatement areas should be left dry and visibly free from contamination and debris by the
abatement contractor.
6. Post-Abatement Documentation/Close-out
1. Beck must insure that they have received all clearances from the Owner or their Environmental
Consultant
2. Beck must distribute clearance information to all subcontractors, these documents must include a
cover letter stating that the attached clearance document from the owner’s environmental consultant
shows that the abatement is complete and the air in the area is below acceptable ACM and LBP
limits.
3. Beck must file the clearances in a binder or job file.
C.

When Beck is Contractually Responsible for Asbestos and/or Lead Abatement
1. Estimating
a. Include cost for Beck to hire a third-party consultant to review the quality of the survey and compare
to condition of existing ACM and LBP in the building during the estimating phase of the project.
b. Beck will assume all responsibility for contracting the Environmental Consultant when Beck is
responsible for the asbestos and lead abatement. Beck may contract the Environmental Consultant
and the abatement only when this is approved by as noted in section A7.
c. Include a repair cost for minor damages incurred during the abatement process to finishes and
nearby MEP systems, equipment etc. especially when abating large areas of containment
d. Beck’s Environmental Consultant shall provide at a minimum verification of the asbestos and lead
survey and spot check/visual verification and five days of air monitoring during construction of the
initial completed abatement areas
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2. Owner/Beck Contract Negotiations
a. If site conditions change from the initial survey or the abatement scope increase beyond the original
bid scope, this increase will be at the owner’s expense.
b. If initial survey furnished by the owner did not comprehensively deal with accessing or working in
ceiling plenums, pipe chases and other areas where construction is to occur in close quarters, Beck’s
environmental consultant must survey these areas prior to any construction beginning. Exclude all
cost associated with this the demolition and build back of any additional investigation. This work will
be at the owner’s expense.
c. Additional time required for surveying previously inaccessible areas and subsequent increases in the
abatement scope may result in increases to the project schedule
3. Pre-Bid/Post-Bid/Scope Clarification Meeting
a. Beck subcontractors shall be made aware that the project contains ACM and LBP, the amounts and
locations as identified by the environmental survey performed by Beck’s Environmental Consultant.
However, the subcontractor is responsible for determining the potential impact of any ACM and LBP
in their scope of work.
b. Subcontractor must notify Beck as a part of their bid the potential impact their work has on any
identified ACM and LBP.
c. The building survey shall be made available to the subcontractors either in hard copy or electronic or
internet distribution during the pre-bid process. The bid package must include documentation of
receipt of the building survey by each subcontractor.
d. Beck subcontractors must be made aware that while the survey has been provided, ACM and LBP
may be found in areas not listed or made accessible on the survey.
e. Subcontractors must notify Beck of any materials they suspect may be ACM and LBP prior to
disturbing those materials so they may tested by Beck’s Environmental Consultant.
4. Pre-Construction Meeting
a. The asbestos and lead survey must be reviewed by project staff prior to the abatement preconstruction meeting. Inspect areas where abatement work is noted and compare it to the planned
work in the same area to ensure that the Environmental Consultant’s abatement scope will allow work
to be completed safely.
b. The condition of ACM and LBP must also be reviewed during the pre-construction meeting by the
project team. Any damaged insulation should be brought to Beck’s attention and the Environmental
Consultant should then test adjacent construction materials for debris, or particulate/fiber
contamination. If any ACM and LBPs are found this should be added to Beck’s abatement
procedures.
c. Pre-construction meeting shall also include review and discussion of abatement protocols,
procedures, and clearance documentation for abatement process. Beck’s Environmental Consultant
is the authority providing documented clearances to work.
d. All employees must provide documentation of asbestos and lead awareness training prior to
beginning work.
5. Construction
.
a. To ensure safe working conditions and establish a working baseline, it is recommended that during
the first five days of construction in the initially-abated ACM and LBP areas, the Beck Environmental
Consultant shall be brought in to provide air-monitoring to confirm no ACM and LBP contamination is
present during the construction process. These monitoring tests should be processed via a 24-hour
turnaround.
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b. If results during this baseline testing are found to be above the action level for either asbestos or lead,
work must immediately cease in that area and the area must be isolated. The Project Manager must
notify the Beck Safety Director immediately.
c. Any ACM and LBP that is present in construction spaces, but not to be removed, must be well
marked and in good condition.
d. All Beck supervisors and workers must maintain an awareness of the changing conditions of the work
space and how that can create exposure to ACM and LBP even though the space was originally
cleared to work (chases discovered, hard ceilings removed, vibrations jarring loose existing
insulation, etc.)
e. If any suspect conditions or materials are observed, all work stops in the area of concern until proper
clearances are received from the Beck’s Environmental Consultant. These clearances may be
obtained via a job visit by Beck’s Environmental Consultant to verify construction techniques are not
creating incidental exposure or testing materials encountered during the construction or other
methods to confirm no ACM or LBP hazard is present.
f. All abatement areas should be left dry and visibly free from contamination and debris by Beck’s
abatement contractor.
6. Post-Abatement Documentation
a. Beck must insure that they have received all clearances from their Environmental Consultant
b. Beck must distribute clearance information to all subcontractors; these documents must include a
cover letter stating that the attached clearance document from Beck’s Environmental Consultant
shows that the abatement is complete and the air in the area below acceptable standards from ACM
and LBP.
c. Beck must file the clearances in a binder or job file.
d. Provide a copy of the clearances binder to the owner as a part of the close-out documentation
C. SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS AND NOTES
1. Asbestos may be found in (but not limited to) the following materials
a. Duct and Pipe Insulation
b. Pipe, Duct and Floor Tile Mastics
c. Ceiling and Floor Tiles
d. Ceiling Tile Mastic (when tiles glued directly to the deck)
e. Joint compound
f. Roofing mastics
g. Caulk
h. Transite Wall Panels
i. Paint
2. LEAD
a. Lead detection kits found at local hardware stores are effective in determining if paint contains lead,
however they do not indicate the level of lead. Should paint be found to contain lead, the owner’s
environmental consultant must provide testing to determine the amount of lead within the paint.
b. Lead may be found in other materials on the jobsite besides paint; disturbing these materials by
cutting, grinding, sanding and welding may create an airborne release of lead; lead may be found in
(but not limited to) the following materials
1. Paint
2. Piping
3. Solder
4. Stained glass
Exhibit B Asbestos or Lead Based Paint in Existing Building
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5. Batteries
6. Lead-lined walls in x-ray rooms
7. Crystal Glass
D. REFERENCES
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

OSHA 1926.1101
OSHA 1910.1025
OSHA 1926.62
NESHAP National Emission Standards for Hazardous Air Pollutants
STATE REGULATORY AGENCIES
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ACB/LBP abatement requirements
Is this project a Renovation or New
Construction?

New
Asbestos & Lead
Abatement Policies do
not apply here

Renovation

Does this project
contain Asbestos
or Lead based
Paint?

Asbestos & Lead
Abatement Policies do
not apply here

Yes

Requires
notification/approv
al of OPS MGR,
Risk Manager &
Safety Director
Procedure X

ACM/LBP abatement in
existing building

Section A
Policies & Rules
Related to
ACM/LBP
Abatement in
existing buildings

As written and provided by the
abatement contractors
Section B
Policies & Rules when Beck
IS NOT contractually
responsible for abatement
Section C
Policies & Rules when Beck
IS contractually responsible
for abatement

Empty
Will abatement occur in
occupied or empty
building?
Occupied

Procedure Y
In addition to demo and
abatement procedures there
must be a written plan for
protecting the occupants and
pre-abatement baseline testing
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ASBESTOS AND LEAD ABATEMENT REVIEW –APPROVAL
Project Name:

Project Number:

Planned Work Start (Date):

Planned Work Finish (Date):

TO BE FILLED OUT AS REQUIRED PRIOR TO ANY ABATEMENT OR DEMOLITION ACTIVITIES.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Is the Abatement under Beck contract
Will Beck hire a 3rd party consultant?
Will the building be occupied during abatement?
Has the Project Manager verified all Beck employees have ACM/LBP Awareness training?
Will basic level of asbestos and lead awareness and training be provided on site?
Have you requested in writing from the owner all prior and current environmental surveys?
Pollution Liability Insurance has been added to the contract per Risk Management?
Will Beck hire the Primary Environmental Consultant?
Has the Primary Environmental Consultant provided the procedures for abatement?
10. Have all member of the project team reviewed the ACM/LBP policy related to abatement?

 Yes
 Yes
 Yes
 Yes
 Yes
 Yes
 Yes
 Yes
 Yes
 Yes

 No
 No
 No
 No
 No
 No
 No
 No
 No
 No

(Area/Phase Description of abatement)

Project Manager Signature: ____________________________

Date:

Required Approval:
Operations Manager:

Date:

Risk Manager:

Date:

Safety Director:

Date:
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Exhibit C “Safety Training Guideline”
Exhibit C “Safety Training Guideline”
The purpose of this guideline is to present the requirements for safety and health training as they apply to training
verification of workers. Safety training requirements apply to all workers.
The topics outlined in this section contain a description of the training and who is required to complete each
subject, when and how often, as well as, who can provide the training. If a training topic is not included the
Project Safety Coordinator will provide specific guidelines, if needed.
We identify two types of training: General and Specific
 General training, also known as awareness training, alerts workers to the safety and health aspects of
their jobs.
 Specific training, also known as user training, trains workers who do a specific task or job or use specific
tools, materials or equipment.
For example, all workers who may be exposed to electrical shock hazard must be given general training on
avoiding those hazards. On the other hand, workers who are qualified to work on or near exposed live current
must receive detailed specific training on safe clearance distances, insulated tools, etc. General training is
typically done during morning meetings or JHA reviews. Specific training requires some class attendance and
has an outline course objective.
In an attempt to establish a subjective guideline for use on the project we will be using the following guideline:
Required documentation of worker training as outlined in safety specification 2.8 requires each employer to
provide the following documentation for each worker assigned to work tasks.
 A certificate or letter from the organization providing the training.
 Name and title of trainer
 Date of training
 Material covered with time spent on each topic
 Evaluation process used to determine worker understanding
 Something to indicate the worker completed and passed the evaluation process
If the training is provided in-house or by a third party, in addition to the above minimum requirements, the
following applies:
Motorized equipment training identified in 2.8.2 the training must include instruction and review of the operator’s
manual, pre-use inspection, capacity and limitations, and demonstration of safe & efficient use of the equipment.
Instruction shall consist of at least 1-hour class/lecture, a written test on the material covered plus a practical
exercise to demonstrate safe & efficient use of the equipment.
Tools and Equipment training must include instruction and review of the operator’s manual, hazard, do’s and do
not’s, pre-use inspection, capacity and limitations, PPE, and demonstration of safe & efficient use of the
equipment. Instruction shall consist of at least 30 minutes. It may include a video buy must also include
class/lecture, a written test on the material covered. Tools and equipment include, but are not limited to: Powder
actuated tools, electrical or pneumatic hand tools; drills, saws and Ladders etc.
All written tests shall have test questions that include; use, hazards, capacity, signaling if appropriate and
emergency situation. A passing score of 70% or better is required.
Documentation must include a certificate of completion or letter of attendance issued by the instructor. An outline
of the class content, amount of time spent on each class element and the results of a written test and field
evaluation, if applicable. It must also include an instructor classification of “certified person” or “qualified person”
Training Qualifications
OSHA often requires a “certified person,” “competent person,” or “qualified person” to perform certain tasks or to
instruct workers who need specific training.
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A “certified person” means one who has passed stringent written and practical exams related to the
work that he will perform or has completed a train-the-trainer d course and has experience and
knowledge in the subject matter.
A “competent person” means one who is capable of identifying existing and predictable hazards in the
surroundings or working conditions which are unsanitary, hazardous, or dangerous to employees, and
who has authorization to take prompt corrective measures to eliminate them.
A “qualified person” means one who, by possession of a recognized degree, certificate, or professional
standing, or who by extensive knowledge, training, and experience, has successfully demonstrated
his/her ability to solve or resolve problems related to the subject matter, the work, or the project.

All project workers will receive the following training as a minimum prior to starting project activities.
Orientation-Project
 Who: all employees/workers
 When: when assigned to a project. Completed prior to starting work on-site
 Description: Overall review of project requirements. Must pass drug test, if required
 Frequency: initially assigned
 Presenter: Beck Project Team
 Duration: .5 hour
Orientation-TEXO Safety First
 Who: all employees/workers in the Dallas/Fort Worth area
 When: Completed prior to starting work on-site
 Description: Industry accepted worker orientation for hazard awareness
 Frequency: initially assigned
 Presenter: TEXO A chapter of AGC
 Duration: 8 hours
Emergency Contingency Plan
 Who: all employees/workers
 When: when assigned to a project
 Description: procedures to follow during an emergency, detail of the emergency contingency plan
specific to the project, and injury/illness reporting requirements
 Frequency: initial, when reassigned to a new project or location, and when procedures change
 Presenter: Beck Project Team
 Duration: included in orientation
General Hazard Awareness
 Who: all employees/workers assigned to the project
 When: upon arrival at new project location
 Description: recognition and avoidance of unsafe conditions specific to project and safety and health
requirements applicable to the work environment
 Frequency: initial and when new hazards identified
 Presenter: Beck Project Team
 Duration: included in orientation

Required Supervisor Training:
OSHA 10-Hour Outreach Training in Construction
 Who: Second or other tiered subcontractors Safety Representative.
 When: prior to overseeing or directing craft work.
 Description: safety issues specific to the construction industry, review of OSHA construction standards
(29 CFR 1926).
 Frequency: within 2-years of executed contract.
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Presenter: Nationally recognized course and certified instructor.
Duration: Minimum 10 hours.

OSHA 30-Hour Outreach Training in Construction
 Who: Subcontractor Safety Representative.
 When: follow up to the 30-hour OSHA 500 training.
 Description: new safety issues specific to the construction industry, review new and proposed
regulations.
 Frequency: within 4-years of executed contract.
 Presenter: Nationally recognized course and certified instructor.
 Duration: Minimum 30 hours.
Job Hazard Analysis (JHA) Writing and Review
 Who: all foremen and superintendents or anyone with supervisory responsibility over a work crew or
scope of work.
 When: Prior to starting work on-site.
 Description: how to write and execute daily JHA’s for each task or work crew.
 Frequency: Initially
 Presenter: In-house safety representative, designee or third party instruction, Beck Project Team
 Duration: Minimum 2 hours.
 All project workers assigned to specific tasks, jobs or use of tools, equipment or special material must
receive specific training prior to starting project activities.
 Training can be scheduled monthly with the Project Safety Coordinator
User Training:
Aerial / Scissor Lift
 Who: any employee/worker required to operate aerial lift or scissor lift
 When: prior to operating, riding or working in aerial lift or scissor lift.
 Description: proper and safe operation. Manufacture guideline and competent evaluation
 Frequency: initial.
 Presenter: Nationally recognized course and certified instructor
 Duration: Minimum 2 hours
Personal Protective Equipment
 Who: any employee/worker required to wear personal protective equipment (PPE).
 When: prior to performing work requiring the use of PPE.
 Description: when and what PPE is necessary, how to wear, limitations, and proper care and
maintenance of PPE. Includes hard hat, glasses, hearing protection, gloves, feet and knee protection,
heat and cold protection. Also includes local requirements for breaks and work limitations.
 Frequency: initial, changes in workplace or PPE available, inadequacies in employee knowledge, or use
of assigned PPE.
 Presenter: In-house safety representative, designee or third party instruction.
 Duration: Minimum 30 minutes
Confined Space
 Who: any employee/worker who is required to enter or act as an attendant for confined space entry.
 When: prior to performing work involving confined space entry.
 Description: nature of the hazards involved, necessary precautions to be taken, and the use of protective
and emergency equipment required. Training must include manufactures user guidelines
 Frequency: initial, annual, and when conditions change.
 Presenter: Nationally recognized course and certified instructor or In-house safety representative,
designee or third party instruction
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Duration: 4+ hours,

Equipment Operation
 Who: any employee/worker authorized to operate equipment and/or machinery.
 When: prior to operating equipment.
 Description: Training must include instruction and review of the operator’s manual, pre-use inspection,
capacity and limitations, and demonstration of safe & efficient use of the equipment. Instruction shall
consist of at least 1-hour class, a written test on the material covered (provided by user manual) plus a
practical exercise to demonstrate safe & efficient use of the equipment.
 Frequency: initial.
 Presenter: Nationally recognized course and certified instructor or In-house safety representative,
designee or third party instruction
Fall Protection
 Who: any employee/worker using fall protection equipment that may be exposed to a fall hazard.
 When: prior to being exposed to a fall hazard.
 Description: recognize the fall hazards in the work area, procedures to follow to minimize the hazards,
and use and operation of fall protection equipment and systems.
 Frequency: initial; changes in workplace or type of fall protection systems, or inadequacies in employee
knowledge or use of fall protection equipment or systems. Training must include manufactures user
guidelines
 Presenter: Nationally recognized course and certified instructor or In-house safety representative,
designee or third party instruction with train-the-trainer certification.
 Duration: Minimum 2+ hours
 NOTE: Employer must provide the certificate of training as outline in the 1926.503(b)
Fire Extinguisher / Fire Watch
 Who: any employee/worker required using a fire extinguisher in the workplace (fire watch or fire brigade
members) anyone assigned fire watch duties
 When: prior to using a fire extinguisher in the workplace or being assigned fire watch duties
 Description: general principles of fire extinguisher use and hazards involved with firefighting, fire
extinguisher training, and fire alarm activation.
 Frequency: initial and annual.
 Presenter: Nationally recognized course and certified instructor or In-house safety representative,
designee or third party instruction
 Duration: Minimum 30-60 minutes
Ladder and Stairway







Who: any employee/worker who is required to use ladders and stairways.
When: prior to ladder and stairway use.
Description: recognition of ladder/stairway hazards and procedures to be followed to minimize these
hazards. Training must include 1926.1053 and manufactures user guidelines. Training must designate
self-supporting ladder, extension ladder or both.
Frequency: initial.
Presenter: In-house safety representative, designee or third party instruction.
Duration: Minimum 30 minutes

Laser Equipment




Who: any employee/worker assigned to install, adjust, and operate laser equipment.
When: prior to using laser equipment.
Description: proper and safe operation of equipment. Training must include manufactures user guidelines
and special PPE, if needed. Also, set up and making the work area safe for others.
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Frequency: initial.
Presenter: In-house safety representative, designee or third party instruction.
Duration: Minimum 1 hour

Lockout/Tagout







Who: any employee/worker whose work activities are in an area where lockout/tagout procedures may
be used.
When: prior to performing work in that area.
Description: lockout/tag out procedures and prohibitions relating to attempting to restart or re-energize
equipment which is locked out/tagged out.
Frequency: initial and when procedures change.
Presenter: In-house safety representative, designee or third party instruction.
Duration: Minimum 1 hour

Powered Industrial Truck







Who: any employee/worker required to operate powered industrial trucks (including forklifts).
When: prior to operating powered industrial trucks.
Description: proper and safe operation.
Frequency: initial.
Presenter: Nationally recognized course and certified instructor
Duration: Minimum 4 hours

Scaffolding







Who: any employee/worker required to access or use scaffolding as an elevated platform
When: prior to use.
Description: proper and safe use of scaffolding.
Frequency: initial.
Presenter: Nationally recognized course and certified instructor or In-house safety representative,
designee or third party instruction.
Duration:
o User training Minimum 1 hour
o Erector training minimum 4 hours

Special User Training / Miscellaneous / Other Training Topics









Who: any employee/worker required to use special work practice or work conditions or OSHA defined
raining. Examples include, but not limited to: Traffic signaling, Confined Space, Fall Protection, Trench
Safety, Rigging, Flagging or any employee/worker required to equipment, tools or process not previously
listed. Examples include, but not limited to: steel erection, concrete cutting saw, etc.
When: prior to use.
Description: proper and safe use. Full understanding of the rules, regulations and if applicable, the
manufactures recommended user guidelines.
Frequency: initial.
Presenter: Nationally recognized course and certified instructor or In-house safety representative,
designee or third party instruction.
Duration: varies, but typically a minimum of 1 hour for each topic.
NOTE: The Project Safety Coordinator (PSC) has the authority to determine acceptability of training and
documentation.
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Competent Person Training
The purpose of this section is to define and list the areas within the OSHA construction standard (29 CFR 1926)
where a competent person is required to be part of a particular project activity.
OSHA defines a competent person as someone who by reason of education, training, and experience is capable
of identifying existing and predictable hazards in the surrounding and working conditions which are unsanitary,
hazardous, or dangerous to employees and who has authorization to take prompt corrective measures to
eliminate them. Contractors performing any of the listed activities shall provide a competent person as applicable.
To qualify as a competent the competent person must:
 Have properly documented training records on file with the Project Safety Coordinator (PSC) in the subject
matter list
 Must be able to document minimum of 4 hours of specific training in the subject matter
 Must have a letter, with company letterhead, that designates the individual as a competent person with the
appropriate authorization.
 Must be listed on the Beck safety form 1.A.1.
The construction standards which require competent persons include:
 Bolting, riveting, fitting up, and plumbing up (1926.752).
 Compressed air (1926.803).
 Concrete, lift-slab operations (1926.705).
 Cranes and derricks (1926.1400).
 Demolition (1926.850).
 Electrical, ensured equipment grounding conductor program (1926.404).
 Excavations and trenching (1926.650).
 Fall protection, safety monitoring system (1926.502).
 Hearing protection (1926.101).
 Ionizing radiation (1926.53).
 Jobsite inspections (1926.20).
 Ladders (1926.1053).
 Material/personnel hoist and elevators (1926.552).
 Scaffolding (1926.451).
 Slings (1926.251).
 Welding, cutting, and heating on preservative coatings (1926.354).
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Training Verification
Subcontractor is responsible for providing safety training for its employees. Safety training includes both general
awareness and user specific training. Training should include the use of all tools, equipment and motorized
vehicles for tasks assigned to employees. Training documentation must comply with the BECK training
guidelines.
In an attempt to establish a subjective guideline for use on the project we will be using the following guideline:
Required documentation of worker training as outlined in safety training guideline and BECK Safety Manual
requires each employer to provide the following documentation for each worker assigned to work tasks.
 A certificate or letter from the organization providing the training.
 Name and title of trainer
 Date of training
 Material covered with time spent on each topic
 Evaluation process used to determine worker understanding
 Something to indicate the worker completed and passed the evaluation process
If the training is provided in-house or by a third party, in addition to the above minimum requirements, the
following applies:
Motorized equipment training must include instruction and review of the operator’s manual, pre-use inspection,
capacity and limitations, and demonstration of safe & efficient use of the equipment. Instruction shall consist of at
least 1-hour class/lecture, a written test on the material covered plus a practical exercise to demonstrate safe &
efficient use of the equipment.
Tools and Equipment training must include instruction and review of the operator’s manual, hazard, do’s and do
not’s, pre-use inspection, capacity and limitations, PPE, and demonstration of safe & efficient use of the
equipment. Instruction shall consist of at least 30 minutes. It may include a video but must also include
class/lecture, a written test on the material covered. Tools and equipment include, but are not limited to: Powder
actuated tools, electrical or pneumatic hand tools; drills, saws and Ladders etc.
All written tests shall have test questions that include; use, hazards, capacity, signaling if appropriate and
emergency situation. A passing score of 70% or better is required.
All training documentation (certificate, letter or wallet card) for a competent person or employee must contain
organization providing the training, name and title of the trainer, date of training, material covered with time spent
on each topic, and evaluation process used to determine worker understanding of training. BECK reserves the
right to determine acceptability of any training being claimed.
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Required Fall Protection Training Verification
Purpose:
Any workers using fall protection equipment must be properly trained and authorized. A Fall Protection Training
Verification Sticker will be provided and must be worn on the back of the hard hat. The sticker is provided by the
project team or safety coordinator when fall protection training has been verified.
In an effort to ensure that all workers who use Fall Protection Equipment are properly trained and qualified, each
worker is required to provide a certificate of fall protection training as required by 1926.503 (b)(1). Additionally, an
outline of the training covered and the time or duration of the training will be required for each worker to validate
the training topics.
Required Training:
It is our goal to eliminate all falls from elevated work areas. To do that we must ensure that any worker who uses
personal fall protection equipment be properly trained in how you properly wear and inspect a harness,
understand, identify and use a proper anchor point, understand the hazards associated with fall protection and
finally the fall protection plan, the method to be used, specific to the project site.
Any worker using a harness on our project must provide documented training and understand:
o The concept of total fall distance when using a harness.
o How to properly inspect, use and wear a fall protection harness.
o How to select and use the proper anchor point for the task.
o How to identify an improper set-up or use of an anchor point.
o How to properly complete and use a Daily Fall Protection Work Plan.
The Fall Protection Work Plan is similar to a JHA but is Fall Protection specific. It requires the user to review the
site specific application and sign off on the plan. The competent person is required to identify the various
methods and applications of fall protection to be used by their employees. Site specific training must include a
review of these plans.
A designated competent person must have some documented fall protection training and a letter from the
employer stating they are the designated Competent Person for fall protection and they have the authority to
make corrections and conduct training. An OSHA 10-hour or 30-hour Construction Outreach Certification alone
does not qualify as fall protection training.
Retraining:
Any worker observed violating the fall protection requirements or using fall protection equipment without a training
verification sticker will be subject to disciplinary action. Additionally, the subcontractor’s entire work force will be
required to attend fall protection retraining prior to beginning work.
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OSHA Standard:
1926.503(a)(1) The employer shall provide a training program for each employee who might be exposed to fall
hazards. The program shall enable each employee to recognize the hazards of falling and shall train each
employee in the procedures to be followed in order to minimize these hazards.
1926.503(a)(2)The employer shall assure that each employee has been trained, as necessary, by a competent
person qualified in the following areas:






1926.503(a)(2)(i)The nature of fall hazards in the work area;
1926.503(a)(2)(ii) The correct procedures for erecting, maintaining, disassembling, and inspecting the fall
protection systems to be used;
1926.503(a)(2)(iii) The use and operation of guardrail systems, personal fall arrest systems, safety net
systems, warning line systems, safety monitoring systems, controlled access zones, and other protection
to be used;
1926.503(a)(2)(iv) The role of each employee in the safety monitoring system when this system is used;

1926.503(b)(1) The employer shall verify compliance with paragraph (a) of this section by preparing a written
certification record. The written certification record shall contain:
 the name or other identity of the employee trained,
 the date(s) of the training,
 the signature of the person who conducted the training
 or the signature of the employer.
 If the employer relies on training conducted by another employer or completed prior to the effective date
of this section, the certification record shall indicate the date the employer determined the prior training
was adequate rather than the date of actual training.
Implementation:
Each employer is required to provide the following documentation:




Certificate of fall protection training.
o Employers can use Option 1, Option 2 or use their own form.
o When using their own form it must include the information identified in 1926.503(b)(1)
Fall Protection Outline
o Employers can use Option 3 or use their own form
o When using their own form it must include the topics covered and the duration of the topic
o If a 3rd party or outside training service was used a course duration and course outline must be
provided
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Option 1

CERTIFICATION OF FALL PROTECTION TRAINING
FOR ALL WORKERS ASSIGNED TO USE PERSONAL FALL PROTECTION EQUIPMENT

Employer:

Date of Certificate:

The following employee has been trained on the proper use, care and maintenance of fall protection in accordance
with 1926.500 Subpart M Training Requirements.
EMPLOYEE

Name (Print)

I completed fall protection training on

.
Date

I, _____________________________ have been trained in the use of Personal Fall Protection
Employee signature
Equipment.
Employee Number

, Date of Birth

or Hard Hat #

INSTRUCTOR
I certify that the training was conducted on ________________, by ________________________
Date

Instructor Name Print

Instructor Signature:
Training Location:
Training Duration (time)
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Option 2

CERTIFICATION OF FALL PROTECTION TRAINING
FOR ALL WORKERS ASSIGNED TO USE PERSONAL FALL PROTECTION EQUIPMENT

Employer:

Date of Certificate:

The following employee has been trained on the proper use, care and maintenance of fall protection in accordance
with 1926.503 (a) (2) Subpart M Training Requirements.
I, ____________________________ affirm I completed fall protection training on _________________.
PRINT Employee Name

Date

I have been trained in the RECOGNITION of fall hazards.

__________
Initial

I have been trained on how to properly INSPECT a Fall Protection Harness.

__________
Initial

I have been trained on how to properly WEAR a Fall Protection Harness.

__________
Initial

I have been trained on how to identify and use a proper ANCHOR POINT.

__________
Initial

I understand that I am required to properly wear the Fall Protection Equipment and that using guardrails for anchor
attachments’ are prohibited and that any anchor point used must be capable of supporting 5000 pounds.
Employee Signature:
Date:
Employee Number
, Date of Birth
or Hard Hat #
INSTRUCTOR
I certify that the training was conducted on ________________, by ________________________
Date

Instructor Name Print

Instructor Signature:
Training Location:
Training Duration (time)
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Fall Protection Training Outline
Date of training:

Location of training:

Instructor name:

Signature:

Check items included in training.
Description

Training
Completed
Yes

Duration

Comments

No

1. Nature of Fall Hazards
a.

Walking / working surfaces

b.

Unprotected sides / edges

c.

Leading edge

d.

Hoist Areas

e.

Holes

f.

Formwork and reinforcing steel

g.

Excavations

h.

low-slope roofs / Steep roofs

i.

Precast concrete / Steel erection

2. The use and operation of systems to be used
a.

Guardrail Systems

b.

Personal Fall Arrest Systems

b.
a.

c.

Positioning Device Systems

d.

Safety Net Systems

e.

Warning Line Systems

f.

Controlled Access Zones

g.

Fall Protection Plan

h.

Other:

3. The correct procedures for erecting,
maintaining, disassembling, and inspecting
the fall protection systems to be used
a.

Guardrail Systems

b.

Personal Fall Arrest Systems

c.

Positioning Device Systems

d.

Safety Net Systems
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Description

Training
Completed
Yes

e.

Warning Line Systems

f.

Controlled Access Zones

Duration

Comments

No

4. Anchor Points
a.

Select and use proper anchor point for task

b.

Identify an improper set-up or use

5. Harnesses

a. How to properly inspect a fall protection
harness

b. How to properly use a fall protection harness
c.

How to properly wear a fall protection harness

6. How to properly complete and use a Fall
Protection Work Plan
7. Steel Erection
a.

Multiple lift rigging procedures (procedures
attached)

b.

Nature of the hazards

c.

Proper procedures and equipment

d.

Connector procedures

e.

Hazards associated with connecting

f.

Proper access

g.

Proper connecting techniques & work practices

h.

Controlled decking zone procedures

i.

Nature of the hazards when working in
controlled deck zone

j.

Proper access

k.

Proper installation techniques & work practices
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Daily Fall Protection Work Plan

NOTE: Use of a monitor system is prohibited.
Job Name:

Date:

Trade or Sub:
 Specific Work Area

Work plan prepared by:



Activities:



Methods of fall protection or arrest to be used:


Full body harness



Tie-off to existing structure



Restraint seat





Shock absorbing lanyard
Double lanyard
Retractable lanyard





Installed anchor system
Horizontal life line
Drop line and rope grab





Boatswain chair
Working in a Scissor lift
Working in an Aerial lift



Describe procedures for installing and inspection of the fall protection system:



Describe procedures for around or below the work area:



Provide a sketch or drawing of system to be used, (use back in needed):

Employee

Date

Employee

Date

I have reviewed this fall protection work plan with workers listed above:
Supervisor (Name)

Date:

Supervisor (Print Name)
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Exhibit D Excavation and Ground Penetration XMOP
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Exhibit D - Excavation & Ground Penetration MOP (X-MOP)
Purpose
The purpose of this policy is to ensure that all reasonable steps are taken to identify all known utilities and
underground hazards prior to penetrating the ground (example: silt fence stakes, post holes, piers, foundations,
utility and trenches, excavations, mass excavations, etc.). The project X-MOP is a complete detailed plan that
identifies the known existing utilities, conflicts, emergency notification, restoration procedures and specific work
procedures prior to any excavations or ground penetrations.
Scope
All projects, regardless of size or location, including “Greenfield” sites, must develop an Excavation & Ground
Penetration MOP (X-MOP). Utilizing the X-MOP template each project will create an Existing Utility Drawing
(EUD), Excavation Conflict Matrix (ECM), List of Identified Conflicts (LIC) and Restoration Plan (RP). The X-MOP
must be completed and approved prior to beginning any scope of work that requires excavations or ground
penetrations.
Creating the X-MOP
1.
2.
3.
4.

5.
6.
7.

8.
9.
10.

11.
12.

Site Review; Identify the project site, location, size (area) and above ground hazards and/or structures.
Request a public locate service (Dig-tess)
Identify the scopes of work that will require excavations or ground penetrations.
Conduct a site visit to
a. Verify public service locates are complete and identify any initial underground conflicts.
b. Invite the Owner or Owner’s Rep to participate in the site review) and to identify any unknown
underground conflicts.
Initiate a 3rd party locator (LTRA, Tampa Bay Engineering or equal) service. A 3rd party locate service is
required on all projects including “Greenfield” sites unless a variance is obtained in writing from the
Corporate Safety Director or Regional Leader.
When locating by pot holing or vacuum excavation, once the utility is located and before the hole is filled
the project should insert a visible marker indicating the utility type, size and depth. Additionally
coordinates should be taken to provide detailed as-built of existing utilities.
Visible markers may include 2x4’s or 4”-6” plastic pipe the entire depth of the vacuum excavation. The
bottom 5’ of the marker should be painted with marking paint to indicate a hand digging zone. The top of
the marker where feasible should extend 4’-5’ above the surface and the appropriate utility information
marked on the pipe (utility type, size, depth, etc.).
Site plan is developed that includes all know areas of excavation and ground penetration, surface
hazards and structures.
When 3rd party locate as-builts are provided, overlay 3rd party locate as-built with site plan to create
Existing Utility Drawing (EUD)
Project team creates the X-MOP by utilizing the X-MOP template (tabbed spreadsheet) completing the
required information on each of the six (6) tabs.
a. Cover: Project information, duration and authorizations
b. Utility Restoration Plan
c. Conflict Matrix: using the Existing Utility Drawing (EUD)
d. Conflict Log: a list of ALL identified conflicts
e. Daily Permit
f. Method of Procedure: the site specific procedures to be followed during any excavation or ground
penetration
A Senior Superintendent (SSUP) or Senior Project Manager (SPM) must approve the X-MOP. The
Project Executive (PEX) or Operations Manager and Corporate Safety Director must be copied on all
approved X-MOP.
Any waivers or exceptions to this policy must be approved by the Corporate Safety Director or District
Manager.
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Note: AT&T projects are required to submit all X-MOP’s to the area General Superintendent for review.
Copies of AT&T X-MOP’s are not sent to the Project Executive, Operations Manager or Corporate Safety
Director
XMOP development and implementation
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Development of Existing Utility Drawing (EUD):
Prior to mobilizing, or as soon as possible after mobilization, and before any excavations or ground penetrations,
each project must complete an Existing Utility Drawing (EUD). The 1st step in preparing the EUD requires a
comprehensive effort in cooperation with the 3rd party locator, Beck staff, or other consultants that places ALL
known or discovered underground hazards on one drawing. The final step is to place or overlay all new
structures and proposed new utilities on this drawing to enable conflict identification. (The team should determine
if multiple EUD’s, “structures” and “utilities” for example, may be needed) Project teams should include the XMOP policy and completed X-MOP in all bid packages and/or subcontract agreements.
1. Beck project team shall locate underground utilities via a Public Utility Locating Service (i.e.: DigTess,
one call, City Utilities, etc.)
2. Beck hires a 3rd party locating service to identify, locate and mark existing underground hazards. The
locating service should also provide a detailed as-built of the utilities located.
3. Beck, locating service and/or Owner performs a site review of the “locates” completed by the Public Utility
Locating Service to identify what can be traced onto the site. The benefit of getting the owner involved is
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to identify specific underground utilities and services that may not be known to the surface locate
companies or newly installed utilities that are owner installed.
4. The 3rd party locating service traces all onsite utilities, pot holing (or other non-destructive methods) near
potential conflicts to obtain exact location and depth, if necessary, to identify any other underground
utilities and marks utilities with paint on site.
5. When locating by pot holing or vacuum excavation, once the utility is located and before the hole is filled
the project should insert a visible marker indicating the utility type, size and depth
6. The 3rd party locating Service produces the as-built “first step” of the Existing Utility Drawing (EUD) by
compiling all identified underground utility/hazard locations and elevations in an electronic document.
This electronic document is turned over to the Beck project team
Development of Excavation Conflict Matrix and Conflict Log (ECM):
1. Beck overlays the Existing Utility Drawing (EUD) with Contract drawings (i.e. civil and/or structural) to
identify conflicts between existing hazards and proposed structures and utilities. This can be performed
by Civil Engineer, Beck Architecture and/ or project team using CAD, Abode Acrobat or Microsoft Paint.
2. Each conflict is numbered and logged. Each listed conflict should identify the specific scope of work that
will encounter the conflict and the hazard associated with the conflict.
3. Using the Conflict matrix (spreadsheet) identify each scope of work that has identified conflicts. This
provides a guide when developing the Method of Procedure.
General Notes:
a. The Existing Utility Drawing (EUD), Excavation Conflict Matrix (ECM) and sample Restoration Plan
(RP) should be distributed to the bidders at bid time in order that they may include any anticipated
cost implications of this policy.
b. The (EUD), (ECM) and sample (RP) should be made part of the subcontract documents as an exhibit.
c.

The (EUD) should be completed prior to silt fence or mobilization of office trailers at site.

d. In all cases the (EUD) must be updated as each new utility is installed.
e. Creation of the (EUD) can take 2-3 weeks of investigation and development of the drawings. Time
needs to be allotted within the schedule for this activity.

f.

It will help to number all conflicts and assign these conflicts to each subcontractor (Conflict Log) so
the subcontractor is contractually responsible for conflicts within his scope.

Responsibilities
1. Beck Project Team
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

Develop the Existing Utility Drawing (EUD)
Develop the X-MOP for the project:
Conflict Matrix (CM)
Conflict Log
Restoration Plan (RP)
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f.

Have Senior Project Manager and/or Senior Superintendent review and approve X-MOP. If SPM
or SSUP not involved in developing and approving the X-MOP, submit it to the Project Executive
or Operations Manager for approval. A copy must also be sent to Safety Director.
g. Coordinate / conduct excavation & ground penetration pre-construction meetings with all
subcontractors who will be conducting excavations & ground penetrations. Additional steps from
these meetings need to be documented in the detailed Method of Procedure.
h. Review/approve daily permits
2. Subcontractor (responsible person performing the ground penetration)
a. All subcontractors must attend an Excavation Preconstruction Meeting prior to mobilization. The
purpose of the meeting will be to review the X-MOP, EUD, ECM and ENP documents with the
subcontractor and to make sure there is a clear understanding of the known hazards and the
permitting and restoration planning that may be required of the subcontractor.
b. Review the X-MOP prior to starting work and have all additional required steps of the
subcontractor’s scope of work included in the detailed Method of Procedure. These steps should
be inclusive of procedures on how the contractor is going to protect the existing utilities after they
are unearthed.
c.

Locate and identify all known conflicts.

d. Complete a Daily Excavation Permit (when required)
e. Review the Scope Specific X-MOP with all workers involved in the scope of work. Issue all
required daily permits (with required Beck signatures) prior to starting work.
f.

The EUD drawings are meant to be updated throughout the duration of the project when new
utilities are installed. All subcontractors must keep accurate as-built drawings showing
elevations, coordinates, and exact locations of newly installed utilities. Subcontractors shall
report as-built information to Beck periodically during construction to be incorporated into the
EUD. Furthermore, Subcontractors must complete all of the as-built information and submit to
Beck no more than 2 weeks after completion of underground installation.

g. Subcontractor shall be responsible for completing the information on the emergency restoration
plan showing who the primary contact will be for the company in case a utility is damaged during
the construction process

Daily Excavation Permit
Daily excavation permits are required when excavation or ground penetrations are within twenty five (25) feet
of any known conflicts or hazards. Daily permits are completed by the subcontractor and reviewed by a Beck
superintendent prior to beginning any excavation or ground penetration.
Prior to starting excavations or ground penetrations:
a. Subcontractors are required to identify all known conflicts within twenty five (25) feet of their
planned work.
b. Each identified conflict must have a surface marks or indicators twenty five (25) feet and five (5)
feet from the conflict and should be installed in a manner that notifies work crews when
approaching within 25’ and 5’ of the conflict.
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c.

Surface marks or indicators on the ground surface may include flagging, caution/danger tape or
cones.

d. The use of paint alone on the surface as a visual indicator is inadequate. If paint is used
additional marking methods must be included.
e. When excavations or ground penetrations are within 5’ horizontally or vertically all excavations or
ground penetrations must be dug by hand until the conflict is uncovered and protected.
f.

When the excavation or ground penetration falls within 5’ of any identified hazard (conflict) the
subcontractor must notify the Beck superintendent and review the planned work practice and
protective measures.
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DAILY EXCAVATION PERMIT
Daily XMOP permits are required when excavation or ground penetrations are within twenty five (25) feet of any
known conflicts or hazards. A copy must be maintained with the operator during work activity.

Project:

Date:

Subcontractor:

MOP # used for this work?

Job task:
and

1.
(Print name of Beck Rep)

(Print name of Sub Rep)

have reviewed the EUD and walked the work area
to identify conflicts for today’s work

2.

The know conflict(s) for this scope of work include:

3.

The conflicts are marked on the ground surface in the following manner: (Relying on paint alone is inadequate)
□ Twenty Five (25’) from the conflict
□ Five (5’) from the conflict
□ The physical barrier place directly over the conflict is

4.

Utility shut-off location has been located.

5.

The Method of Procedure (MOP) for this scope of work has been reviewed with operator and work crew?

 Yes  No

6.

The Method of Procedure (MOP) for this scope of work is attached to this permit?

 Yes

 No

7.

The work area and boundaries for this permit are clearly marked

 Yes

 No

8.

My crew and I have read and understand the contents and requirements of this permit.

 Yes

 No

9.

The person responsible for translating this information to the common language of the work crew:

Is responsible for shutting off utility, if necessary

10. The competent person who will provide inspections and verify XMOP requirements are followed?
11. The supervisor responsible for this work crew?

Acknowledgment: I have reviewed the EUD and this permit. If an unknown utility or underground hazard is discovered within today’s
work all excavations or ground penetrations must stop and the utility or underground hazard must be assessed by Beck
Foreman

Operator

Crew:

Crew:

Crew:
Crew:

I certify that as the supervisor, I have verified the above items 1-11 have been completed prior to beginning of any excavation or ground
penetrating activates. Supervisor Name:
Authorization below indicates that all appropriate steps have been taken to prepare for excavations or ground penetrations.
Signature

Date

Equipment Operator
Beck Supervisor
Beck Safety Coordinator
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Project
Project Number
Street Address
City, State, Zip

ZERO ACCIDENTS PLAN
1/1/2015

Project Start

1/1/2015

ZAP Submitted
Submitted By:

Project Manager

Name

Superintendent

Name

__________________ 1/1/2015
Signature required

__________________ 1/1/2015
Signature required

Project Safety Manager

Name

If Assigned

__________________ 1/1/2015
Signature required

Approved by:

Operations Manager

Name

Regional Safety Manager

Name

__________________ 1/1/2015
Signature required

__________________ 1/1/2015
Signature required

Safety Director

Name

__________________ 1/1/2015
Signature required

Cc:

Leader’s Top Ten
Tim Kuykendall, Safety Director
Project Safety File
Executed subcontract
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1. Purpose
Safety is an integral part of planning and managing each and every construction operation. The Zero
Accidents Plan is used to identify existing and potential hazards related to construction activities during
construction. The is a supplementary document to the HCBECK, Ltd. Safety manual, governmental rules,
codes and regulations, and does not negate, abrogate, alter or otherwise change any provisions of these
rules, codes and/or regulations.
2. Goals
Caring for our employees and partners is one of our core values for Beck. Each of us shares a common
responsibility to do our part to ensure a safe workplace, to protect property and to protect and preserve the
environment. Our goal is to lead the industry in safety by committing to Zero Accidents in the workplace.
This project has established the following goals with regard to safety.
Goal
Goal
Goal
Goal

3. Job Overview / Description
Fully describe the project including location, size, volume, construction method, and duration.
Write a description of the project here
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4. Awareness and Safety Training
Each employer is responsible for ensuring that all employees are properly trained in the recognition and
avoidance of unsafe conditions in the workplace and for providing employees with proper training. At any
time, Beck may request copies of training documentation.





The subcontractor shall have all employees attend and complete the worker orientation, which will be
provided prior to starting work on Beck project. All orientations are scheduled through the
superintendent.
Workers will be given a hardhat sticker that indicates they have attended the orientation.
Each Beck project will conduct a job wide safety meeting once a week. All subcontractors and
HCBECK, Ltd. hourly employees will be required to attend this safety meeting once every week
Equipment operators are required to have a valid training card or documentation verifying operator
training and it must be available for review at the project site.

We identify two types of training: General and Specific



General training, also known as awareness training, alerts workers to the safety and health aspects
of their jobs.
Specific training, also known as user training, trains workers who do a specific task or job or use
specific tools, materials or equipment.

In an attempt to establish a subjective guideline for use on the project we will be using the following
guideline: Required documentation of worker training requires each employer to provide the following
documentation for each worker assigned to work tasks.







A certificate or letter from the organization providing the training.
Name and title of trainer
Date of training
Material covered with time spent on each topic
Evaluation process used to determine worker understanding
Something to indicate the worker completed and passed the evaluation process

Some projects require employees and workers to have site specific training before working at the project.
For example: Airport Operations Area (AOA) when working on an active runway or tarmac, Asbestos
Awareness training when working in a building containing PACM or ACM, or client required training. This
does not include the Beck safety orientation

All workers are required to have the following specific training before starting work
at this project:
Other

Description

Other

Description

Other

Description

Other

Description
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5. Critical Safety Issues:
Critical safety issues identify job specific hazards not covered by the safety manual and site specific plans
to address those hazards. This project has identified the following issues and the hazard prevention and
control methods.
Other

Description

Other

Description

Other

Description

Other

Description

Other

Description

Other

Description

Other

Description

Other

Description

Other

Description

Other

Description

Other

Description

Other

Description

Other

Description

Other

Description

Other

Description

Other

Description
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6. Safety Incentive Program
The purpose of the safety incentive program is to recognize individuals for their safety awareness and
attention to quality. The funds for the incentive program are to be utilized solely for the recognition of
workers’ commitment to safety and quality. The volume is based on the contract amount of the project
entered into CMiC. If the budget increases or decreases the incentive budget will be adjusted to reflect the
revised budget.

•
•
•
•
•
•

The safety incentive plan must be a reward system that recognizes and rewards safe behaviors.
The reward must be presented during weekly meetings or other job-wide meetings and
specifically list the reason the person is getting the incentive/reward.
If the plan includes giving gift cards the plan must identify the frequency, amount and purpose of
the reward.
Gift card recipients must be listed on the reimbursement forms.
Charges to the incentive account must not be made until approved by the Safety Department.
The incentive plan funds cannot be used to sponsor other normal celebrations like topping out
party, milestone parties or substantial completion.

Safety Incentive Budget
Beck’s commitment to safety has provided this project with the following budget to be used for safety awards
and recognition programs to ensure a safe jobsite. This project will receive $650.00 per $1 million of volume
(approximate).
Job Volume
$0,000,000

Rate

Budget

$650/$1,000,000

00.00

Safety Incentive Plan
Write safety incentive plan here. Plan must include the actions to reward safety behavior
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7. Job Hazard Analysis (JHA)
The job hazard analysis (JHA) section of the safety program is designed as a guide for pre-job/task
planning of work. The job hazard analysis addresses the tasks that will be performed, the hazards
involved and the actions and tools used to prevent those hazards from causing injury or accident. A job
hazard analysis is used in pre-work safety meetings with employees about to engage in the work or task.
It provides the opportunity to communicate with involvement, the desired result at the end of a task
through the elimination of rework, in an environment where the hazards that have the potential to cause
injury are identified prior to performing the work. JHA’s are to be completed daily for each work crew. A
copy of the JHA should be maintained in the office as well as a copy posted in the immediate work area.
If the scope of work or hazards changes from the original JHA, the JHA should be revised or updated to
indicate the changes in working conditions. JHA’s are required for all contractors and subcontractors.
8. Reporting Man-hours
For each pay application submitted, the Subcontractor will report the total man-hours and all accidents,
including first aid, recordable and lost time accidents for all Subcontract work performed at the Project
Site, for the period of time represented in the pay applications Progress and Final. The Subcontractor
shall include the total man-hours worked and lost time accidents by Subcontractor and for all tiered or
other contractors working directly or indirectly for the Subcontractor at the Project Site. Failure to include
total man-hours or accidents will delay pay applications.
9. Injury and Accident Reporting
All injuries that occur on Beck projects must be reported immediately. Thins include near-misses, first-aid
and property accidents.
Report injures to the following:
Claim Analyst

(and)

Safety Administrator

Wendy Cashion
214-303-6843 Office
214-303-6943 Fax

Bina Fulani
214-303-6234 Office
214-303-6326 Fax

Wendycashion@beckgroup.com

binafulani@beckgroup.com

Corporate Office 1807 Ross Ave #500 Dallas, Texas 75201 214-303-6200
All injuries must be reported to project manager or superintendent immediately. Accidents that do not result in
injury or property damage are considered near-misses and should be reported as well.
Near-miss: unplanned incidents that did not result in injury or property damage.
• Notification of Incident
• Root Cause Report.
• Record the incident in safety software for the specific project
First-Aid or Medical Treatment: Any injury that requires treatment by First-Aid only. Complete the following
forms.
•
•
•
•
•

Notification of Incident
Treatment Refusal, if applicable
State specific W/C “First Report of Injury”
Root Cause Report.
Record the incident in safety software for the specific project
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10. Emergency Procedures
In the event of an accident:
 Notify a BECK supervisor / Call 911, if needed
 Provide emergency care, as needed
 Implement job site emergency plan, if needed
It is BECK’s policy to prohibit any unauthorized pictures of any project.
In case of accidents resulting in serious injuries, order may be maintained by having previously assigned
responsibilities to specific individuals.
In the event of injury or accident the Project Manager or Superintendent should implement the following
emergency action steps:
a. Activate the Jobsite Emergency Management Team:
When notified of an incident or accident the Project Manager or Superintendent should initiate the
Jobsite Emergency Management Team. Initiating the Jobsite Emergency Management Team provides
the additional resources and orderly action of all team members.
Project Manager:
Alert emergency authorities as necessary. Secure and/or evacuate crisis area to eliminate additional
injuries. Notify "Corporate Crisis Team" member. Maintain jobsite safety.
Superintendent:
Arrange to have someone available to go to the hospital with the injured. Assist Project Manager in
securing safety conditions. Inspect area for additional problems.
b. Care for the Injures:
The first concern at an accident scene, regardless of its seriousness, is care of the injured. Nothing should
interfere with this concern except safety of the rescuers.
c.

Protect other People and Property:
Authorized persons are initial first-aid and emergency medical providers, project management, corporate
representatives or other personnel authorized to investigate the incident.


Unauthorized personnel should be kept away from the accident area.



Secure all gate, entrances or access points to the project or work area.

11. Emergency Management Plan
a. Alert the Corporate Crisis Team:
In the event of a serious incident or accident the project manager should immediately contact the
Corporate Crisis Team, Operations Manager and Regional Leader. The Corporate Crisis Team will
contact the attorney, insurance carrier and appropriate government agencies, if necessary.
Examples of when to contact the corporate crisis team include any incident (including
accidents or injuries) when the police, ambulance or fire departments have been called to
provide assistance or any event that either attracts or may attract the media (picketing,
protests or similar civil activity).
b. Make a Visual Walk-Through of the Accident Site:
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Conditions at an accident scene may change rapidly. After activating the emergency action plan, the
Project Manager or Superintendent should utilize the incident investigation form. Take notice of the
location of potential evidence. Record this information as the walk-through is made. If possible mark
the location of items likely to be moved.
Only after the accident site is safe to approach should the area be approached. To prevent alteration
of the scene prior to completion of the investigation, the accident site should be secured as well as is
practical immediately after the occurrence.
c.

Obtain Identity of Witnesses:
Obtain the identity of all people who might have information about the accident. Record their names,
addresses, telephone numbers, trade and employer’s name. If members of the public are witnesses,
obtain their addresses and telephone numbers.

d. Prepare Incident Report:
An incident investigation form should be prepared for the accident investigator. The form should
contain details of what happened, when it happened and who was involved.
e. Dealing with the Press:
Our goal is to provide appropriate, true and timely information to all media inquiries. The process of
sharing information is most effective after the details have been analyzed. If the jobsite is contacted
by a news reporter or the press, you must refer them to the Corporate Spokesperson or a member of
the Corporate Crisis Team.
Only employees authorized by the Corporate Spokesperson or a member of the Corporate Crisis Team
are allowed to speak with a news reporter or the press.
If a news reporter or the press asks you for information, you should:
1. Be courteous.
2. Advise them that information will be forthcoming from the Corporate Spokesperson as soon as an
investigation is conducted and the facts can be ascertained.
3. Take the person’s name and phone number and inform them they will be contacted.
4. If a situation arises in which you are forced to respond to the media, please keep the following
points in mind.


Prior to speaking or responding to the media, contact a member of the Corporate Crisis
Team.



Be factual, be concise. Don’t guess at what you think happened. For example: you might
say, "The incident involving a ______ has occurred approximately ___ hours ago. We will
have details upon conclusion of the investigation. All information will be available from the
corporate spokesperson. He can be reached at 214-303-6200.”



Do not make any comments off the record.



Do not say "no comment."



Do not predict future actions.



Do not place blame or make any comment which can be construed as an accusation.



Be professional-Do not smoke, chew gum or eat anything while responding

12. Emergency Action Plan
Our goal is to provide prompt and immediate action in any emergency to protect life, property, and
equipment. The emergency action plan identifies emergency action procedures in the event of a medical
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emergency, accident/injury, fire, severe or destructive weather, or other emergency. In the event of an
emergency the following procedures should be followed.

Responsibilities
In the event of an accident:
 Notify a BECK supervisor / Call 911, if needed
 Provide emergency care, as needed
 Implement job site emergency plan, if needed
Nearest Employee





Notify the nearest supervisor to come to the scene; and
Notify the Beck Superintendent.
An individual trained in first-aid should apply emergency rescue procedures until medical
assistance arrives.
If the injured person is unconscious, severely bleeding, an amputated limb, difficulty breathing or
chest pain. The employee nearest the stricken person should call 911 (or the emergency phone
number posted in your area).

Subcontractors





Each contractor is responsible for establishing procedures for their personnel to receive treatment
for any injury, whether it is minor or major.
Contractors are required to have at least one employee at each job site that is trained in first-aid.
After an ambulance has been dispatched, all major injuries must be reported to the job site
Superintendent or Foreman.
Each contractor shall provide complete First Aid kits for their employees and make it available on
site at all times.

Beck Project Manager




Serves as the incident commander and coordinates notification of all contractor field supervision
on site in the event of an emergency.
Notify the Corporate Office. Communicate with the Owner/Client as needed.
Evaluate the effectiveness of the emergency action plan (EAP).

Beck Superintendent






Serves as incident commander in the absence of the Project Manager.
Coordinate evacuation process.
Track evacuation of contractors and report status.
Coordinate the shutdown of all critical processes, and communicate status.
Coordinate search of evacuated area.

Procedures
There are many common steps in all types of emergencies; steps that are the same for all emergencies
are discussed below. Each project is required to establish, assign and maintain an Emergency Action
Plan.
Additional steps for each type of emergency are listed in a corresponding section, Fire, Bomb Threat,
Chemical Release, Weather-Related Emergencies and Post-Emergency operations
Fires / Explosion
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For fires the Fire Department should be summoned for assistance by calling 911. Answer the
dispatcher’s questions. Give nature of fire (what’s burning, etc.) Give directions to the incident.




If uncertainty exists where employees are injured or accounted for, ask for EMS standby.
If the potential for more fire outbreak or explosion exist, activate evacuation procedure/alarm.
Initiate the Emergency Action Plan, notify appropriate parties on emergency phone list and notify
the Corporate Crisis Team.

Adverse Weather







Remove affected crews to shelter (inside building, crawl space etc.)
Secure material from blowing off of structure, which can injure employees
Personnel in trailer offices should evacuate to the structure during a tornado or high winds.
No work should be performed outside during a lightning storm.
Ensure that all in-place storm drain lines and receivers are operational.
In the event of a heavy rain, monitor the project to ensure that control measures are operating
and functioning to effect the protection of the people and the facility.

Medical Emergency
In the event of a medical emergency (injury, accident or illness) the affected person must immediately
notify a member of the project management team. Each subcontractor is required to have at least
one employee with current first-aid/CPR training




First Aid trained personnel will insure that the employee is secured from further harm, and initiate
the 911 EMS. Give direction to the Project and exact location of the injured employee.
Notify in the order given the persons listed on the Emergency Phone List.
Follow up with specific job site safety procedures.

Bomb Threat / Terrorism







Document the threat (e.g., time and date; exact words of caller; description of voice: sex, age if
apparent, tone, dialect; and background noises).
Do not hang up on phone threats; try to keep the caller talking to attempt a trace through civil
authorities.
Inform the Project Manager of the bomb threat. If determined to be life threatening, call 911.
Report any unusual or suspicious activity or objects to the local authorities.
Evacuate the area of all contractor personnel until local authorities’ personnel give the clearance
to re-enter the area.
In the event of a national emergency where the code is RED, access to the site may be restricted.

Muster Point
In the event a project must evacuate, a predetermined plan and muster location must be identified.
Muster points must be away from the building and not interfere with emergency access or operations.
On projects where Beck has established a project office or trailer, the muster point for all Beck
employees will the Beck officer or trailer.
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Project Safety Team Assignments
The following assignments/responsibilities are:
ASSIGNMENT

PRIMARY

ALTERNATE

Update/maintain Zero Accidents Plan
Maintaining Emergency Management Assignments
Conduct and document pre-construction safety planning
checklist (Form 1.A.1) with subcontractors
Maintain jobsite safety file (binders)
Maintain required Federal & State postings
SWPPP inspections and required updates
Conduct Beck employee weekly safety meetings
Conduct job wide weekly safety meetings
Monitor and document Beck employee JHA’s
Audit and monitor subcontractors JHA’s
Reviewing the emergency action plan with all workers
Conducting worker orientations
Confirm required Employee training completed
Report injuries to Risk Management
Monitor and document equipment inspections
Conduct daily safety inspection
Obtain subcontractors required safety submittals
Obtain subcontractor’s safety program
Obtain subcontractor’s MSDS information
Obtain subcontractor’s weekly safety meetings
Verify crane insurance
Communicating Emergency plan to subcontractors

Name
Name
Name

Name
Name
Name

Name
Name
Name
Name
Name
Name
Name
Name
Name
Name
Name
Name
Name
Name
Name
Name
Name
Name

Name
Name
Name
Name
Name
Name
Name
Name
Name
Name
Name
Name
Name
Name
Name
Name
Name
Name

Other Duty
Other Duty
Other Duty
Other Duty
Other Duty
Other Duty
Other Duty
Other Duty

Name
Name
Name
Name
Name
Name
Name
Name

Name
Name
Name
Name
Name
Name
Name
Name
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Emergency Notifications and Contact List
Post at each entry point to the office and at each phone in trailer
Person
Name
Name
Name
Name
Name
Name
Name
Name
Name
Name
Name
Name
Name
Name
Name
Name
Name
Name
Name
Name
Name
Name
Name
Name
Name
Name
Name
Name
Name
Name
Name
Name
Name
Name
Name
Name

Company
Company Name
Company Name
Company Name
Company Name
Company Name
Company Name
Company Name
Company Name
Company Name
Company Name
Company Name
Company Name
Company Name
Company Name
Company Name
Company Name
Company Name
Company Name
Company Name
Company Name
Company Name
Company Name
Company Name
Company Name
Company Name
Company Name
Company Name
Company Name
Company Name
Company Name
Company Name
Company Name
Company Name
Company Name
Company Name
Company Name

Title
Title
Title
Title
Title
Title
Title
Title
Title
Title
Title
Title
Title
Title
Title
Title
Title
Title
Title
Title
Title
Title
Title
Title
Title
Title
Title
Title
Title
Title
Title
Title
Title
Title
Title
Title
Title

Office#
Number
Number
Number
Number
Number
Number
Number
Number
Number
Number
Number
Number
Number
Number
Number
Number
Number
Number
Number
Number
Number
Number
Number
Number
Number
Number
Number
Number
Number
Number
Number
Number
Number
Number
Number
Number

Mobile#
Number
Number
Number
Number
Number
Number
Number
Number
Number
Number
Number
Number
Number
Number
Number
Number
Number
Number
Number
Number
Number
Number
Number
Number
Number
Number
Number
Number
Number
Number
Number
Number
Number
Number
Number
Number
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Project Emergency Management Assignments
Post at each entry point to the office and at each phone in trailer
Assignments
Emergency Team Manager
Emergency Call for Ambulance, Fire or Police
Responsible for Administering First Aid
Accompanying Injured Person to Hospital
Notification of Injured Employees Family
Notification of Corporate Crisis Team
Job Site Communications
Site communication with emergency responders
Securing Job Site
Securing Accident Site
Directing Emergency Traffic
Evacuation of Job Site (if required)
Responsible for Employee accountability

RESPONSIBLE PERSON
Name
Name
Name
Name
Name
Name
Name
Name
Name
Name
Name
Name
Name

ALTERNATE
Name
Name
Name
Employer Rep
Employer Rep
Name
Name
Name
Name
Name
Name
Name
Name

After hours emergency contact
Communications with Media
Communications with OSHA
Accident Investigation
Communications with Insurance Company

Name
Joe Flores
Tim Kuykendall
Tim Kuykendall
RM Designee

Name
Holly Crowder
Corporate Designee
Corporate Designee
RM Designee

In case of emergency call: 911
Project Name
Project Name
Clinic Name
Clinic Name

Address
Address

City

Phone
Number
Phone
Number

City
Address

Address

City
City

Enter muster point location here

I'm in a Crisis! What Do I Do?

Call 214-303-6404 or 817-829-2236
If for any reason you have trouble getting resolution through the hotline, call one of the people listed
below
Role

Contact

Regular Hours after Hours

Crisis Team Leader / Spokesmen
Crisis Team Leader
Spokesperson
Safety Coordinator bi-lingual
Safety Administrator

Joe Flores
Tim Kuykendall
Holly Crowder
Jose Martinez
Bina Fulani

214-303-6404
214-303-6587
214-303-6244
214-223-1253
214-303-6234

Safety Coordinator
Operations Manager

Name
Name

000-000-0000 & 000-000-0000
000-000-0000 & 000-000-0000

817-829-2236
214-908-1358
303-419-6877
817-223-1253
214-236-4674
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13. Insert Site Map Here



Note locations of emergency entrance
Muster points
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14. Insert Clinic Map Here
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Form 1.A.1 Subcontractor Pre-Construction Safety Review
This form must be completed and reviewed prior to starting work.
Project:

Trade:

Company Name:
Completed by (print):

Date:

Primary Contact
Name

Primary Number

Alternate Number

Project Manager:
On-site Superintendent:
On-site Foreman:
On-site Safety Rep:
Corporate Safety Dir:
Frequency of corporate safety representative site visits?
Employee with current CPR/First Aid/AED training:
 Employee #1 Name______________________
 Employee #2 Name______________________

Received?
Received?

Yes  No 
Yes  No 

Anticipated number of employees expected on-site?
Note: The subcontractor is required to provide a full-time Project Safety Coordinator (PSC) when staffing,
including tiered contractors, reaches 30 workers on-site. The PSC shall have no production responsibilities
and shall be on-site even if staffing temporarily falls below 30 workers.

 Subcontractor’s Safety Coordinator (SSC) Minimum requirement:
o 30 Hour OSHA
Received?
o OSHA 500
Received?
Subcontractor agrees to report any/all accidents or injuries regardless of severity

Yes  No 
Yes  No 
Yes  No 

OSHA Citations / OSHA 300 Logs
20

20

20

OSHA Recordable
Number of Lost Time Injuries
Total hours worked
Injury & Illness Rate
(Recordable Incidents) x (200,000) / (Man-hours)

Has your company or any subsidiary received any serious OSHA citation within last 3 years? Yes  No 
If yes explain:
Has your company or any subsidiary had a work related death within the last 3 years?

Yes  No 
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If yes explain:

Start Work Authority




























Subcontract signed by both parties?
Insurance certificates approved, with additional endorsement?
A site specific safety plan available at project?
Safety Data Sheets
o A list of material (chemicals) to be used at project?
o SDS specific for this project?
Emergency action plan discussed?
o Emergency warning
o Muster point
o Head count
o Report to:
Parking area for workers identified.
Planned work hours:
Most common language of workforce?
Name of Bi-lingual persons on-site at all times during work?

Yes  No 
Yes  No 
Yes  No 
Yes  No 
Yes  No 
Yes  No 

Orientation: All Employees/Workers are required to attend the Orientation
TEXO Safety First: In the D/FW all workers to attend TEXO Safety First Orientation.
Daily Reports: A subcontractor’s daily report is required before the end of each shift.
The daily report must include description of work completed, number or employee
site, a total of man-hours worked and any injuries, accidents or near-misses
Daily Reports are due:
Reporting Injuries: All injuries must be reported immediately.
o Subcontractors must report all accidents,
o Subcontractors must provide injury/ accident investigation/meeting.
o Supervisor accident report due by end of the work day.

Yes  No 
Yes  No 
Yes  No 
onYes  No 

Yes  No 
Yes  No 
Yes  No 

Reporting Man-hours: For each pay application submitted, the Subcontractor will report the total manhours and all accidents, including first aid, recordable and lost time accidents for all Subcontract work
performed at the Project Site, for the period of time represented in the pay applications.
Failure to include total man-hours or report accidents may delay pay applications.
Yes  No 
Drug Screens: Some projects may require pre-work or pre-access drug screening. When drug screens
are required they must be completed before the orientation.
On-site drug screens are not considered job cost. Acknowledgement:
Weekly tool box meeting
o Job-wide meeting held on
o Subcontractors meeting held on:
o BECK weekly coordination held on:
o Daily huddle for Last Planner held on:

at
at
at
at

am / pm
am / pm
am / pm
am / pm

Subcontractor will provide:
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□
□
□
□
□
□
□

First aid Kit for their employees.
Fire Extinguishers for task activity.
Potable water, individual cups and ice.
Proper PPE for the task
Required safety posting (laser, noise, caution area, etc.)
Required training for tools & equipment
MUTCD Part 6 approved traffic control plan when flagging traffic.

Competent Person
Before performing any work on this project identified below, the subcontractor is required to provide a competent
person on-site to supervise the work. The subcontractor must provide, on company letter head, a designation
letter of competent person. Any person designated as a competent person must provide documented training
with a minimum of 20 hours on the listed topic. (See attached training guidelines)
Please select the any of the following tasks or equipment involved in your scope of work
Competent person

□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□

Contact #

Working near Asbestos (1926.1101)
Working near Lead (1926.62)
Cranes (1926.1400)
Qualified Riggers (1926.1400)
Qualified Flagmen? (1926.1400)
Using Compressed air (1926.803)
Conducting Demolition (1926.850)
Working in trenches (1926.650)
Using Fall Protection Equip (1926.502)
Using Hearing protection (1926.101)
Jobsite inspections (1926.20)
Using Ladders (1926.1053)
Material/personnel hoist (1926.552)
Using Scaffolding (1926.451)

To qualify as a competent person for BECK Projects the competent person must:

□
□
□

Have properly documented training records in the subject matter listed.
Must be able to document minimum of 4 hours of specific training in the subject matter
Must have a letter, with company letterhead, that designates the individual as a competent person with the
appropriate authorization.

Will any of the subcontractor’s scope of work involve any of the following type of work or activity?
If yes to any of the below provide a copy of the specific policy/requirement to the subcontractor.


Any employees use Personal Fall Protection Equipment?
o BECK Fall Protection Policy provided? (Section 4.H Fall Protection)

Yes  No 
Yes  No 



Excavating or ground penetrations of any type?
o BECK Trenching or Excavation Policy provided? (Section 4.BB Trench)
o BECK XMOP / Permit Policy provided? (Site specific X-MOP)
Use a Crane on-site or bring a crane on-site?

Yes  No 
Yes  No 
Yes  No 
Yes  No 
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BECK Crane Policy & Lift Plan provided? (Section 4.D Cranes)

Yes  No 



Any Energized Electrical Work?
o BECK Energized Work Policy provided? (Section 4.F Electrical)

Yes  No 
Yes  No 



Any employees access a Confined Space?
o BECK Confined Space Policy provided? (Section 4.C Confined Space)

Yes  No 
Yes  No 



Use of Scaffolding, including frame, non-stop, full size mobile or baker/sunny? Yes  No 
o BECK Scaffold Policy provided? (Section 4.X Scaffolding)
Yes  No 



Any Structural Demolition?
o BECK Confined Space Policy provided? (Section 4.XX Demolition)

o

Yes  No 
Yes  No 

Subcontractor must designate a responsible person to provide training and guidance on any specific
Beck safety policies, if applicable.
Name
Title
Excavation MOP, permit and trench safety
Daily crane lift plan
Fall Protection Plan / user training
Confined space entry
Subcontractor must designate a responsible person for verifying and maintaining on-site operator
training records, daily equipment inspections and required safety documentation the following? Each
individual piece of equipment must have a unique reference number and that number must be on the daily
inspection form.
Name

Contact Number

Operating Forklifts
Operating Scissor Lifts
Operating Aerial Lifts
Cranes
Haz-Com / MSDS
Safety Inspections
Lift Plans (Required daily)
JHA’s (Required daily)
Fall Protection Plans (daily)

Scope of Work
Subcontractors scope of work:
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Potential hazards expected employee will encounter:

What is evacuation plan, employee accountability plan and designated muster point?

What is subcontractors housekeeping policy? How will housekeeping be conducted?

Storage area will be:
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Will subcontractor bring off-site cranes to location?

Yes  No 

If yes, who will provide post erection inspection?
Is this project with 5 miles of an airport?

Yes  No 

Will any part of the crane boom be more than 200’ tall from the ground?

Yes  No 

If yes, who is responsible for FAA permitting? _________________________________________
Overhead Power Lines: are there any overhead powerline with 50 of the project?

Yes  No 

Prior to starting work on-site the subcontractor must provide copies of the following submittals to the Project Safety
Coordinator.










Site Specific Safety Plan
Safety Manual

Yes  No 

Fall Protection Plan

Yes  No 

Confined Space Plan

Yes  No 

SDS Hazard Communication Program (AKA MSDS)

Yes  No 

Resume of Safety Representative (if applicable)

Yes  No 

Certificate of Insurance for all Cranes?
Training Certificates/Documentation
- Name & title of Trainer(s)
- Date of training
- Material covered with time spent on each topic
- Evaluation (test/quiz)
- Organization

Yes  No 

Yes  No 
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This review was conducted on

at
Date

Location

Signatures
Subcontractor Attendance:
Name

Title

Signature

Project Manager
Superintendent
Foreman
Safety Manager/Director

Beck Attendance:
Name

Title

Signature

Project Manager
Superintendent
Foreman
Safety Manager/Director
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Training Verification
Subcontractor is responsible for providing safety training for its employees. Safety training includes both general
awareness and user specific training. Training should include the use of all tools, equipment and motorized
vehicles for tasks assigned to employees. Training documentation must comply with the BECK training
guidelines.
In an attempt to establish a subjective guideline for use on the project we will be using the following guideline:
Required documentation of worker training as outlined in safety training guideline and BECK Safety Manual
requires each employer to provide the following documentation for each worker assigned to work tasks.
 A certificate or letter from the organization providing the training.
 Name and title of trainer
 Date of training
 Material covered with time spent on each topic
 Evaluation process used to determine worker understanding
 Something to indicate the worker completed and passed the evaluation process
If the training is provided in-house or by a third party, in addition to the above minimum requirements, the
following applies:
Motorized equipment training must include instruction and review of the operator’s manual, pre-use inspection,
capacity and limitations, and demonstration of safe & efficient use of the equipment. Instruction shall consist of at
least 1-hour class/lecture, a written test on the material covered plus a practical exercise to demonstrate safe &
efficient use of the equipment.
Tools and Equipment training must include instruction and review of the operator’s manual, hazard, do’s and do
not’s, pre-use inspection, capacity and limitations, PPE, and demonstration of safe & efficient use of the
equipment. Instruction shall consist of at least 30 minutes. It may include a video but must also include
class/lecture, a written test on the material covered. Tools and equipment include, but are not limited to: Powder
actuated tools, electrical or pneumatic hand tools; drills, saws and Ladders etc.
All written tests shall have test questions that include; use, hazards, capacity, signaling if appropriate and
emergency situation. A passing score of 70% or better is required.
All training documentation (certificate, letter or wallet card) for a competent person or employee must contain
organization providing the training, name and title of the trainer, date of training, material covered with time spent
on each topic, and evaluation process used to determine worker understanding of training. BECK reserves the
right to determine acceptability of any training being claimed.
Required Fall Protection Training Verification
Any workers using fall protection equipment must be properly trained and authorized. A Fall Protection Training
Verification Sticker will be provided and must be worn on the back of the hard hat. The sticker is provided by the
project team or safety coordinator when fall protection training has been verified.
In an effort to ensure that all workers who use Fall Protection Equipment are properly trained and qualified, each
worker is required to provide a certificate of fall protection training as required by 1926.503 (b)(1). Additionally, an
outline of the training covered and the time or duration of the training will be required for each worker to validate
the training topics.
It is our goal to eliminate all falls from elevated work areas. To do that we must ensure that any worker who uses
personal fall protection equipment be properly trained in how you properly wear and inspect a harness,
understand, identify and use a proper anchor point, understand the hazards associated with fall protection and
finally the fall protection plan, the method to be used, specific to the project site.
Any worker using a harness on our project must provide documented training and understand:
o The concept of total fall distance when using a harness.
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o
o
o
o

How to properly inspect, use and wear a fall protection harness.
How to select and use the proper anchor point for the task.
How to identify an improper set-up or use of an anchor point.
How to properly complete and use a Daily Fall Protection Work Plan.

The Fall Protection Work Plan is similar to a JHA but is Fall Protection specific. It requires the user to review the
site specific application and sign off on the plan. The competent person is required to identify the various
methods and applications of fall protection to be used by their employees. Site specific training must include a
review of these plans.
A designated competent person must have some documented fall protection training and a letter from the
employer stating they are the designated Competent Person for fall protection and they have the authority to
make corrections and conduct training. An OSHA 10-hour or 30-hour Construction Outreach Certification alone
does not qualify as fall protection training.
Retraining:
Any worker observed violating the fall protection requirements or using fall protection equipment without a training
verification sticker will be subject to disciplinary action. Additionally, the subcontractor’s entire work force will be
required to attend fall protection retraining prior to beginning work.
OSHA Standard:
1926.503(a)(1) The employer shall provide a training program for each employee who might be exposed to fall
hazards. The program shall enable each employee to recognize the hazards of falling and shall train each
employee in the procedures to be followed in order to minimize these hazards.
1926.503(a)(2)The employer shall assure that each employee has been trained, as necessary, by a competent
person qualified in the following areas:
 1926.503(a)(2)(i)The nature of fall hazards in the work area;
 1926.503(a)(2)(ii) The correct procedures for erecting, maintaining, disassembling, and inspecting the fall
protection systems to be used;
 1926.503(a)(2)(iii) The use and operation of guardrail systems, personal fall arrest systems, safety net
systems, warning line systems, safety monitoring systems, controlled access zones, and other protection
to be used;
 1926.503(a)(2)(iv) The role of each employee in the safety monitoring system when this system is used;
1926.503(b)(1) The employer shall verify compliance with paragraph (a) of this section by preparing a written
certification record. The written certification record shall contain the name or other identity of the employee
trained, the date(s) of the training, and the signature of the person who conducted the training or the signature of
the employer. If the employer relies on training conducted by another employer or completed prior to the effective
date of this section, the certification record shall indicate the date the employer determined the prior training was
adequate rather than the date of actual training.
Implementation:
Each employer is required to provide the following documentation:
 Certificate of fall protection training.
o Employers can use Option 1, Option 2 or use their own form.
o When using their own form it must include the information identified in 1926.503(b)(1)
 Fall Protection Outline
o Employers can use Option 3 or use their own form
o When using their own form it must include the topics covered and the duration of the topic
o If a 3rd party or outside training service was used a course duration and course outline must be
provided
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